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ABSTRACT 

A numerical investigation has been performed for the 3-D flow of an incompress

ible fluid in a torus shaped enclosure of square cross-section, where the fluid motion 

is induced by shding the top wall of the enclosure radially outwards. The flow in 

this geometry is characterized by two non-dimensional numbers, the curvature ratio 

(5 = and the Reynolds number (Re where Rc is the radius of curvature 

of the torus at the center of the enclosure cross-section, d the side length of the 

enclosure cross-section and u^ujaii the velocity of the top wall of the enclosure. 

Calculations were performed for 3-D flow in an almost straight enclosiure with 5 

=0.005 at Re=3200 and a strongly curved one with 6 =0.25 at Re=2400. The 3-D 

flow was computed by choosing a small sector of the torus and applying periodic 

boundary conditions along the circumferential boundary. The 3-D flow calculations 

were started with axi-symmetric flow as initial condition and perturbed by a small 

random disturbance to seed the centrifugal instability into the flow. 

Integral quantities defined using different components of the vorticity were mon

itored at different cross sectional planes to study the development and dynamics of 

the 3-D flow. A technique of volume visuaUzation was used to visualize r vorticity 

and 6 vorticity contours through out the computational domain to imderstund the 

d5aiamics of the 3-D flow. 
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The 3-D flow calculated for both cases S = 0.005 and 0.25 shows span-wise vor

tices also called Taylor-Gortler-Like vortices. These vortices while being convected 

around by the primary re-circulating flow in the torus cross-section experience 

span-wise oscillations resulting from a secondary instabihty accompanied by their 

growth and collapse in size. The net effect of this dynamics results in the peri

odic re-arrangement of the vortices, when viewed along the circumferential span. 

Volume visualization of r-vorticity contours show the existence of two pairs of vor

tices wrapped around each other as they are convected around by the primary 

re-circulating flow. The dynamics that induce the periodic re-arrangement have 

been explained from volume visuahzation of the vorticity components. "Vortex 

tilting" of the ^-component of vorticity is identified as a mechanism for explain

ing the interaction of the primary re-circulating flow with the span-wise vortices 

present. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem of Interest 

The two dimensional lid driven flow in a plane rectangular enclosure has been 

a Computational Fluid Dynamics(CFD) paradigm of long standing interest in the 

fluid mechanics community. Experimental realization of this flow have been at

tempted in enclosures shaped like a long parallelepipeds of rectangular cross-section 

where the motion of the fluid is induced by sliding one of the four longitudinal walls 

normal to the longitudinal axis of the parallelepiped. 

The prominent interest in the problem is attributed to several key reasons. 

First, from a practical point of view, this flow problem has direct relevance to 

manufactluring processes in the coating and paper making industry. Second, it 

provides an ideal prototype flow problem for studying many flow features present 

in it with closed streamlines Uke a core vortex, shear flow and boundary'' layers. 

Finally and most importantly, its simplicity in geometry along with its complex 

and interesting flow features, makes it an ideal target of CFD calculations aimed 

at developing and testing of new numerical procedures to solve the Navier-Stokes 

equations. 

In this dissertation the flow configuration investigated is a variant of the classical 

lid-driven cavity flow. The earUer work in this direction was performed by Phinney 
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& Humphrey (1996). The specific flow configuration investigated by them consisted 

of a torus of square cross-section in which the motion of an incompressible fluid 

is induced by sUding the top wall of the torus radially outwards with a constant 

velocity. They performed axi-symmetric flow calculations to study the effect of 

curvature on the structure of axi-symmetric flow in the enclostire cross-section. 

This work extends that investigation by relaxing the axi-symmetric constraint, 

thus capturing the three-dimensional features of the flow. 

1.2 Motivation for The Present Work 

1.2.1 Features of The Lid-Driven Cavity Flow 

The geometry used to experimentally realize lid driven cavity flow is shown in 

Fig. 1.1. It consists of an enclosure shaped Uke a long parallelepiped filled with 

fluid whose motion is induced by shding the top wall of the enclosure normal to 

the longitudinal axis of the parallelepiped . In the figure, d corresponds to the 

size of the enclosure cross-section and S is the size of the of the enclosure along 

the longitudinal axis of the enclosure. The flow geometry is characterized by the 

span to height ratio SH = f and the Reynolds number Re = based on the 

lid velocity U^uiaii and cavity height d. 

The primary flow features in the two dimensional lid driven cavity flow appear 

in the plane parallel to the direction of motion of the lid. They are namely the 
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primary' vortex, downstream secondary eddy, upstream secondary eddy and up 

stream re-circulation region as seen in Fig. 1.1. 

In addition to these primary flow features, the flow exhibits certain local and 

global three dimensional structiires in planes parallel to the longitudinal axis of 

the enclosure for Re > 1000. These structures represent the combined effects of 

(a) the longitudinal pressure gradient induced by the deceleration of the primary 

recirculating flow near the longitudinal end walls of the enclosure; and,(b) accel

eration and deceleration of the primary recirculating flow with periodicity in the 

longitudinal direction. The global three dimensional structures that appear in the 

planes normal to the base flow in the region of the down stream eddy are referred 

to as Taylor-Gortler-Like (TGL) vortices. The TGL vortices arise as a result of a 

centrifugal instability (centrifugal force-radial pressure gradient imbalance) of the 

primary flow as it curves along the concave shaped separation surface(Make Fig

ure) between the primary vortex and the down stream secondary eddy (Ramanan 

&c Homsy (1994), Ding Kawahara (1998)). Local structures that appear near the 

end walls in the span-wise direction are called the corner vortices or the end wall 

vortices. The end wall vortices arise as a result of the force imbalance between the 

primary re-circulating flow and the no slip boundary conditions enforced by the 

end wall. 

In spite of its numerical appeal, there is no experimental equivalent of the 2D hd-

driven flow in a plane rectangular enclosure. At a low value of Re in a parallelepiped, 
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Figure 1.1: Sciiematic of experimental setup to realize lid driven cavity flow and the 

associated flow features, (a) Flow features in the cross-section of the enclosure are : 

primary vortex(l),downstream secondary vortex(2),upstream secondary vortex(3) 

and the upstream re-attach vortex(4).(b) 3-D flow features (C: Corner vortex,G:G: 

Taylor-Gortler-Like vortices) along the longitudinal cross-section of the enclosure 

that arise from the presence of end walls and due to the centrifugal instabilities of 

the flow in the cross-section (seen in (a)). 
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viscous end-wall effects and the associated pressure field distort the entire flow in 

any enclosure irrespective of the value of SH. As the Re value is increased the 

centrifugal instability sets in resulting in the formation of the TGL vortices. It 

is speculated that formation of the end-wall vortices feeds span-wise disturbances 

into the main flow seeding the centrifugal instabihty that results in the formation 

of the TGL vortices along the span of the enclosure (Insert (c) in Fig. I.l). Thus 

for a reasonably high Reynolds number the flow away from the end-walls is no 

longer two dimensional and becomes three dimensional, which the Ud-driven flow 

in a plane enclosure cannot capture. In addition, the pressure gradient induced 

at the end-wall in a parallelepiped fixes the sense of rotation of the comer vortex 

next to it which, in turn, fixes the sense of rotation of all the TGL vortices in the 

flow. The pressure gradient forces driving the end-wall vortices differ in magnitude 

from centrifugal forces driving the Gortler vortices in the bulk of the flow, and 

due to these strong nonhnear interactions occur among the end-wall vortices and 

the TGL vortices. This strong interaction between the end-wall vortices, TGL 

vortices and the primary re-circulating flow, affects the distribution of momentum 

in the enclosure. These interactions manifest themselves in the meandering of 

TGL vortices and changes in the number and size of TGL vortices with time. 

The interactions render the three dimensional flow very complex and diflBcult to 

understand. The net effect of the end-walls through the formation of the end wall 

vortices is to weaken the primary re-circulating flow when compared to a purely two 
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dimensional flow. Thus, in a finite experimental parallelepiped flow configuration 

due to the presence of the end-walls there is an unavoidable bias that complicates 

both the physical understanding and numerical calculation of 3D hd-driven flows. 

In view of the strong influence that the end walls have on the flow, there is a 

need to explore a new flow geometry that overcomes the Umitations and complexity 

enforced by them. A geometry without these end walls will help us understand the 

features of the re-circulating flow better and also the role played by the end walls 

in this class of re-circulating flows. Conceptually, the bias induced in the flow by 

the end walls of a finite parallelepiped can be completely removed by curving the 

parallelepiped upon itself, around one of its longitudinal walls, such that the end 

walls meet at a common plane where they are then "removed" in order to create a 

continuous, unobstructed toroid of rectangular cross-section as shown in Fig. 1,2. 

In this new configinration, the flow is induced by sliding the top flat wall of the torus 

radially outwards or inwards with a constant velocity. This new flow geometry is 

characterized by the curvature ratio S = where Rc is the radius of curvature of 

the toroid at the enclosure center Une and d is the height of the enclosure. 

For values of s —> 0, the curvature effects on the flow in the toroid are rendered 

negligible, resulting in a flow configuration which at a low Re rigorously approxi

mates the 2D lid driven flow in a plane rectangular enclosure and at a sufficiently 

high Re displays TGL vortices observed in finite parallelepiped but devoid of end-

wall influence. Thus, this new flow geometry retains the global flow features of 
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the straight geometry but lacks the bias due to the presence of end walls in the 

span-wise direction. 

Thus, the toroidal flow configuration represents a much more general and power

ful numerical paradigm than the 'classical' 2D lid-driven flow in a plane rectangular 

enclosure and h£is and added advantage that it can be approximated in an experi

mental setup. 

Fig. 1.3 shows an experimental setup for realization of Ud-driven flow in an ide

alized toroidal configuration. The flow in the toroidal enclosure in the experimental 

setup is driven by the shearing action of a fluid flowing radially outwards through 

a small radial opening(^ << 1) at the top of the enclostu-e. By choosing a small 

h to d ratio (see Figure 1.3) we can ensure that shear driven flow in the enclosure 

cross section resembles closely the flow obtained with a constant radially outward 

moving Ud. 

The toroidal flow geometry tends asymptotically to a straight parallelepiped 

enclosure without end walls as the curvature ratio tends to zero (S —>• 0). In 

the earUer work of Phinney & Humphrey (1996), the toroidal flow configuration 

was investigated assuming the flow to be axi-symmetric and providing for the top 

wall of the enclosure to shde radially outwards or inwards with constant velocity. 

It was observed that in the limit of very low curvature ratios, for both the wall 

moving radially inwards or outwards, the results converged to the well established 

2-D flow in a classical hd driven cavity flow. They observed that for the case of the 
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VIEW A 

Rc 

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the Toroidal flow configuration investigated in the present 

study along with the coordinate system. The flow is induced by sUding the top flat 

wall of the toroid radially outwards with a constant velocity Uyjaii-
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(b) 

Figure 1.3: Sketch shows an experimental approximation(b) of lid-driven flow in 

an idealized toroid configuration(a). In this experimental setup the shearing action 

of the fluid drives the flow in the toroid. The gap height, h, is a variable in the 

experiments. 
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Figrire 1.4: Vector plots of axi-symmetric flow in the cross section of toroidal enclo

sures with 5 = 0.25 and 6 = 0.256 at Re=3200. Center of primary vortex (c) shows 

a sudden jump towards the upper downstream comer at the critical curvature ratio 

s = 0.25. 
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top wall of the toroid moving radially outwards the primary- vortex moves to the 

upper downstream comer as curvature is increased. The location of the primary 

vortex undergoes a sudden jump at a critical curvature ratio as seen in Fig. 1.4. In 

addition to investigations with constant hd velocity, they observed the same effect 

when the Ud velocity goes as the inverse of the radius. In view of the findings 

of the earlier work, it becomes of real interest to see how the 3-D flow behaves 

as the curvature ratio is increased. Specifically, it is of interest to know whether 

the surprising findings from the axisymmetric calculations are reflected in the 3-D 

calculations. It also becomes important to extend the earher axi-symmetric work 

to provide a better imderstanding of the phenomenon of the sudden primary vortex 

jump. 

1.3 Objectives of the Present Work 

The specific objectives of this work are outlined in this section, the objectives 

can be grouped under two categories. The first one is concerned with performing 

some more axi-symmetric flow calculations as a continuation of the earlier work of 

Phinney (1994). The second is concerned with performing 3-D flow calculations for 

the same configuration. 

The objectives for the axi-symmetric flow calculations performed as a part of 

this work are: 
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1. In Phinney &c Humphrey (1996) the effect of curvature on the flow in the 

enclosure with the top wall moving radially outwards was investigated at 

three different Re\-nolds numbers corresponding to Re=2400. 3200 and 4000. 

A fit was obtained for Scrit (curvature ratio at which the jump of the primary 

vortex to the upstream comer occurs) as a function of Re. It is the objective 

here to extend those calculations to lower Reynolds numbers and find out 

whether the sudden jump of the primary core vortex to the corner occurs at 

lower Reynolds numbers when we increase the ciirvature ratio. 

2. To investigate the effect of increasing Re on the axi-symmetric flow in toroidal 

enclosure with a fixed radius of curvature(i?c)-

3. In Phinney &c Humphrey (1996), a quaUtative explanation was provided 

for the observed effects of curvature on the axi-symmetric flow at differ

ent Reynolds numbers. It is attempted to see whether the new sets of axi-

syrnmetric flow configurations performed in this work can provide a more 

comprehensive explanation for the sudden jump noticed in their earUer work. 

The objectives of the 3-D flow calculations performed as a part of this investi

gation are: 

1. To investigate how the 3-D flow in an almost straight toroidal enclosure ((5 = 

0.005) compares with 3-D flow a straight parallelepiped enclosure. 
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2. To identify the effect of curvature on the 3-D flow by calculating the 3-D flow 

in an strongly curved enclosure with s =0.25. 

3. To imderstand the structure of the 3-D flow and gain an imderstanding of 

the complex interactions between TGL vortices and their effect on the re

circulating flow in a almost straight with J=0.005 and a strongly curved 

toroidal enclosure with (J=0.25. 

1.4 Outhne 

The rest of the dissertation is organized into seven chapters describing in detail 

the method of investigation and the results obtained. Chapter 2 presents a survey 

of important results from the earher numerical work done on the classical 2-d hd 

driven cavity flow along with experimental work done in parallelepiped of different 

SH value. Chapter 2 also provides a review of important results from the literature 

of Gortler vortices with emphasis on the experimental and numerical work aimed 

at understanding their secondary modes of instabilities. Chapter 3 presents the 

mathematical formulation of the problem and map of the 3-D flow calculations 

performed in this investigations. Chapter 4 presents a summary of results obtained 

from the axi-symmetric calculations performed as a part of the work along with 

some code validation. Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the 3-D flow 

calculations for an almost straight enclosure with s = 0.005 and Chapter 6 provides 

the results for the highly curved case with s = 0.25. Chapter 7 provides a discussion 
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of the 3-D flow results presented in this investigation along with suggestions for 

future work. The Chapter 8 provides a tabulated summary- of all the volume 

visualization time animations made during this work for aU cases. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Wall-driven flow in enclosures of rectangular cross-section, also referred to as lid 

driven cavity flow, has been extensively studied over the last three decades. The 

interest in this problem can be attributed to three main reasons. 

1. Its simple geometry, easily posed boundary conditions in conjunction with 

complex flow features makes it an ideal prototype for researchers to as

sess the performance (speed and accuracy) of various numerical schemes to 

solve the Navier-Stokes equations.(PoUaxd Siu (1982),Choi (1988), Hayase, 

Humphrey Grief (1992),Thakur & Shyy (1993)). 

2. The flow in this geometry provides an ideal representation of flows over 

cutouts, repeated ribs, cavities on the walls of heat exchangers and manu

facturing processes in the coating industry. 

3. The recirculating flow in this geometry has a number of classical flow features 

like core vortex, secondary eddies and TGL vortices, studying which would 

provide a means to understand better the physical mechanisms and similar 

flow features present in complex recirculating flows. 
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For review purposes, the earlier work done on wall-driven enclosure flows can 

be grouped conveniently under four different sections namely: 

L. 2-D Numerical Simulations : Numerical calculations studying the 2-D plane 

flow in lid-driven cavity at different Reynolds numbers. 

2. Experimental Investigations: Experimental investigations studying lid-driven 

flow in long parallelepiped enclosures with different SH (Span to Height) 

values and at different Reynolds numbers. 

3. 3-D Numerical Simulations: Numericeil simxilations of 3-D Ud-driven flow in 

parallelepiped enclosures of rectangular cross-section with different SH values 

and at different Reynolds numbers. 

4. Linear Stability of 2-D Lid-Driven Cavity Flow: Analytical studies aimed 

at investigating the stability of the 2-D primary recirculating flow in a lid 

driven cavity to different kinds of disturbances (in-plane and span-wise) in 

an attempt to understand the mechajaisms causing the re-circulating flow to 

become 3-dimensional (formation of TGL vortices) as the Reynolds number 

is increased. 

In addition to the review of work on lid-driven cavity flow a brief review is 

provided of important experimental and numerical work done on Gortler vortices, 

with a primary focus on understanding their secondary modes of instabilities. 
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2.2 2-D Numerical Investigations 

The earUer numerical works studied the wall-driven enclosure flow assuming it 

to be two-dimensional. A comprehensive review of the earlier work is available in 

Tuan & Olson (1978) and in Koseff (1983). These studies primarily used finite 

difference method to solve the primitive variable formulation or stream function 

vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation over a wide range of Reynolds 

numbers. They observed that for low Reynolds numbers there was good agreement 

among the different calculations. It was observed that the choice of the difference 

scheme for the convective term and the size of the grid affected the high Reynolds 

number calculations and there was considerable discrepancy between the resvilts 

reported by different calculations. 

With the advent of algorithms using higher order finite difference schemes to 

solve for the flow, considerable agreement was obtained between different works 

over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Prominent among these calculations was 

the one performed by Ghia, Ghia &c Shin (1982). They used a multi-grid method 

to solve the stream function vorticity formulation of the two-dimensional, incom

pressible Navier-Stokes equations in a straight wall-driven enclosure. They reported 

extensive resvdts for flows with Reynolds numbers 100, 400, 1000, 3200, 7500 and 

10,000 over a very fine grid of 257 x 257. The flow pattern observed over the range of 

Reynolds numbers consisted of a large primary vortex in the center of the enclosure 
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and secondary eddies in the lower upstream and downstream comers. The results 

reported by them have been extensively used by subsequent works as benchmark 

data. 

More recently, Nishida & Satofuka (1992) used a fourth order Runge-Kutta-

Gill scheme to integrate in time the vorticity stream function form of the Navier-

stokes equation discretized spatially to tenth, eighth and sixth order of accuracy for 

Reynolds numbers 100, 1000 and 3200. They noticed that their results converged 

almost exactly to the results of Ghia et al. (1982) for the range of Reynolds number 

investigated. It is now agreed that highly accurate solutions over a wide range of 

Reynolds number could be obtained only with schemes of higher order accuracy 

using non-uniform refined grids and multi-grid methods. 

The 2-D numerical simulations observed that up to Re=500 the size of the down

stream eddy compared favorably with experimental observations of Pan & Acrivos 

(1967), but as the Reynolds number was increased fiurther, the downstream eddy 

monotonically grew in size in contrast to what was observed in the experiments. 

They also noted that as Re was increased the center of the primary vortex shifted 

towards the geometric center of the cavity. 

2.3 Experimental Investigations 

Almost all the experiments performed to investigate the flow in this configuration 

must be considered 3-dimensionai even at moderate Reynolds numbers {Re > 100) 
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due to the presence of lateral walls and its influence on the flow as explained in 

Chapter 1. Depending upon the methods used to drive the flow in the enclosure, 

the experiments can be grouped under two different categories namely ones done 

in channel cut-out and once studying wall-driven flow in parallelepiped enclosure 

with rectangular cross-section. 

2.3.1 Channel Cut-Out Experiments 

The earliest experiments done to simulate flow in a lid driven enclosm^e were 

done in cutouts located on the wall of the channel with the circulation in the 

cutout driven by the flow in the outer channel as shown in Fig. 2.1. The channel 

cutout flow geometry is characterized by two non-dimensional numbers namely, 

Depth to Aspect Ratio DAR=^ and Span to Height ratio SH = 

High Reynolds number experiments (Roshko (1955), , MauU East (1963), 

Haugen & Dhanak (1966), Fox (1990)) were performed in wind tunnels, while 

low Rejoiolds number experiments(Reiman &c Sabersky (1968), Johnson &c Dhanak 

(1976), Orlandi & lanetta (1976)) were performed in water channels. 

The flow visualization data of Maull East (1963) demonstrated the three-

dimensionality of the flow and the dependence of the flow pattern on Span to 

Height ratio henceforth referred to as SH. The three-dimensionality of the flow 

was confirmed by Rockwell Knisely (1980), who also showed the existence of 

longitudinal vortices in the coupling region between channel and cut-out. Weiss & 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a Chaimel cut-out experimental setup. 
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Florsheim (1965) observed two circulation cells in axi isothermal flow in a cutout 

with a DAR =3 and one cell in cut-out with DAR=1. These findings where in 

agreement with those of Mills (1965a), Mills (1965b) and Pan Acrivos (1967). 

Although the macroscopic features of the flow in a cutout were in general agreement 

with flow expected in a wall-driven enclosure flow, the flow in a cutout could not 

fully model the flow in a wall-driven enclosure. This was because the flow in a cutout 

depends upon the conditions of the oncoming boundary layer in the channel. 

Bogaryrev Gorin (1978) performed experiments in channel cutouts to inves

tigate the effect of SH on the flow in the symmetry plane of the enclosure. They 

found that the effect of the end-walls on the flow increased with decreasing SH and 

the three-dimensionality of the flow was in part due to the decelerating or drag 

effect of the lateral-walls. 

2.3.2 Experiments in Parallelepipeds 

The best experimental reaUzation of hd-driven cavity flow have been obtained 

in enclosures shaped like a long parallelepipeds of rectangular cross-section where 

the motion of the fluid is induced by sliding the top wall or lid of the enclosure 

normal to the longitudinal axis of the parallelepiped. 

A brief summary of important experimental works done in such parallelepipeds 

along with their findings is given below: 
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1. Mills (1965a, 1965b) performed experiments in two different parallelepiped 

shaped enclosures. Velocity meeisurements were carried out in an air-filled 

enclosure with DAR= 1 and SH=4. Flow visualization was carried out in 

a cavity of variable DAR and SH =0.5 using oil and water as the medium. 

Comparing the strength of the primary vortex observed in the experimental 

results with values obtained by solving a linearized form of Von Mises equa

tion, it was observed that the strength of the vortex in the experiment was 

only J of the calculated value. 

2. Pan & Acrivos (1967) applied a rotating cyhnder at the top of a rectangular 

enclosure filled with high viscosity oil to generate flows in the Re range of 

20 to 4000. The enclosmre had a variable DAR of up to 10 and SH of unity. 

In this experimental setup the cylinder penetrated into the enclosure to a 

different extent depending upon the value of the DAR of the enclosure. This 

arrangement could have affected the observed trends in the flow. The study 

concentrated on obtaining quahtative and quantitative data from flow visual

ization. They found that for the square cavity case the size of the downstream 

eddy decreases with increasing Re after peaking at an Re of 500. This ob

servation was in disagreement with the results obtained from the earlier 2-D 

numerical calculations. They also observed the 3-D motion in the region near 

the end-waU in span-wise direction, but did not see these motions extend to 
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the symmetry plane. The observations highlighted the inabiUty of the 2-D 

calculations to properly reproduce the flows in a Ud driven enclosure. 

3. Koseff & Street (1984d) conducted a series of experiments investigating wall-

driven flow in enclosvures shaped like long parallelepipeds over a wide range 

of Reynolds numbers. The experiments were motivated by (a) desire to learn 

more about the physics of the flow in a lid driven enclosmre (b) the need to 

explain the discrepancy in trends observed between the 2-D numerical calcu

lations and the earlier experiments and (c) the need to generate a benchmark 

experiment data for numerical modelers. They constructed a unique facility 

which had the following provisions (a) The top wall of the parallelepiped was 

replaced by a moving belt mounted between a pair of gears powered to move 

the belt at different velocities and thereby able to drive the flow at different 

Reynolds numbers (b) The bottom wall of the parallelepiped could be moved 

up and down thereby changing the cross-section of the parallelepiped (c) Abil

ity to insert false walls normal to the longitudinal axis to change the SH value 

of the resulting enclosure. With these provisions in the experimental facil

ity, they investigated in great detail the various aspects of the flow in a wall 

driven enclosure. Primary results were reported for enclosures with SH=3 

over a range of Re between 1000 and 10000. They conducted flow visuaUza-

tion and instantaneous velocity measurements along horizontal and vertical 

centerUnes of cross sections at different span-wise locations. The details of 
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their unique experimental facility and the techniques used in measurements 

and flow visuaUzation are available in Koseff (1983) and Rhee. KosefF & Street 

(1984). 

The key observations made from their experiments are: 

(a) The flow exhibits both global and local three-dimensional featiu-es. Glob

ally the three-dimensionality of the flow manifest itself as an adjustment 

to the shear gradients arising from the presence of the end-walls in span-

wise direction, resulting in a weakened flow compared to a purely two-

dimensional flow. Locally the flow contains Taylor-Gortler like vortices 

in the region of the downstream eddy and comer vortices near the span-

wise end-walls. The corner vortices arise as a result of the adjustment of 

the shear and pressure forces acting on the fluid to the no slip boimdary 

condition imposed by the end walls in the region of the down stream 

eddy. The authors explained the TGL vortices as the consequence of a 

Gortler type instability of the flow near the streamline separating the 

primary vortex from the downstream eddy which is similar to flow along 

a concave wall. 

(b) The TGL vortices scaled as approximately one fourth the length of the 

enclosure cross-section dimension,d. 
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(c) The flow is unsteady and oscillatory in nature. This is observed in 

changes in the size of the corner vortices and an accompanying mean

dering of the TGL vortices in the span-wise direction. In addition to the 

meandering, the number of TGL vortices in the enclosure cross-stream 

plane changed with time in correlation with the change in size of the 

comer vortices. 

(d) The comparison of the time averaged center line velocity profiles at the 

symmetry plane with the profiles from accurate 2-D numerical simula

tions by Ghia et al. (1982) done at the same RejTiolds number showed 

significant differences. This indicated the limitations of 2-D numerical 

simulations in accurately representing the flow in an enclosure even at 

the symmetry plane far from the span-wise end walls. 

(e) The size of the downstream eddy monitored as a function of Reynolds 

number at the symmetry plane showed considerable disagreement with 

the trends observed in the earlier 2-D numerical simulations. 

(f) The authors observed that the TGL vortices did not develop in the flow 

until the corner vortices were fully developed. It led them to believe 

that formation of the corner vortices feeds a span-wise disturbance into 

the flow, causing the flow to develop TGL vortices. 
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(g) When the Reynolds number of the the flow was increased the number 

of TGL vortices in the flow domain was reduced accompanied by an 

increase in size of the TGL vortices. 

4. The difference in trend followed by the size of the downstream eddy as a 

function of Reynolds number between the experiments of Koseff &c Street 

(1984c) and those of Pan Acrivos (1967) each done in an enclosure with 

different span to aspect ratio led Koseff & Street (1984b) and Prasad Koseff 

(1989)) to investigate the effect of varying SH on the wall driven enclosure 

flow. 

Koseff & Street (1984a) performed further visualization experiments in the 

same experimental facility used in their earlier investigation.They obtained 

quantitative data from a set of experiments, in which Re was varied from 1000 

to 10,000 for enclosures with SH =1,2 and 3. In their experiments they varied 

Re for the different SH values and determined the size of the downstream eddy 

by analyzing the photographs of the flow. The key observations they made 

from their experiments are: 

(a) As the span S of the enclosure is reduced the size of the downstream 

eddy at the symmetry plane decreases with increasing Reynolds number 

for Re> 2000. The size of the downstream eddy is not uniform over the 
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span of the enclosure, but becomes smaller towards the span-wise end-

walls. Thus it was shown that the end wall influence on the strength of 

the flow at the symmetry plane increases with decreasing SH. 

(b) They observed that the size of the downstream eddy at the symmetr>'' 

plane increased as Re was increased up to a value of 10,000 for SH=3 but 

it decreased for SH=1 and 2 as Re increased above 2000. The sizes of 

the down-stream eddy did not agree, this disagreement was attributed to 

the different lid in the experimental setup used by Pan and Acrivos(Pan 

& Acrivos 1967). 

(c) They observed that the size of the downstream eddy at the symmetry 

plane is influenced by the strength of the span-wise motion in the down 

stream eddy. This in itself was foimd to depend on the strength of the 

comer vortices as well as their zone of influence. 

(d) Based on their observations they provided a hypothesis to explain the 

size of the douTistream eddy. The components of the hypothesis are: 

(1) With decreasing SH the corner vortices come closer to the symmetry 

plane and the kinetic energy sink effect of the end-walls is enhanced, 

that is, the effective Reynolds number of the flow at the symmetry plane 

decreases when SH is decreased. This helps to explain the smaller size 

of the down stream eddy at similar Re number for SH=1 in comparison 

to SH=3. (2) With increasing Re number the corner vortices become 
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stronger and so does the span-wise motion induced by them in the region 

of the downstream eddy. This results in shrinking of the downstream 

secondary eddy. 

5. Prasad & Koseff (1989) extended the previous study which investigated the 

influence of SH on the size of the downstream secondary eddy. They studied 

enclosures with SH=0.5, 0.67, 0.83 and 1 for Reynolds numbers between 3200 

and 10,000 both qualitatively and quantitatively using a combination of laser 

doppler anemometry and flow visualization. They obtained the mean and 

root mean square velocity profiles along the enclosure center lines at the 

symmetry plane for different Re and SH values. The key observations and 

the conclusions they made are: 

(a) The velocity profiles showed the effects of the earlier proposed hypoth

esis on the "drag effect " of the span-wise end walls in most regions, i.e 

, overall reduction in the value of root mean square and mean veloci

ties. However in the boundary layer at the lower enclosure boundary 

decreasing SH resulted in a higher peak radial velocity at all Reynolds 

numbers. This was attributed to the fact that with the increase in SH 

the higher frequency fluctuations diffuse high momentum fluid from the 

core into the boundary layer, whereas these high frequency fluctuations 

are suppressed at the lower values of SH. 
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(b) The effect of the lateral end-walls on a turbulent flow at higher Re 

number was less significant than at lower Re number. 

(c) The majority of the velocity fluctuations at lower Reynolds numbers was 

due to TGL vortices. 

6. Aidun, Triantafillopoulos &c Benson (1991) performed flow visualization stud

ies in an enclosure of SH=3 in order to investigate in detail the different stages 

in the transition of the flow to a time periodic mode as Re was increased. A 

distinct feature of their experimental setup was that they allowed for inflow 

near the bottom left portion of the enclosure to replace fluid lost with the 

moving top wall. This inflow removed the upstream secondary eddy. However 

the global flow characteristics were observed to be unaltered. The conclusions 

they made are: 

(a) Below Re=500 the flow is two-dimensional. 

(b) Between Re=825 and 925 the flow undergoes a transition to a three-

dimensional small ampUtude time periodic state. Benson & Aidxm (1992) 

determined this non-dimensional frequency to be 0.1112. 

(c) Between Re=1000 and 1300 traveUng waves appear, the djniamics be

comes more complex and there is not a single frequency. 

(d) At Re> 1900, irregularly spaced, oscillatory mushroom structures ap

pear. 
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(e) They also noticed multiple steady states when the top wall velocity was 

reduced suddenly from a higher value. 

2.4 3-D Numerical Investigations 

The experimental investigations (Pan &c Acrivos (1967), Mills (1965a), Mills 

(1965b), Koseff, Prasad. Pemg & Street (1990)) clearly highhghted that even for a 

moderately high Rejoiolds numbers, two-dimensional numerical simulations cannot 

provide an accurate representation of Ud driven flow in finite span parallelepiped 

enclosures. This is because unlike in a real 3-D flow, there is no mechanism in 

the 2-D flow calculations to distribute momentum in the span-wise direction. This 

points towards a need for full scale three-dimensional numerical simulations. 

The pioneering numerical simulation of 3-D flow in an lid driven enclosure was 

done by MaUinson & Vahl Davis (1976). It demonstrated that the assumption 

of two-dimensionaUty while simulating wall driven flow in an enclosure at higher 

Reynolds numbers is questionable. It also showed the sensitivity of the solution to 

variations in SH. 

Koseff et.al.(1983) also performed three-dimensional numerical simulations of 

the flow in an enclosure with SH=3 and Re=3200 in an attempt to capture the 

key three-dimensional features they observed in their experiments (Koseff &: Street 

(1984d), Koseff & Street (1984a), Koseff & Street (1984c), Rhee et al. (1984)). 

They used two different numerical codes, one using a finite differences method and 
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another based on finite elements. In both simulations, the height of the enclosure 

was set equal to the depth of the enclosure used in the experiments and only one half 

of the span of the enclosure was included in the computational domain, with the 

imposition of symmetry boimdary condition on the middle plem^e. This assumption 

of symmetry boundary condition in the middle plane was justified based on the 

observations made from the experiments. 

Both numerical codes were able to reproduce the overall behavior observed in 

the experiments (i.e. capture the lateral-wall vortices) but failed to capture the 

TGL vortices observed in the experiments. This failure was attributed to the false 

diffusion arising from the use of differencing scheme in the code, and to lack of 

sufficiently small grid size. 

Freitas, Street, Findikakis Koseff (1985) performed improvements to the RE

BUFFS code used in the earUer simulations of Koseff, Street, Gresho, Upson, 

Humphrey To (1983) and computed the flow in an enclosure with SH=3 at 

Re=3200. The principal improvements to the code were the incorporation of the 

QUICK scheme (Leonard (1979)), and the use of a non-uniform grid spacing near 

the span-wise end walls. The dimensions of the enclosure used in their simula

tions were the same as the one used in the earlier experiments of Koseff & Street 

(1984d). In the span-wise direction they simulated only half of the full enclosure 

with symmetry boundary condition imposed on the middle pleine and with a non 

uniform stretched grid near the span-wise end wall to capture the viscous effects. 
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This simulation was the first one to reproduce the TGL vortices and other features 

observed in experiments. The mean center hne velocity profiles at the symmetry-

plane compared very well with measurements obtained from the experiments. 

The key observations made from their numerical simulations were: 

1. The wavelength of the TGL vortices observed in the simulations compared 

well with the experiments. The transient meandering of the TGL vortices 

accompanied by fluctuation in size of the lateral wall vortices was observed. 

2. The transient meandering of the TGL vortices was studied by (a) Making 

vector plots at different cross stream sections at different times (b) Plotting 

the paths of particles released at different locations in the flow (c) Calculating 

the vertical velocity spectrum at different locations in the flow. 

3. They observed that the spectra associated with the region having TGL vor

tices possessed more energy than other regions. They also indicated that the 

frequency of oscillation associated with TGL vortices corresponds to a low 

and moderate range in the frequency domain. 

After the success of Freitas et al. (1985), Freitas & Street (1988) numerous three-

dimensional numerical simulations of the flow have been performed. A summary 

of aU the key three-dimensional simulations along with the conditions associated 

with them is given at the end of this subsection. 
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The simulations of Kim Moin (1985) are noteworthy and of great relevance to 

our present investigation. They observed the presence of TGL vortices in a square 

cavity with periodic boundary conditions in the span-wise direction. They started 

with a 2-D solution applied along the span and perturbed the flow with a random 

velocity disturbance. Assuming periodicity in the span-wise direction, they found 

upon time integration, the presence of two pairs of TGL vortices. The vortices 

appeared only when Re > 900. Unfortunately they reported only one transverse 

wave number and did not indicate if these vortices are steady or unsteady. 

Chiang, Hwang &c Sheu (1997) simulated the flow in an enclosure with an SH=3 

at Re=3200. They studied in detail the stages in the formation of corner vortices 

and the role played by the corner vortices in aiding the transport of fluid between 

the primary vortex and the down stream secondary eddy. 

2.4.1 Summary of Important 3-D Flow Calculations 

1. Kim & Moin (1985), computed the 3-D flow in a small section of an enclosure 

with periodic conditions imposed in the spanwise direction at Re=1000. 

2. Ku, Hirsh & Taylor (1987) computed the 3-D flow in a cubic cavity up to 

a Re number of 1000. The end wall vortices are captvured but the flow was 

devoid of TGL vortices. It is possible that the TGL vortices were suppressed 

by the stabilizing effects of the lateral waUs at these low Reynolds numbers. 
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3. Perag &c Street (1989) performed numerical simulations for a cubic cav-

ity(SH=l) at Re=3200. Their results showed the presence of TGL vortices 

observed in earlier experiments. 

4. Iwatsu, Ishii, Kawamura, Kuwahara & Hyvm (1989) and Iwatsu, Ishii, Kawa-

mura, Kuwahara & Hjmn (1990) performed time dependent calculations for 

flow in a cubic enclosure (SH=1) for a Reynolds number range of 100 to 4000. 

2.5 Linear Stability of 2-D Lid Driven Cavity Flow 

In addition to the three-dimensional numerical simulations, investigations have 

studied numerically the linear stabihty of two dimensional wall-driven enclosure 

flow subjected to different disturbances. These studies were motivated by the 

need to identify and understand the mechanisms that cause the 2-D plane re

circulating flow to become 3-dimensional through the formation of TGL vortices as 

the Reynolds number of the flow was increased. 

PoUashenko & Aidun (1994) analyzed the linear stabihty of the 2-D steady 

flow in square (DAR = 1) enclosures to oscillatory perturbations which Ue in the 

same plane as that of the 2-D recirculating flow. They found a sub-critical Hopf 

bifurcation at Reynolds number about 7000. 

Ramanan &c Homsy (1994) studied numerically the Unear stabihty of 2-D lid 

driven cavity flow to three dimensional disturbances, i.e.,span-wise disturbances. 
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The steady, two dimensional base flow for a wide range of Revnolds numbers was 

obtained by solving the stream function vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes 

equation discretized with a finite difference method using a multi-grid method. The 

partial differential equations governing the growth of the disturbance was obtained 

in terms of velocity vorticity formulation using linear stability analysis. The ve

locity field was forced to be solenoidal by formulating it as a sum of two potential 

functions there by satisfying continuity equation automatically. This formulation 

for the velocity field substituted in the velocity vorticity formulation reduces the 

governing equations to a pair of coupled fourth order partial differential equations 

for the potential functions, which upon normal modal analysis gives the eigen

value problem for the growth rates with the wave number and Reynolds number 

as two free parameters. They used the finite difference discretization to obtain a 

generahzed eigen value problem from these equations. The simultaneous iterative 

technique was used to solve the resulting eigenvalue problem for the dominant eigen 

value indicative of the growth of the disturbance and the corresponding eigen func

tion which characterizes the secondary state. The base flow computed at different 

Reynolds numbers was used to solve the eigen value problem for a range of wave 

numbers to obtain the dispersion for each Reynolds number. The critical Reynolds 

number for each wave number was obtained by extrapolating damping rate plotted 

against Reynolds number. The study concluded that the loss of stability of the base 

flow was due to a long wavelength mode (wave number = 2.12-2.18) at a critical Re 
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of 594. They also identified a shorter wavelength mode (Hopf mode) with a wave 

number of 6 with a corresponding critical Reynolds number of 730. The wavelength 

for this shorter wavelength mode was close to the height of the cavity and had a 

dimensionless frequency of 0.1. The three dimensional flow reconstructed by super

position of the base flow and the eigen vector corresponding to the fastest growing 

span-wise disturbance mode (wave number = 2) showed the presence of periodic 

cellular structiures showing good resemblance to flow visuahzations observed in the 

earlier experiments(KoseflF Street (1984d), Koseff" & Street (1984a), Aidun et al. 

(1991)). The mechanism causing the instability of the base flow was shown to be of 

the Gortler type instability of the flow curving along the concave shaped separation 

surface between the primary vortex and the down stream eddy. 

Ding & Kawahara (1998) studied the Unear stability of 2-d lid driven cavity 

flow to three dimensional disturbances, i.e. span wise disturbances, using the finite 

element method. The partial differential equations governing the disturbance were 

obtained from the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equation with slight compressiblity by 

using Unear stability and normal modal analysis. Unlike in the case of other Unear 

stability analysis where the base flow is analyticaUy specified the base flow in this 

case was numerically computed using a finite element method. Finite element 

discretization of the governing equations results in a non-singular generaUzed eigen 

problem, the solution of which gives a dispersion relation between growth rate and 

wave number. They used the QR method and Amoldi method with a shift and 
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invert strategy to solve the generalized eigen value problems. Using the base flow 

computed numerically at different Reynolds numbers they computed the dispersion 

relation (Real part of growth rate versus wave number) at each Reynolds number. 

For each wave number they extrapolated the growth rates calculated at different 

Reynolds numbers to find out at what Rejmolds number that wave number would 

become unstable, the lowest of whose values corresponded to the critical Reynolds 

number when the flow becomes unstable. They estimated the critical Reynolds 

number as 1025 corresponding to a critical wave number of 7.6 and identified the 

critical mode to be a Hopf mode. The wave speed corresponding to this mode 

was estimated to be 0.5, which corresponds to a non-dimensional wave length of 

0.84 (i.e. approximately the width or height of the cavity) and a dimensionless 

frequency of 0.08. Their calculated critical Reynolds number and wavelength was 

closer to once observed in the experiments of Aidun et al. (1991) who estimated 

the critical Reynolds number to between 825 and 925. The reconstructed span-wise 

velocity field corresponding to the critical mode, showed mushroom like structure 

travelling firom the symmetry plane in the span wise direction, much Uke what was 

noticed in the flow visuaUzation experiments of Aidun et al. (1991). 
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2.6 The Gortler Problem 

2.6.1 Motivation 

The 3-D flow in the toroidal configuration for the range of parameters (5.Re) 

investigated in this study is expected to show TGL vortices like the ones seen in 

wall driven flow experiments in parallelepiped enclosures of square cross section. 

This is expected gis the flow in our toroidal configuration retains most of the ba

sic flow features (primary vortex, down stream secondary eddy) present in wall 

driven flows in parallelepiped enclosures and so the basic mechanism of instability 

which causes the 2-D plane re-circulating flow in a straight lid driven cavity to be

come 3-dimensional and show TGL vortices(Ramanan & Homsy (1994) and Ding 

& Kawahara (1998)) is still vahd. 

The flow in the toroidal configuration is a re-circulating flow;i.e., the TGL vor

tices are fed back on to the downstream wall after being sheared by the moving 

lid. In spite of this added complexity in comparison with Gortler flow, the results 

available in the literature regarding Gortler vortices and their secondary instabili

ties are still very useful for oiu: problem, to imderstand and explain the interactions 

the TGL vortices present in our flow have amongst themselves as well as with the 

primary recirculating flow. In view of this fact in the next subsections a brief review 

is provided of important work done on Gortler problem with a lot of emphasis on 

work done studying their secondary modes of instability. 
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2.6.2 Primary Instability Mechanism 

Flow over a concave wall is susceptible to centrifugal instability,also known as 

the Gortler flow, due to streamline curvature. According to the Rayleigh circulation 

criterion (Rayleigh (1916)) a flow is inviscidly unstable to centrifugal instabiUties 

if the circulation decreases in the radial direction. 

Based on his theoretical analysis,Gortler (1941) deduced that the flow over a 

curved wall would become imstable when the value of a parameter, later named 

as Gortler number, becomes greater than a critical value. The instabihty arises 

due to the imbalance between the radial pressure gradient and the centrifugal force 

and results in the formation of counter rotating stream-wise vortex pairs spanning 

the curved wall as shown in Fig. 2.2. The vortices are called Gortler vortices. 

The important non-dimensional parameter, the Gortler number, that governs the 

Gortler instability is defined as: 

where 6m is the momentum thickness of the boundary layer, R is the radius of 

curvature of the wall bovmding the flow and Re is the Reynolds number based on 

Om. 

The Gortler instability is an important boundary layer instabihty and a pre-

cvursor to turbulence. Gortler vortices play an important role in changing the heat 

(2.1) 
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Figure 2.2: Sketch showing the stream wise vortices developing on a concave wall 

due to the Gortler instability mechanism. 
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transfer rate and skin friction characteristics in flows such as in the turbulent bound

ary layer over turbine compressor blades. The growth and breakdown of Gortler 

vortices are found to be quite similar to those of vortices found in transitional and 

turbulent flow fields. In view of this analogy, Gortler vortices are used to model the 

growth and breakdown of counter rotating vortices in transitional and turbulent 

boundary layers in curved geometries. In view of its fundamental and practical 

importance numerous investigations, both experimental and theoretical, have been 

performed to study the linear and nonlinear growth of Gortler vortices and the 

mechanisms leading to their breakdown. 

2.6.3 Experimental studies 

Gregory Walker (1956) were the first to observe the traces of these Gortler 

vortices in the boundary layer of the flow over a concave wall. Subsequently Aihara 

(1962) and Tani & Sakagami (1962) used colored Uquids and smoke threads to 

visualize Gortler vortices. Tani (1962) measured the velocity profile across the span 

of the curved boundary layer and interpreted the variation of velocity across the 

span as being produced by the stream-wise Gortler vortices. Wortmann (1969) used 

the tellurium method to visualize the Gortler vortices and studied their downstream 

development. He was able to obtain a detailed picture through flow visualization 

of different instability modes. 
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Bippes (1978) observed Gortler vortex breakdown using a hj'drogen bubble tech

nique. He made detailed measxirements of disturbance velocity distributions within 

the boundary layer in an attempt to identify the neutral stability point. It was 

noted that with very low free stream turbulence in his experimental setup, it 

was difficult to visualize the vortex structures. This required him to introduce 

turbulence-generating screens and hot wires along the span ahead of the curved 

section to generate a quasi isotropic disturbance field in the oncoming flow. These 

experiments highHghted the important role played by initial conditions in the ex

periments. He also visuahzed the breakdown of the stream-wise vortices. 

Using the evaporated gas-oil technique for visualization, Ito (1980) observed that 

the cross section of these vortices display mushroom like contours. Winoto Crane 

(1980) in their water timnel experiments used laser anemometry to measure the 

distribution of stream-wise and span-wise velocities along with flow visualization. 

They noticed that the ampUfication of the Gortler vortices ceased at around a 

Gortler number of 9 and this was followed downstream by distortion and span-wise 

meandering of the vortices. 

Swearingen & Blackwelder (1987) used a special low tiurbulence wind timnel and 

studied the growth and breakdown of Gortler vortices. A smoke-wire technique was 

used for visualization and multiple probe hot wire rakes for velocity measurements. 

They carried out detailed measurements of stream-wise and span-wise distribution 

of stream-wise velocity profiles in the neighborhood of the vortex breakdown at 
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many stream-wise locations. They developed a comprehensive data base which 

has been used frequently by other researchers for comparison with their anal>tical 

and numerical results. They noticed that as the Gortler vortices grew, low speed 

regions were formed between vortices inducing flow " up-weUing'" as low momentum 

fluid is removed away from the wall. The growth of these low speed regions was 

faster than the growth of the boundary' layer. The effect of the growth of these 

low speed regions on the mean stream-wise velocity component and the findings 

regarding the modes of secondary instability experienced by Gortler vortices when 

they break down are explained in Section 2.6.6. 

Peerhossaini & Wesfreid (1988) conducted extensive flow visualization studies 

in a water channel studying the unsteady nature of the break down process. They 

documented details of the inner structure of the Gortler vortices and the interac

tions of vortex pairs in the unsteady region of vortex breakdown. The observations 

they made are: 

1. Gortler rolls are completely stationaxy in space shortly downstream after their 

generation . However, with increasing Gortler number, upwards- directed 

flow in the plane separating two neighboring rolls starts to oscillate around 

its stationary position while keeping its point of contact with the concave 

wail fixed. Oscillation around this mode was found to be further compUcated 

by side movements of the rolls flanks in phase with the stem oscillation. 

The side oscillations were interpreted as due to an unstable (inflectional) 
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transverse (span-wise) profile of the stream-wise velocity. The pair of rolls 

loses its symmetry when this oscillation sets in causing neighboring rolls to 

change size intermittently. The oscillation of the interface can be viewed as 

the leaning of the rolls. 

2. The side oscillation spectrum of mushroom flanks at different free stream ve

locity was obtained and they show a peak frequency between 0.200 and 0.275 

Hz. They noted that up to a particular free stream velocity the ampUtude of 

this peak increased and further increase in the stream-wise velocity made it 

disappear. This was followed by a jump and stay mode, where the alternating 

rapid jumps of flanks from one side to another with long residence time was 

observed.They foimd no coherent frequency associated with this jump and 

stay mode. 

3. They also observed that at higher Gortler numbers, the higher mode of insta-

biUty characterized by lateral wandering of the rolls sets in. The span-wise 

wandering of rolls appeared as a highly amplified state of the jump and stay 

mode. In this mode the interface plane of the rolls was found to deform 

sharply in regions very close to the wall while it wanders laterally. 

Diflferent experiments have produced identical results and therefore the existence 

of a neutral curve is well documented, but the location of the curve does not 

agree with the results from linear theoretical studies. All these experiments have 
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concluded that the prediction of the observed span-wise wavelength of the Gortler 

vortices requires a knowledge of the spectrum of the incoming disturbances, i.e.. the 

wavelength is easily affected by the experimental setup and free stream properties. 

In addition to the experiments cited here, the details of numerous other experi

ments using different flow visualization techniques hke tellurium, hydrogen bubbles, 

dye and smoke visualization combined with hot wire measurements and laser mea

surements are available in the review articles by Floryan (1991) and Saric (1994) 

on Gortler vortices. 

2.6.4 Theoretical studies 

The Gortler instabihty problem has been studied theoretically by numerous 

researchers. Paradoxically,all these studies have concluded that the Unear theory 

is incomplete and unreliable;i.e. considerable scatter is found in the theoretical 

neutral curves computed by various authors. This is due to the difficulties in 

handling the growth of the boimdary layer appropriately. 

Gortler (1941) was the first to investigate theoretically the instability of the 

curved wall boundary layer in trying to obtain a neutral stabihty curve by solving 

the temporally evolving problem with a parallel flow approximation. Hammerlin 

(1956) solved the same equations with a correction at small wave numbers and 

obtained a finite nonzero critical wave number. 
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Smith (1955) accounted for boundary layer growth by including the transverse 

velocity term in his spatial formulation, but even with these inclusions his results 

did not differ significantly from the ones obtained with parallel flow approximation. 

Herbert (1979) computed the higher eigen solutions and by superimposing two eigen 

modes with a slight phase shift was able to produce tilted stream-wise vortices as 

seen in experiments of Wortmann (1969). 

Floryan &c Saric (1979) formulated the problem in a general orthogonal curvihn-

ear system of coordinates constructed from the inviscid flow solution over a curved 

wall. Their results, showed the critical wave number to be zero and showed good 

agreements with the experimental results of Bippes (1978) and Tani &c Sakagami 

(1962). Hall (Hall (1982a),Hall (1982b)) performed asymptotic analysis for small 

wavelength and showed that the disturbances are concentrated in an internal or 

viscous layer well away from the wall and the free stream. 

Gortler vortices in spatially growing boundary layers were extensively studied 

by Hall and his co-workers. Hall (1982b) emphasized that it is not legitimate to 

consider the basic velocity profile as locally parallel unless one restricts attention 

to the high wave number Umit. It was concluded that the neutral stability depends 

on how and where the boundary layer is perturbed, thus making it clear that a 

unique neutral curve so familiar in hydrodynamic stabiUty problems is not tenable 

in the case of Gortler stability problem. 
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Aihaxa (1976) studied the nonlinear development of Gortler vortices using the 

integral method to obtain an amplitude equation for their growth, but it was hard 

to deduce any physical conclusions from this equation. The non linear spatial 

evolution of Gortler vortices in the high wave number Umit in weakly nonUnear 

regime was studied by Hall (1982a) and strongly nonlinear regime by Hall & Lakin 

(1988) and corresponding numerical study for arbitrary wave numbers was per

formed by Hall (1988). They concluded that the dominant nonhnear effect involves 

strong interaction between the mean flow and the Gortler vortices, thus causing 

the downstream development of the velocity profile to become highly inflectional 

which is, therefore, highly receptive to rapidly growing inviscid modes of instabil

ity. The emergence of an inflectional profile due to this interaction between the 

Gortler vortices and the mean flow is clearly seen in the experiments of Swearingen 

& Blackwelder (1987). 

Sabry & Liu (1991) examined the temporal evolution of Gortler vortices in a 

temporally growing Blasius boimdary layer. The linear version of their problem 

corresponded to the temporal problem of Gortler (1941). They used a convection 

velocity of 0.644C/inf to compare their calculations with the experimental results of 

Swearingen & Blackwelder (1987) and found the agreement to be quite satisfactory. 
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2.6.5 Mean Flow Distortion : Inflectional Profiles and their Effects 

Gortler vortices, though weak, are effective in deforming the base flow veloc

ity profile. When the Gortler vortices grow in size, low speed regions are created 

in alternate regions between counter rotating vortices (upward flow planes or up)-

wash planes) where low momentum fluid is removed from the wall. The schematic 

shown in Fig.2.3 taken from Peerhossaini VVesfreid (1988) clearly shows the up-

wash planes between the Gortler vortices where the low momentum fluid from near 

the wall is moved upwards and downwash planes where higher momentum fluid 

away from the wall is moved downwards towards the wall. These low speed regions 

grow faster than the boundary layer and create strongly inflectional normal and 

span-wise profiles of the stream-wise velocity component. Fig. 2.3 also shows the 

normal(U(y) where y is the coordinate normal to the wall) and span-wise veloc

ity profiles (U(y,z) where z is the coordinate along the span-wise direction) of the 

stream-wise velocity component resulting from the growth of these low speed re

gions in the up-wash region as the Gortler vortices grow downstream. From the two 

dimensional inviscid instabihty theory of Michalke (1965), such inflectional velocity 

profiles are unstable to high frequency, small wavelength disturbances. The relation 

between these inflectional profiles, in the normal and span-wise directions, of the 

stream-wise component of velocity to the different modes of secondary instabihty 

observed in the experiments is explained in the next subsection. 
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2.6.6 Secondary Instability modes of Gortler Vortices 

Gortler vortices initially formed are steady but as the boundary' layer grows 

downstream the flow (Aihara & Koyama (1981) and Bippes & Gortler (1972)) 

becomes time periodic with wavy vortex boundaries. Bippes (1978), Aihara (1962) 

and VVinoto & Crane (1980) observed low frequency vortex meandering in the 

span-wise direction. Aihara k Koyama (1981) suggested that this meandering 

motion might be explained by the production of normal component of vorticity. 

Ito (1980) also reported low frequency motion before the appearance of horseshoe 

tj^pe vortices. This transition of the flow from a steady one to a time periodic one 

with wavy vortex boundaries is attributed to instabihty of the Gortler vortices to 

three-dimensional time dependent disturbances. 

The development of low speed regions in the up-wash region in between Gortler 

vortices where the low momentum fluid is pushed upwards causes the normal and 

the span-wise profiles of the stream-wise velocity component to become inflectional 

downstream, making them susceptible to rapidly growing inviscid modes of insta-

bihties. The emergence of this type of inflectional profile has been carefully doc

umented in the experiments of Swearingen &: Blackwelder (1987). Experimental 

investigations (Bippes (1978), Swearingen & Blackwelder (1987), Ito (1980), Aihara 

Koyama (1981)) have revealed two distinct types of secondary instabilities, the 

sinuous mode also referred to as odd mode and the varicose mode also referred to 

as the even mode. 
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The difference between two different modes of instabilities can be illustrated 

clearly using the sketch in Fig.2.4 and plots of contours of instantaneous stream-

wise velocity seen in Fig. 2.5 taken from Li &c Malik (1995). In the odd mode of 

instabihty, as the Gortler vortices are convected downstream the locus of the low 

speed regions created in the up-wash planes between adjacent Gortler vortices ex

hibit sinusoidal oscillations with a low frequencies. In the odd mode, as the Gortler 

vortices are convected downstream the spacing between the low speed regions cre

ated in the up-wash planes of adjacent Gortler vortices remains constant, whereas 

in the even mode, it varies periodically. 

These sinusoidal oscillations are caused as the result of high speed fluid convected 

downstream by the main flow over the curv-ed wall being made to change direction 

when obstructed by the low speed fluid it encounters in the up-wash planes between 

adjacent Gortler vortex pairs. Fig. 2.6 shows the flow visualization from Bippes 

(1978) shoMring the sinusoidal mode of secondary instability. 

In the even mode, this periodic variation in spacing between the low speed 

regions is accompanied by the periodic formation of horseshoe structures which 

bridge the low speed regions in-between adjacent pairs of counter rotating Gortler 

vortices. The formation of these horseshoe structures can be clearly explained with 

the help of the schematic shown in Fig.2.7 taken from Aihara Koyama (1981). 

A region of high shear is created in the low speed regions that are formed in the 
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up-wash planes between adjacent Gortler vortex pairs. This high shear layer be

comes subject to Kelvin Helmholtz instability which generates span-wise vortices 

as shown in Fig.2.7. These span wise vortices generated above the Gortler vortices 

are bent towards the wall due to the rotating action of the original stream-wise 

vortices(Gortler vortices) and result in forming connections between Gortler vor

tices in adjacent vortex pairs forming an horseshoe hke vortex. Aihara & Koyama 

(1981) observed the formation of this these horseshoe vortices in their experiments. 

It was also observed that the formation of the these horseshoe type structures was 

accompanied by the basic vortex layer having the Gortler vortices Ufting up and 

a very thin layer of smaU vortices forming beneath the original Gortler vortices. 

Fig. 2.8 shows the flow visualization pictures illustrating the horseshoe structures 

taken from the experimental works of Ito (1980), Ito (1985) and Ito (1986). In the 

Fig. 2.8 these horseshoe type structures can be seen in the stream wise locations 

between 800 and 1000 mm. Fig. 2.9 shows the close up view of the same section 

seen in Fig.2.8. 

Numerous experiments conducted over a wide range of Gortler numbers have 

seen one or the other or both modes of these secondary instabilities experienced by 

the Gortler vortices. A brief summary of some of the key experiments with their 

findings is given below : 
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1. Bippes (1978) stud\'ing the flow using hydrogen bubble visualization tech

nique in the Gortler number (Gg^) range between 3 and 9. noticed that the 

vortices exhibited sinuous oscillation before the flow became turbulent. 

2. Aihara & Koyama (1981) during their flow visualization studies of Gortler 

vortices in the Gg^ range of 7.7 and 15, observed the even mode corresponding 

to the periodic formation of horseshoe type vortices which bridge a pair of 

counter rotating stream-wise vortices. 

3. Swearingen &c Blackwelder (1987) in their study of Gortler vortices in the Gg^ 

range between 0.5 and 10, observed both the sinuous and horseshoe-type vor

tices during the transition process and found the sinuous mode was stronger 

of the two. They also noticed that the secondary instabihty fluctuations cor

related more with the span-wise velocity gradient of the stream-wise velocity 

component than with the normal velocity gradient. 

Numerical simulations have been carried out by several researchers (Sabry 

Liu (1991), Lee &: Liu (1992), Hall (1990)) to study the nonlinear growth and the 

secondary instabiUties of Gortler vortices observed by Swearingen & Blackwelder 

(1987). Most of these numerical studies were done for the the same conditions as in 

the experiments conducted by Swearingen & Blackwelder (1987) as an excellent and 

exhaustive database of measurements of different quantities was available from the 
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experiments. These studies have obtained excellent agreement with the experiment 

for the early stages of Gortler vortex development. 

The important numerical investigations studying the nonlinear growth and the 

secondary stabihty of Gortler vortices are: 

1. Unsteady oscillations in Gortler vortices were studied by Hall Horseman 

(1991), Yu &c Liu (1991) and Yu &: Liu (1994). Guo &c Finlay (1994) studied 

wave number selection mechanism and the irregularities associated with the 

vortex structures found in the experiments. 

2. Hall &: Horseman (1991) derived partial differential equations governing the 

inviscid secondary instabiUty of a mean flow which varied strongly along two 

directions (span and vertical). They identified the two-dimensional odd and 

even eigenfunctions as being related to the sinuous and varicose types of 

secondary instabiUty of the Gortler vortex and also noticed that the odd mode 

grew faster than the even mode, the same conclusion was reached by Yu &c 

Liu (1991) and Yu &: Liu (1994)) who performed viscous calculations, and by 

Liu & Domaradzki (1993) who performed direct numerical simulations. 

3. Park & Huerre (1995) studied numerically the temporal growth of Gortler 

vortices and the associated secondary instabiUty mechanism in an asymptotic 

suction boimdary layer on a curved plate. They observed the flow to have 

highly inflectional profiles in the span as weU as in the vertical direction to the 
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wall. They also observed from their temporal secondary* instability analysis 

of three-dimensional velocity profile that the sinuous mode becomes unstable 

earlier than the varicose mode. They also concurred with the observation 

made by earlier researchers that the sinuous mode was related to the shear in 

the span wise direction while the varicose mode to the shear in the vertical 

direction. 

4. Bottaro Klingmann (1996) studied the linear stability of Gortler vortices 

in a curved wall boundary layer to perturbations of travelling wave form, 

they observed that the secondary instability of the sinuous nature showed 

up irrespective of the span-wise wave number and the onset coincides with 

the development of mushroom structures or more precisely inflexion points in 

the span-wise velocity profile of stream-wise velocity component. They noted 

that when the span-wise wave number was large enough the corresponding 

vertical shear became more important resulting in the varicose mode of in-

stabihty dominating, and that linear theory applied to the case simulating 

the experiments of Swearingen &: Blackwelder (1987), predicted the distribu

tion of perturbation velocity and dominajit frequency with good agreement. 

For this experimental case they predicted the sinuous mode to dominate the 

varicose mode at most stream wise locations while further downstream the 

varicose mode dominated. The travelling wave instability mode they obtained 

was foimd to propagate at a speed 0.6-0.7 times the outer flow velocity with 
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large growth rates and with araphtudes which grow approximately by a factor 

of 3 within a wavelength. The Reynolds number was found to have minor 

influence on the sinuous mode, w^hile having some influence on the varicose 

mode when the span wise wave length is small, and for larger Re smaller 

waves became more unstable. 

5. Li &c Malik (1995) studied the nonhnear development of Gortler vortices solv

ing the two dimensional eigenvalue problem associated with the governing 

partial differential equation,they investigated the effect of Gortler wavelength 

on the odd and even modes of secondary instability of Gortler vortices. They 

noticed that the shorter wavelength Gortler vortices have a stronger tendency 

towards the odd mode of instabihty and the longer wavelength vortices to

wards the even mode. They also noticed that both the even and odd modes 

have corresponding subharmonic instability with growth rates comparable to 

the fundamental modes. The subharmonic odd mode brings the two mush

rooms closer in some region and further apart in other, whereas the structure 

of the even mode is the same expect the adjacent knots (horse-shoes) are 

approximately 180 degrees out of phase. 
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Figure 2.3: Sketch to show the development of the velocity profile of the base 

flow due to the momentum transfer initiated by Gortler vortices present in the 

flow.(From Peerhosaaini and Wesfreid(1988) 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic to illustrate the two modes of secondary instability associated 

with Gortler vortices. 
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Figure 2.5: Plot of contours of instantaneous stream-wise velocity profile (From Li 

and Malik(1995)). 
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Figure 2.6: Flow visualization taken from Bippes(1978) showing the sinusoidal 

mode of secondary instability. 
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Figure 2.7: Sketch taken from Aihara and Koyama(1981) to illustrate the stages 

involved in the development of secondary Instability modes in a Gortler flow. 
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Figure 2.8: Flow visualization pictures taken from the experimental works of 

Ito(1986) to illustrate the horseshoe structures resulting from secondary instability 

of Gortler vortices. 



Figure 2.9; Flow visualization picture which is a close up of Fig.2.8 taken from 

Ito(1986) to illustrate the formation of horseshoe structures. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The problem of interest in this investigation is the incompressible flow of a fluid 

in a toroidal enclosure of square cross section induced by sliding the top wall of 

the enclosure radially outwards with constant velocity. The problem formulation 

explained in this chapter lays the foundation for the numerical methodology and 

the numerical results presented in the later chapters. 

This chapter describes in detail the formulation of the problem consisting of the: 

1. Geometry of the flow configuration (physical domain). 

2. Geometry of the computational domain and the need for periodic or symmetry 

plane boundary conditions in the 6 direction. 

3. Conservation equations describing the flow. 

4. Boundary conditions and their physical relevance to the flow. 

5. Initial conditions for the axi-symmetric and 3-D flow calculations. 

In Section 3.1, the geometry of the flow configuration is explained. Section 3.2 

explains the geometry of the computational domain along with the methods used 

in this study to choose the size of the computational domain in the G direction. In 

Section 3.3, the conservation equations to be solved over the computational domain 
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are presented. In Section 3.4, boundary conditions used in this investigation are 

explained. Section 3.5 explains the initial conditions used for the axi-symmetric 

and 3-D flow calcxilations along with the need for perturbing the flow diuring the 

start of the 3-D flow calculations. 

3.1 Geometry of the Flow Conflgtiration (Physical Domain) 

The geometry of the flow configuration is shown in Fig. 1.1. It is characterized 

by the non dimensional curvature ratio, defined by 5 = where d is the size of 

the enclosure cross section and Rc is the radius of curvature at the center line of the 

enclosure cross section. The maximum and minimum values 5 can take are 2 and 

0 respectively. The value 6=2 corresponds to a cyUndrical enclosure with a soUd 

center hne and the radius of curvature equal to the height of the enclosure. The 

value of 5 = 0, corresponds to a straight enclosure with Rc=oc. Thus in the Umit 

S —• 0, the flow geometry tends asymptotically to a straight enclosure without 

end walls in the span-wise direction. 

3.2 Geometry of the Computational Domain 

The geometry of the calculation domain used for the axi-symmetric flow cal

culations is a r-z cross section of the torus (physical domain). For the 3-D flow 

calculations, ideally one would hke the calculation domain to be the full 360 degree 

sector of the torus(complete physical domain). However, constraints in terms of 
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computing speed and memory, restrict the maximum grid size{nr x rz; x ng) that 

we can use to perform the transient 3-D flow calculations. In view of this limitation 

we used a sector of the full torus as the calculation domain. Fig. 3.1 shows the 

schematic of the computational domain used in the 3-D flow calculations. In Fig. 

3.1, drnax refers to the size of the sector chosen for the computational domain and 

point O refers to the origin of the cylindrical coordinate system. 

3.2.1 Justification for Calculating Over a Sector of the Torus 

The 3-D flow in the toroidal configuration is expected to show TGL vortices 

for the range of (S, Re) values investigated in this study. In an full circumference 

of the torus, for any nominal S value we could expect quite a large number of 

TGL vortices. The computational domain needs to have a sufficient number of grid 

nodes ng along the 6 direction to resolve the TGL vortices clearly. The limitations 

in terms of computing time and available memory Umit the size of the biggest grid 

size (ur y-Ug X n.) available to perform transient 3-D flow calculations. This forces 

the choice of a sector of the torus in which one would expect one or more pairs of 

TGL vortices, which can be resolved properly with the available grid size. 

The earlier numerical work of Freitas et al. (1985), suggest that one needs at 

least six grid nodes to resolve one TGL vortex. In this work we this number is used 

as an estimate to ensiire that sufficient grid nodes are provided along the span-

wise direction to resolve the TGL vortices expected to occur in the computational 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the calculation domain. In the schematic Rc is the radius 

of curvature of the toroid , d is the size of the enclosure cross-section, dmax is the 

size of the sector of the calculation domain. 
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domain. For a maximum grid size, ng = 30. affordable under the present constraints 

at the most two pairs of TGL vortices can be resolved. With this in view, the size 

of a TGL vortex is estimated to arrive at the size of the sector Omax in wliich we 

can expect at least two or pairs of TGL vortices can be expected. 

3.2.2 Size estimate for a TGL vortex 

This being the first study aiming at computing the 3-D flow in a toroidal en

closure we look at flows with similar features as our flow such as lid driven flow in 

a finite parallelepiped, Gortler flow to arrive at an estimate for the size of a TGL 

vortex that can be expected in this 3-D flow. 

The 3-D numerical calculations performed in this study can be grouped under 

two sets, one set corresponding to the flow in an almost straight enclosure with 

<5=0.005, and another in a strongly ciuved enclosure with d=0.25. 

The flow in the toroidal flow configuration for both sets computed in this study 

is expected to retain most of the basic features present in Ud driven flow in finite 

parallelepiped enclosures. In view of this, the size of the TGL vortices observed 

in the Ud driven flow experiments in parallelepiped enclosures (Koseff Street 

(1984d),Prasad & Koseff (1989)) provides a good first estimate for the size of the 

TGL vortices that we can expect to see in the toroidal enclosures. For calculations 

corresponding to an almost straight enclosure with 5=0.005, the estimated size of 

the TGL vortices (Dtgi) is obtained from the flow visuaUzation picttires presented in 
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the works of Koseff Street (1984d) and Rhee et al. (1984). In general, the different 

experiments conducted on lid driven flow in paralielepiped enclosures suggest that 

the size of a TGL vorteyi{Dtgi) scales with |. This will be used for the size of the 

TGL vortices expected in the flow in toroidal enclosures. 

3.2.3 Choosing Omax 

Having determined an estimate for the size of a TGL vortex(Dtj/) the number. 

^'vort, of vortices expected in a given 9 sector of the torus caxi be obtained, this is 

explained below using the Fig. 3.2 : 

1. The arc length S of the sector of the torus of size 9 meastured along the outer 

radius wall of the toroidal enclosure is given by: 

2. If Nyort is the number of TGL vortices in the sector of torus of size 9 and if 

Dtgi is the size of a TGL vortex, then S can also be approximated by: 

s  =  i R c  +  ̂ ) x e  (3.1) 

S a; X D,gi (3.2) 
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S = (Rc + cl/2) X 0 Nyort X I\g| 

Figure 3.2: A v-9 section of the computational domain at the mid plane with 

z = d/2. Four TGL vortices (Nvcn-t=4) each of size Dtgi occupy the arc length S 

measured along the outer radius wall(r= /2c+?) of the toroidal cross-section. In the 

schematic, S is the arc length measured along the outer radius wall of the toroidal 

cross-section, He is the radius of curvature at the centerline of cross-section, d is 

the size of the enclosure's square cross-section. 
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3. Equating Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 , gives the approximate number of vortices. 

'^vort expected to develop in a given 6 sector of our torus: 

( R c  +  ̂ )  X  0  ^  ,  
iVvort = n 

L>tgl 

For a maximum grid size in the theta direction set to 30 grid points and assuming 

that at least 6 grid nodes are needed to resolve one TGL vortex, at the most two 

pairs can be resolved in the computational domain. Therefore, setting N = 4 in 

Eq. 3.3 and working back an estimate of the size of the computational domain Oest 

in which two pairs of TGL vortices can be expected to develop. 

The number of sectors Nsectors each of size 0 that need to be put together to 

make up the full 360 degrees circumference of the torus is given by 

Itt 
^sectors ~ (3-4) 

If ^vort TGL vortices are in a sector of size 0, then the total number of TGL 

vortices in a full circumference of the torus, Nviat is given by: 

^^tot — ^sectors ^ ^vort (3-5) 

Along the 360 degrees circumference of the toroidal enclosure at any given radius 

value their should be an even number of TGL vortices since these TGL vortices 
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always occur in pairs. Having chosen Njjort to be four. Nsectors should be an integer. 

To satisfy this constraint on Nvtot- the size of the computational domain, 9 = Omax 

is chosen around the estimate Oest which gives a value Nsectors closest to being an 

integer. 

3.2.4 Physical Relevance of Boundary conditions 

Choosing a computational domain which is just a sector of the full physical flow 

domain introduces the need for boundary conditions in the ^-direction that will 

accurately capture the physics of the flow. The two choices of boundary conditions 

available are the periodic and the symmetry plane boundary conditions respectively. 

The most important difference is that the symmetry plane boundary condition 

does not allow flow through the ends of the sector while the periodic condition allows 

fluid to be interchanged between consecutive sectors. The effect of not having any 

through flow with symmetry boundary condition impUes that only integer number 

of TGL vortices can be present in a sector whereas with periodic boundary condition 

it is possible to have fractional number of TGL vortices in a sector as shown in 

Fig. 3.3. In view of this constraint, and the fact that the exact size and number 

of the TGL vortices expected is not known, the periodic bovmdary condition is a 

more natural choice for a boundary condition. 

In this study for the choice of size of the computational domain in which at the 

most two pairs of TGL vortices are expected, the influence of the more stringent 
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symmetry' boundary condition is investigated by comparing it with the results from 

periodic boundary condition. 

3.3 Conservation Equations 

The physical laws governing isothermal fluid flow are the conservation of mass 

and momentum equilibrium. The equations that mathematically express these laws 

are the continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations. For an incompressible 

constant property flow the vector forms of the equations is: 

In the above equations u is the velocity vector, p is the modified pressiure which 

includes the effects of gravitational force and of any other external force that can be 

expressed as a gradient of a scalar potential, p is the density of the fluid and u is the 

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The introduction of modified pressure simplifies 

the momentum equation and can be used as long as the absolute pressure is not 

specified as the boundary condition. 

The momentum equation as given by Equation(3.5) is in non-conservative form. 

Using Equation (3.4) it can be written in conservative form which is a more readily 

integrable equation. The conservative form of the momentum equation is used 

V-U = 0 {Continuity) 

^ + (uv)u = —- VP + u {Momentum) 
at p 

(3.7) 

(3.6) 
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to formulate the discretized equation as explained in the chapter on numerical 

procedure in Sudarsan (1999). 

^  +  ̂ V - ( u u )  =  - - V P  +  i ^ V ^ u  ( 3 . 8 )  
at 2. p 

In a primitive variables formulation as expressed by the above set of equations 

the unknowns are pressure and velocity. These can be determined from Equations 

(3.4), (3.5) (or equivalently from Equations (3.4) and (3.6)), but a problem arises 

for incompressible flows where physical boundary conditions exist only for velocity 

as in our calculations. The pressure is not a separate independent variable: the role 

of pressure is to constrain the evolution of the velocity field in order that it satisfies 

the continuity constraint at all times. Formally, the divergence of the momentum 

equations with the continuity constraint embedded in it yields a Poisson equation 

for pressure. However, this equation is not used as boundary conditions needed to 

solve the Poisson equation are not readily available. An indirect approach is used 

that does not require pressure boundary conditions. This technique is explained in 

the next chapter. 

The cyUndrical coordinate system is ideally sviited to formulate the flow in the 

present flow configuration as the boundaries of the domain coincide with surfaces 

normal to the coordinate directions. If u,t;,w represent the radial, circvunferential 
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suid axial components of velocity in cylindrical coordinates then the conservative 

form of the equations can be written in cylindrical coordinate system as 

Continuity : 

+ + = 0 (3.9) 
r or r od az 

r-momentum: 

dpu 1 d{rpuu) 1 d{pvu) d{pwu) pv^ _ dp .3 2 dv u . 
dt ^ T dr ^ r do ^ dz r dr ^  ̂  ^  ̂  66 

(3.10) 

d -momentum : 

dpv 1 dirpuv) 1 d{puv) d(pwv) puv I dp .9 2 du v 
"57" 5 ' ' a ' ~  ̂  ̂"I— 2' dt r dr r do dz r r dO dd 

(3.11) 

z-momentum: 

dpw Idirpuw) Idipvw) d{pww) dp o /o i<-.\ 
-g- + - + + —'- = —^ + fMS7 w (3.12) 

dt r dr r dd dz dz 

When the condition of axi-symmetry (circumferential symmetry)is imposed the 

above system of equations is simpUfied by setting v and all the ^ derivatives to 

zero. 

The above equations can be non-dimensionaUsed through the use of appropriate 

scales. The scales used to non-dimensionalise the velocities, pressure, time and the 

r,^ and z coordinates are as foUows: 
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(a) The imposed shding wall velocity u^,aii is used to non-dimensionalize the 

velocities. 

U  V  U J  ,  .  
u' = . u' = . w' = (3.13) 

^wall ^wall ^wall 

(b) The pressure is non-dimensionalized dividing by the density times the im

posed velocity square. 

p- = —2— (3.14) 

(c) The axial coordinate z, scales with the toroid cross-section dimension d. The 

radial coordinate r, is translated by the radius of curvature minus one half of the 

toroidal cross-section dimension, Rc — ^, and then scaled by the toroid cross-section 

dimension d. Thus the non-dimensional axial and radial coordinates 2* and r* wiU 

vary between 0 and 1 when scaled in this manner. 

r- = '' z- = I (3.15) 

(d) time is non-dimensionalized multiplying by the hd velocity u^aii and dividing 

by the size d of the toroid cross section. 

f = (3.16) 
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The * in the above equations indicates that the variable is non-dimensional. 

Using these scaled variables, the governing equations when non-dimensionalized 

yield two dimensionless numbers that characterize the flow. They are the curvature 

ratio s and Reynolds number, Re defined as: 

<5 = (3.17) 
rCc 

Re = (3.18) 
u 

For the presentation of results the angle of the sector 6max is used to scale 6 .  

To visualize the axi-symmetric calculations the streamlines are used. The non-

dimensional axi-symmetric stream function ib' is defined as 

^ „ (3.19) 

For the calculations performed in this study, fluid properties for water at room 

temperature(298 K) were used. The values of the density and kinematic viscosity 

used are 998.3 Kg/m^ and 1.004 x 10~6 m^/sec respectively. The size of the 

enclosure d is set to 0.05m in all axi-symmetric and 3-D flow calculations, and for 

any given value of s the radius of ciurvature rc is calculated from the definition of 

6. For a given Re the value of u-wau to be used was calculated firom the definition 

of Re using the value of d and fluid properties. 
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3.4 Boundary' Conditions 

The domain and the boundary conditions used in the axi-syrnmetric and 3-D 

flow calculations are shown in Fig. 3.4. The boundary conditions are listed below. 

(a) On the three walls in the cross-section of the toroidal enclosiure excluding 

the top wall aU three velocity components are set to zero. u=t;=w=0. 

(b) On the top sliding wall of the enclosure (see Figure 3.4) the radial velocity 

was set to u= u-uiaii and the other two velocities are set to zero. As explained in the 

Introduction, the constant velocity boundary condition is difficult to achieve in an 

experimental flow configuration. A more realistic choice for the top wall boundary' 

condition corresponding to the velocity of a radially expanding fluid from a source 

at r=0 was investigated by Phinney & Humphrey (1996). It was observed that 

imposing this varying wall velocity did not qualitatively change the axi-symmetric 

flow pattern. In light of this observation, the constant top wall velocity was used 

in all of the present calculations. 

(c) In the 9 direction two types of boundary conditions were explored, symmetry 

and periodic boimdary condition. 

The symmetry plane condition is imposed by setting: 

du~ dur ^ = •^=. .  =  0  (3 .20)  

on the z-r planes at each end of the calculation domain at ^ = 0 and d = Omax-

The periodic plane condition is imposed by setting 
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Ur{9 = 0) = Wr{6 = OmaxY 
dUr{6 — 0) dUr{6 = Omax) 

(3.21) 
dG dd 

U , { e  = 0) = U . { e  = 9max)-, 
dUz{0 = 0) du~{6 = dmax) 

(3.22) 
de do 

U e { 6  = 0) = U e { d  =  O m a x Y ,  
dug(9 = 0) dug{d = Omax) 

(3.23) 
de do 

on the z-r planes at the ends of the calculation domain. 

3.5 Initial conditions 

For all the axi-symmetric flow calculations, the flow was started from rest. 

For the 3-D case, the calculations were started by setting the corresponding axi-

symmetric flow velocities at each 6 plane. By Starting with the axi-symmetric 

velocities in each section, a significant amount of calculation time is saved that 

would have been consumed in letting the flow develop from rest. The 3-D flow cal

culations started with the corresponding axi-symmetric flow field failed to reveal 

TGL vortices; the flow remained axi-symmetric. This situation was expected and 

is well substantiated by the observations made from earUer studies on Gortler flow 

problem. In fact, in the earlier numerical work of Kim & Moin (1985), where they 

computed the 3-D lid driven flow in a small span-wise section of a parallelepiped 

enclosure with periodic boundary conditions enforced edong the span, they noticed 

that TGL vortices did not develop without perturbing the flow. The three dimen

sional calculations(Freitas et al. (1985), Ku et al. (1987), Perng Sz Street (1989)) of 
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lid driven flow in finite parallelepiped enclosures did not face this need for pertur

bation. as the span-wise end walls are believed to that trigger the flow instability 

of the plane recirculating flow resulting in the formation of TGL vortices. 

Gortler Uterature (Hall (1990)) clearly explains the strong receptivity of the 

Gortler vortices to the nature of the disturbance available in the flow, i.e the wave

length of the Gortler vortices that develop depends strongly on the nature of the 

distmrbance available in the flow. In view of this, when the flow is perturbed it is 

very important to ensure that the disturbance is random both in space and time 

and appUed for a very small time interval. The form of the disturbance which is 

used in the present calculations and the mode by which it is incorporated into the 

numerical algorithm is explained in the Section 4.2. 
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rrrrrrT) Symmetry BC 

JTHOTxr) Periodic BC 

Figure 3.3: Schematic to illustrate the difference between periodic and sjonmetry 

boundary condition in terms of number of TGL vortices we can capture in our 

computational domain. In the schematic a-a, b-b, c-c indicate different possible 

locations of the boundary of the computational domain. 
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3-D (Symmetry BC) 
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max 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the calculation domain along with the boimdary conditions 

used for the 3-D flow calculations. 
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PREVIOUS RESULTS AND MODEL VALIDATION 

The program used to perform the calculations in this study is CUTEFLOWS, 

which is am. acronym for Computing Unsteady Three-dimensional EUiptic FLOWS. 

The first implementation of CUTEFLOWS was done by Treidler (1991), based on 

the program ROTDISK. developed by Schuler (1990). ROTDISK was developed 

following the work of Le quere, Hiunphrey Sherman (1981) and Arnal (1988). 

The program CUTEFLOWS has been used to calculate the flow between co-

rotating disks by Usry (1992) and Iglesias (1994), the flow over bluff bodies by 

Devarakonda (1994) and more recently flow instability in helical coil flows by Web

ster (1994). As a result of its use by many earlier researchers, detailed accounts of 

the algorithm encoded in CUTEFLOWS are available in their dissertations. A user 

manual for CUTEFLOWS explaining the algorithm and its implementation writ

ten by Schuler, Treidler & Humphrey (1990) is also available. Journal publications 

reporting simulations performed with CUTEFLOWS include Humphrey, Schuler 

& Iglesias (1991) and Tatsutani, Devarakonda & Humphrey (1993). Benchmark

ing efforts using CUTEFLOWS are reported in Schuler (1990), Treidler (1991), 

Tatsutani, Usry Humphrey (1992) and Iglesias, Humphrey &c Giralt (1993). 

The CUTEFLOWS program allows the direct numerical calculation of unsteady, 

3-D constant property flows in Cartesian or Cylindrical coordinates. The algorithm 
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is based on finite difference representation of the conservation equations which are 

derived using the staggered grid control volume formulation presented by Patankar 

(1980). The finite difference scheme used is explicit and second order accurate in 

space and time. The procedure solves for primitive \-ariables, velocity and pressure. 

A detailed description of the algorithm and the code was provided in Sudarsan 

(1999) and is not repeated here. In that work the results of axi-symmetric calcu

lations were reported, in the next subsection a summary of the main conclusions 

firom those calculations directly related to this problem are presented. In order to 

speed up the three-dimensional calculations, the solution of an axi-sjonmetric sim

ulation is used at every mesh plane 9i as the initial condition and a perturbation 

is introduced at the beginning of the calculation. The form of the perturbation 

is discussed in section 4.2. Finally in section 4.3 the code validations previously 

performed are discussed and some specific calculations used to verify the symmetry 

and cyclic boimdary conditions used in this work are presented. 

4.1 Pre'dous numerical results 

Here the main results of the axi-symmetric calculations are discussed. These cal

culations constitute a logical extension of the earlier investigation by Phinney and 

Humphrey(1996). Section 4.1.1 presents key results from the earUer investigation. 
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4.1.1 Earlier work 

In the work by Phinney Humphrey (1996). axi-symmetric calculations were 

performed to investigate the effect of curvature on the flow in a toroidal enclosure 

of square cross-section induced by the top wall of the enclosure sliding radially 

outwards or inwards. A summary follows of the relevant findings in that study: 

1. In the limit ^ ^ ^ 0 the outwardly driven and inwardly driven flow 

patterns are essentially equivalent and agree with the well established 2-D 

results in the literatiure for a straight Ud driven cavity flow (Ghia et al. (1982)). 

2. In the range of Re investigated (2400 < Re < 4000), for the outwardly driven 

flow, as curvature is increased at a fixed value of Re the center of the primary 

vortex moves to the downstream corner of the enclosure. The movement of 

the center primary vortex is characterized by a sudden jump in location at a 

particular value of curvature ratio 6. The value of this critical curvature ratio 

was obtained for three different Reynolds numbers Re=2400,3200 and 4000. 

1 ^ 
A three point curve fit yields = 3.58Re s with an accvuracy of 5 ± 0.005. 

For the case of inwardly driven flow no equivalent interesting results were 

obtained. 
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4.1.2 Summary of current Axi-symmetric results 

Further axi-symmetric calculations were performed in Sudarsan (1999) in prepa

ration for the full 3-D simulation, the main results of that work can be summarized 

as follows: 

From the axi-symmetric cases computed in this investigation at Re=500, it was 

noticed that the abrupt displacement of the center of the primary vortex does not 

occur at low Reynolds number. Unfortvmately the lack of systematic rxms at lower 

values of Re for wide range of values of s precludes commenting on the shape of 

the (Scrit, R^crit) curve obtained bj' Phinney &: Humphrey (1996) in this region of 

the (J, Re) map. 

The curve defined by {Scrit-, R^crit) appears to be unique irrespective of whether 

Re is varied and 6 is fixed, or Re is fixed and 5 is varied to find them. The 

(Scrit, Recrit) values define a curve which separates the flow structure where the 

primary vortex is near the center to the one where the primary vortex has moved 

to the top downstream corner at " high" Re. At a lower Re such a separation is less 

clear. Further work needs to be done to understand the nature of the {6crit, R^cnt) 

curve at low Re. 

Increasing Re at a fixed moderate curvature ratio results in the center of the 

primary vortex moving first towards the geometric center of the enclosure. At a 

particular value of Re the center of the primary vortex moves outwards, towards 
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the right hand top comer of the enclosure. This movement of the primary vortex 

displays a sudden jump at a specific Recrit- This impHes that the sudden jump 

that occurs is a possible result of an flow instability which arises as a result of 

the imbalance between pressure gradient which drives the flow inside the enclosure 

cross section and the radial deceleration arising as a result of curvatxire effect. 

4.2 Mode of Perturbation 

Section 3.5 explained the need for perturbing the 3-D flow calculations at the 

start of each 3-D flow calculation. This section explains the form of the disturbance 

and the mode by which the disturbance was incorporated into the algorithm. 

TGL vortices arise in the 3-D flow as a result of a Gortler type instability of the 

flow as it curves along the streamline separating the downstream secondary eddy 

from the primary core vortex. It is clearly seen in the hterature on Gortler vortices 

(Hall (1990)) that they show a strong receptivity, i.e., the wavelength of the Gortler 

vortices that develops depends strongly on the nature of the disturbance present 

in the flow. Thus, in order to ensure that the size of TGL vortices that develop in 

the 3-D flow is not biased, it is important to ensure that the disturbance that is 

introduced is (a) infinitesimally small in magnitude, (b) random in space and time 

(c) applied for an infinitesimally small interval of time. 

One natinral way to feed a disturbance to the flow is by introducing a small, 

random (space and time) disturbance force term ^'(t) to the right hand side of one 
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of the discretized momentum equations. This disturbance force term is applied for 

a very small interval of time for every node in the computational domain where the 

flow velocity is calculated excluding the boundaries where fixed velocity boundary 

condition is applied. 

The disturbance source term is introduced by adding an extra term to the right 

hand side in the time integration scheme. The equation used to update the velocity 

components are those given in Eq.{4.10) in Sudarsan (1999). To this equation a 

term is added that introduces a random perturbation in the form of source term to 

feed the disturbance into the 3-D flow calculation.The perturbation takes the form 

Modu{r, 6, z.n + c)), where n is the time step level. The 

The modification term, Modu is given by 

Modu = Rand x 10~® x Uyjaii', — 1 < Rand <1 (4.1) 

where U^aii is the wall velocity and Rand is a random number. The random 

number, Rand is generated in double precision by a call to the random number 

function available as a part of almost all operating systems. A call to this random 

number function is made for for each node inside the computational domain for 

both the predictor and corrector steps within a time step. This ensures that the 
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disturbance fed into the flow is truly random in space as well as time. This distur

bance source term in this study was applied for a time period spanning the first 3 

time steps where each time step is 10"^ seconds. 

4.3 Code Validation 

4.3.1 EarUer Benchmarking Efforts 

The computational procedure used in CUTEFLOWS. has been extensively tested 

in previous studies for a wide variety of flow configurations in both cyUndrical and 

cartesian coordinate systems. Results of comprehensive testing of CUTEFLOWS 

are documented in the doctoral dissertations of Schuler (1990) and Treidler (1991). 

Benchmarking efforts are also reported in Tatsutani et ai. (1992) and Iglesias et al. 

(1993). These tests can be summarized as follows: 

1. Schuler (1990) used the code ROTDISK, which is the predecessor of CUTE

FLOWS, to compute three nontrivial cases in rotating disk configurations 

and compared the results with analytical solutions and experimental mea

surements. The flow between two diflferentially rotating disks was computed 

and the results were compared to the analytical solution valid for the limit 

of zero Eckeret number. The comparison of the axial profiles of radial and 

circumferentiai velocity components with measurements of Szeri, Schneider, 
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Labbe &c Kaufman (1983) for the case of one disk rotating and another fixed 

gave excellent agreement. 

2. Treidler (1991) checked the first implementation of CUTEFLOWS by running 

several simple test cases with analytical solutions. The flows used to test the 

code were (a) inviscid stagnation point flow (b)Couette flow between sUding 

walls (c)PoiseuiUe flow (d)Couette flow with blowing and sucking on the walls 

(e)the Stokes oscillating plate problem. In addition, all the test cases solved 

by Schuler using ROTDISK were reproduced with CUTEFLOWS. He also 

computed the flow past the a rib in a free stream and compared the results 

with numerical and experimental results of Davis Moore (1982) and with 

experimental results of Okajima (1982). This provided a good validation for 

the special implementation of boundary conditions at the comer of the solid 

objects. The solutions computed using CUTEFLOWS were found in broad 

agreement with the work of Davis Moore (1982) and discrepancies were 

explained satisfactorily. 

3. Tatsutani et al. (1992) used CUTEFLOWS to calculate constant property 

flow and heat transfer past a backward facing step in a two dimensional 

channel. They successfully reproduced numerical results obtained by Gartling 

(1990). 
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4. Iglesias et al. (1993) extended the model incorporating the Boussinesq ap

proximation and used it to solve natural convection of air in a differentialy 

heated enclosure, and buoyancy assisted flow past a backward facing step in 

a vertical channel. The numerical results obtained using CUTEFLOVVS for 

the above mentioned backward facing step problem compared favorably with 

the benchmark Results provided by Vahl Davis (1983). 

4.3.2 Present validation 

In view of the extensive testing and vahdation of CUTEFLOWS procedure by 

earlier researchers, in this investigation a Umited validation is performed which is 

of immediate relevance to the current work. 

The test cases computed for validation and the motivation for those tests are 

the following. 

1. Test 1: Axi-symmetric flow in a torus of square cross-section with ^=0.005 is 

computed at Re=3200 and the results are compared with the benchmark 2-d 

flow results of Ghia et al. (1982) at the same Reynolds number. In-addition, to 

verify consistency, the results were compared with the axi-symmetric flow re

sults obtained by Phinney & Humphrey (1996) using the same CUTEFLOWS 

code for the same values of non-dimensional parameters. 

2. Test 2: 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustrating the implementation of periodic boundary condi

tions in the x direction in CUTEFLOWS. AA1.AA2 indicates the location of the 

boundaries of the computational domain in the x direction where periodic bound

ary conditions are applied. A1,B1>C1,D1 are the distances of the velocity nodes 

4,5,2,1 from boundary AAl and A2,B2,C2,D2 are the distances of velocity nodes 

nnl+2,nni-|-3,nni,nni-l from the boundary AA2. 
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The three-dimensional flow calculations performed in this work use symmetry' 

or periodic boundary conditions in the circumferential direction. The explicit 

nature of the CUTEFLOWS algorithm guarantees that copying information 

from one grid to another grid at the end of each time step is enough to ensure 

the implementation of symmetry and periodic boundary condition, the details 

are explained in Sudarsan (1999). 

The implementation can be understood with the help of Fig. 4.1 where the 

periodic boimdary condition is apphed at the boundaries AAl and AA2 in 

the X direction. The nodes on the Unes AAl ngimely Al, Bl, Cl, D1 must 

have a one to one correspondence with the nodes A2, B2, C2 and D2 on line 

AA2, the nodes between AAl and AA2 are inside the computational domain 

and the others are fictitious nodes outside the boundary,at the end of each 

time step the values of the variables are copied between these nodes . In 

addition to copying the information, the correct implementation of periodic 

conditions requires that the distribution of nodes in the regions where the 

information is copied be identical in the y-direction. 

A simple two dimensional flow configuration in cartesian coordinates shown 

in Fig. 4.2 is used to validate the implementation of periodic boundary con

dition in the code. Although the work in this dissertation uses the three 

dimensional version of CUTEFLOWS in cylindrical coordinates, this simple 

2D test configuration suflfices as the CUTEFLOWS program uses the same 
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piece of code for 2-d (axi-symmetric) and 3-d implementation of the algoritiim 

with an additional momentum equation being solved for the 3-D version. 

The configuration in Fig. 4.2 consists of two infinitely long parallel plates 

separated a distance d, the bottom plate has an evenly spaced array of steps 

of square cross section of size h. The flow in this configuration is driven 

by sliding the top plate at a constant velocity U and characterized by two 

different non-dimensional parameters namely, the ratio h/d and the Reynolds 

number. The latter is defined based on the top wall velocity U and the spacing 

between the plates d. The periodic nature of the geometry causes the flow 

between any two cross sections at distance 2h to be periodic in the x-direction. 

Flow with periodic boundary condition applied along the x-direction was 

computed in two different configurations shown in Fig. 4.3, encompassing 

different subsections of the same flow geometry. In Fig. 4.3, (1) and (2) refer 

to the location of the boundaries in the x direction at which the periodic 

boimdary conditions are applied. 

The 2-D flow was computed for h/d = 0.5 and for a Reynolds number of 25 in 

both configurations on three different uniform grids of size (36,36),(48,48) and 

(60,60) respectively. For the purpose of plotting the velocity the coordinates 

x,y are non-dimensionalized by the spacing d between the two plates and the 

velocities by the wall velocity U. 
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Fig. 4.4 shows the plots of non-dimensional horizontal velocity u' at sections 

x' =0.0,0.50 and 1.00 in configiuration 1. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the plots of non-dimensional horizontal velocity u' at sections 

x' =0.0,0.50 and 1.00 in configuration 2. 

Fig. 4.6 shows the vector plots of the 2-D flow in configiiration 1 and config

uration 2 computed on a (60,60) uniform grid. 

Fig. 4.7 shows the plots of non-dimensional horizontal velocity u' at sections 

X* =0,1 in Configuration 1 and its corresponding section at x' = 0.50 in 

Configuration 2. The excellent agreement between the velocities at the cor

responding sections confirms that the implementation of periodic boundary 

condition in the CUTEFLOWS code is correct. 

3. Test 3: 

In the earUer work of Phinney &: Humphrey (1996), it was shown that axi-

symmetric flow in an almost straight toroidal enclosure with <J=0.005 at 

Re=3200 compared very well with the benchmark 2D flow results of Ghia 

et al. (1982) at the same Reynolds number for the cases of flow driven ra

dially inwards and outwards by the top wall of the enclosvure. The earlier 

comparison is extended by computing the 3-D wall-driven flow in a section 

of an almost straight toroidal enclosure (^=0.005) but with end walls in the 

circumferential direction as seen in Fig. 4.8 and compare it with the 3-D 
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wall driven flow in a parallelepiped enclosure of square cross section (Fig. 

1.1). The flow was computed with SH=1 but for the computational domain 

instead of choosing the full circumferential span of the enclosure one half of 

the circumferential span is used and symmetry boundary conditions along the 

circumferential midplane were imposed. 

The 3-D flow was computed for Reynolds number of 400 and 3200. In the 

r and z direction a uniform grid with grid size n-r=nz = 50 was used. In 

the circumferential direction a non-imiform grid {ne = 30) with a mesh re

finement near the end walls was used to resolve the expected corner vortex. 

The technique of Roberts transformation for symmetric mesh refinement ex

plained in Anderson, Tannehill & Fletcher (1984) (Section 5.6, page 247)with 

a stretching factor of 1.2 was used to refine the mesh near the end wall in the 

circumferential direction. 

For each of these cases, the flow was started from the axi-symmetric flow 

results at the same Reynolds number applied at each 6 section of the compu

tational domain. 

The steady flow results at Reynolds number 400 and compared with the 

results from the 3-D flow calculations of Ku et al. (1987) for the wall driven 

flow in a parallelepiped enclosure with square cross-section. Fig. 4.9 shows 

the plot of the center line velocity profiles at the symmetry plane compared 
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with the ones from Ku et al. (1987). it clearly shows that the velocity profiles 

compare very well  and are within ± 2 %. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the 2-D flow configuration used to test the implementation 

of periodic boundary conditions in CUTEFLOWS. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic showing the two different configurations spanning different 

subsections of the domain shown in Fig. 4.2. (I) and (2) indicate the locations of the 

boundaries where the periodic boundary condition is applied and U is the velocity 

of the top wall. (3) is the mid section of the configuration 2 which corresponds to 

section (1) of configuration 1. 
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x*= O.SO,Gri<U6xJ6 
X* =0.50,Grid^t8x48 
X* =0.50,Grid:60*60 

X* = 0.0,Grld:36s36 
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x*=1.00,Grid348x48 
x*=1.0O,Gr<d£Ox6O 

Figure 4.4: Plot of non-dimensionalized horizontal velocity U*for configuration 1 

with h/d = 0.50 and Re=25 (a) x* = 0.50 (b) x* = 1.00 ajid x* = 0.0 sections 

computed on 3 different uniform grids of size (36,36),(48,48) and (60,60). 
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X = 0.50, Grid:36x36 
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X = 0.0, Grid:36x36 
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Figure 4.5: Plot of non-dimensionalized horizontal velocity U* for configuration 2 

with h/d = 0.50 and Re=25 (a) x* = 0.50 (b) x* = 1.00 and x* = 0.0 sections 

computed on 3 different uniform grids of size (36,36),(48,48) and(60,60). 
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Configuration 1 : h/d = 0.50, Re = 25 
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Figure 4.6: Vector Plots of the 2-D flow in Configurations 1 and 2 computed on a 

(60,60) uniform grid for h/d = 0.50 and Re=25. 
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Figure 4.7: Plot of non-dimensionalized horizontal velocity U* at x* = 0.00 ,x* = 

1.00 section in configuration 1 and x* = 0.50 section in configuration 2 computed 

on a uniform grid of size (60,60)for h/d = 0.50 and Re=25. 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the flow geometry used in Test 3 composed of a sector 

of the toroidal enclosure with of size 9d with end walls along the circumferential 

direction. 
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Figure 4.9: The horizontal and vertical center line velocity profiles at the symmetry 

plane for flow in a toroidal enclosure with <5=0.005 and SH=1 at Re=400. The 

center line velocity profiles from the 3-D flow calculations of Ku et.al(1987) is 

included for comparison. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS: 6 =0.005 

5.1 Summary and Objectives of 3-D Calculations 

The 3-D flow calculations performed in this investigation can be grouped under 

two sets as summarized in Fig. 5.1. The first set corresponding to 3-D flow in an 

almost straight toroidal enclosure with 6 = 0.005 and the second to 3-D flow in a 

strongly curved toroidal enclosure with s = 0.25. 

5.1.1 Almost Straight Toroidal Enclosure: 6 = 0.005 

The axi-symmetric calculations of Phinney &c Humphrey (1996) indicate that as 

s —' 0 the flow compares very well with the 2-D flow in a rectangular Ud driven 

cavity at the same Reynolds number. In view of this, it is of interest to see how a 

full 3-D flow in an almost straight toroidal enclosure compares with the 3-D flow 

in a straight enclosure at the same Reynolds number. 

Experimental investigations of the flow in parallelepipeded shaped enclosures 

done by Prasad & KosefF (1989), KosefF & Street (1984d) and Bogaryrev & Gorin 

(1978) have shown the strong influence that span-wise end walls have in modifying 

the structure of the 3-D flow. The flow calculations in our almost straight toroidal 

enclosure which do not have any span-wise end walls provides an opportimity to 
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Periodic B.C 
Symmetry B.C 

3-D Flow Calculation Cases 

0 = 0.0045 radians 
max 

Grid: (50,50,30) 

'^3j(=0.003 radians 

5=0.25 
(Strongly Curved Enclosure) 

Re=2400 

5 =0.005 
(Almost Straight Enclosure) 

Re=3200 

Figiire 5.1: Summary of the 3-D flow calculations performed as a part of the inves

tigation. 
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study the structure and dynamics of the 3-D flow without the influence of the 

span-wise end walls. 

The flow calculations in the almost straight toroidal enclosure are done for a 

Reynolds number of 3200. This choice is motivated by the large number of ex

perimental and numerical investigations(Koseff (1983), Koseff &c Street (1984b). 

Prasad & Koseff (1989), Rhee et al. (1984), Freitas et al. (1985)) available in the 

lid-driven cavity flow literature for this Reynolds number. 

The different sets of calculations performed in an almost straight toroidal enclo

sure with s = 0.005 are: 

1. Case I: Re= 3200, 6 = 0.005, dmax = 0.003 radians, periodic boimdary con

ditions in the 0 direction, grid size: {Ur x ng x n^) =(50,30,50). 

2. Case II: Re=3200, s = 0.005, Omax =0.0045 radians, periodic boundary con

ditions in the 6 direction, grid size: (n^ x ng x n~) =(50,45,50). 

3. Case III: Re=3200, 5 — 0.005, Omax = 0.003 radians, symmetry boundary 

conditions in the 0 direction, grid size:(nT. xne x n^) =(50,30,50). 

Comparing the results from the Case I and Case III we understand the influence 

that the boundary conditions in the 6 direction have on the dynamics of the flow, 

while comparing Cases I and II provides us an understanding of the influence the 

size of the computational domain in the 6 direction has on the computed flow given 

that both have the same grid resolution in the 6 direction. Results for Case III are 
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not presented in the same detail because it does not add to the understanding of 

the problem. 

5.1.2 Strongly Curved Toroidal Enclosure: J = 0.25 

The objectives for this set of calculations is to attempt to answer the following 

questions: 

1. Do TGL vortices exist in strongly curved toroidal enclosures ? 

2. What is the wavelength or size of these TGL vortices if they exist? Are the 

TGL vortices uniform in size? 

3. What is the structure of the 3-D flow at this Reynolds number? 

4. What kind of dynamics do the TGL vortices exhibit?. Is there any periodicity 

to the flow? 

5. How does the size of the computational domain in the 6 direction affect the 

3-D flow results when only a small segment of the whole domain is used in 

the calculation? 

6. How does the structure and dynamics of the flow in a strongly curved en

closure with 6 = 0.25 compare with the flow in an almost straight enclosure 

with 5 = 0.005? 
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The flow calculations performed with J=0.25 are done for a Re>-nolds numbers of 

2400. The axi-symmetric flow calculations of Phinney Humphrey (1996) indicate 

that at this Reynolds number the center of the primary vortex remains near the 

center of the enclosure cross-section and does not jump towards the top downstream 

comer. At this Reynolds number, we expect the structure of the re-circulating flow 

in the enclosure cross-section to have all the primary features present in the flow in 

an axi-syxnmetric flow and in 2-D flow in an lid driven cavity. Hence calculations 

at J = 0.25 and Re = 2400 provide a way to understand the effect the curvature in 

the toroidal geometry has on the structure and dynamics of the 3-D flow. 

The calculations performed in a strongly curved enclosure with 5 = 0.25 are : 

1. Case rV: Re=2400, 5=0.25, dmax — 12 degrees, periodic boundary condition 

in the 9 direction, grid size:(nr x ng x n^) =(50,30,50). 

2. Case V: Re=2400, 5=0.25, dmax = 9 degrees, periodic boundary conditions 

in the 6 direction, grid size: (rir x ne x n,) =(50,30,50). 

Comparing the results from Cases FV and V helps us understand the influence 

the size of the computational domain in the 0 direction have on the computed 3-D 

flow for the a given grid resolution. These cases are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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5.2 Computational Grids 

The size of the computational grid that we can use for our flow calculations is 

limited by the availability of computer time and space. This limitation forces us to 

compute for the flow in a small sector instead of in a full 360 degrees circumference of 

the toroidal enclosure. In addition these constraint also prevents us from performing 

extensive grid independence studies for the calculations performed in this study. 

In view of this, it is important for us to choose an affordable grid fine enough that 

the flow computed on it captures all the important flow features with reasonable 

accuracy and detail. The size of the grid in the 9 direction is found by making an 

estimate of the number of TGL vortices expected to develop in the computational 

domain in conjunction with the number of nodes used in the earher numerical 

investigations to clearly resolve a pair of TGL vortices. 

Using the knowledge and imderstanding we have about the natiure of the 3-D 

flow expected in the toroidal geometry we establish the criteria that the size of the 

grid used in our 3-D flow calculation should satisfy. These are: 

1. The size of the grid in the r — z plane must be fine enough to accurately 

resolve the axi-symmetric case. This is because as observed in earlier 2-D lid 

driven cavity flow calculations the size of the grid influences the amoimt of 

energy transferred from the sliding top wall of the enclosure to the fluid. The 

3-D flow calculations use the converged steady axi-symmetric flow solution 
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as an initial condition, therefore the size of the grid in r — c section is chosen 

fine enough to ensure an accurate axi-svinmetric flow solution. 

The axi-symmetric flow calculations of Phinney &c Humphrey (1996) con

cluded that at moderately high Reynolds numbers their is a critical value 

of s for each Reynolds number, at which the center of the primary vortex 

exhibits a sudden jump towards the top downstream corner of the enclosure. 

It is not known at present whether this displacement of the center of the 

primary vortex observed in the axi-symmetric flow calculations by Phinney 

&c Humphrey (1996) manifest itself in the real 3-D flow at these Reynolds 

numbers. Axi-symmetric flow calculations performed in toroidal enclosures 

for different values of s and Re using grids of diflferent sizes predict that vmless 

a grid fine enough is used in the cross-section a premature jump of the center 

of primary vortex to the downstream comer of the enclosure occurs. In view 

of this, the grid must also be fine enough in the r — z plane so as not to delay 

or cause premature jump of the center of the primary vortex in the 2-D c£ise, 

even though we do not know at this point if the jump actually does occurs 

in 3-D. 

2. The grid in the 0-direction should have enough nodes to resolve the TGL 

vortices expected in the z — 6 plane. The earUer 3-D numerical simulations 

of lid driven flow in straight enclosures by Freitas et al. (1985) indicate that 
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a minimum of 6 or 7 grid nodes are required to clearly resolve a pair of TGL 

vortices. This estimate is used in the Q direction to resolve the TGL vortices 

expected in our calculations. 

5.2.1 Grid size in r — z plane 

A grid independence study was performed by computing the axi-symmetric flow 

in an almost straight enclosure at Re=3200 on three different vmiform grids namely 

40x40,50x50 and 60x60 and comparison was made with the bench mark 2-D results 

of Ghia et al. (1982). The comparison of center line velocity profiles calculated 

on different grids with the benchmark indicates that results from uniform grids 

of size 50x50 is within ±3 percent while the 60x60 is within ± 1.5 percent of the 

benchmark results of Ghia et al. (1982). This led us to choose a 50x50 uniform 

grid in the r — z cross-section in these calculations. 

The centerline velocities obtained with the above mentioned grids for s = 0.25 

and Re=2400 and Re=3800 are shown in Fig. 5.2. The results indicate that using 

a 40x40 grid causes a premature shift of the primary vortex to the top downstream 

corner at Re=2400 and that with a 50x50 grid this does not occur. In addition the 

difference in accuracy obtained by using a 50x50 and 60x60 grid is not significant. 
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the axi-symmetric center line velocity profiles on three uniform 

grids for 5=0.25. (a) and (b) Re = 2400 and (c) and (d) Re = 3800 
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5.2.2 Grid size in the 9 direction 

With the size of the grid in the r-z plane set to 50x50. we are restricted to 

using no more than 30 grid nodes in the 6 direction. From the experience of earher 

investigations we know that with 30 grid nodes we can resolve at most 3 pairs of 

TGL vortices. In view of this, the size of the computational domain in the theta 

direction, denoted by Omax was chosen such that we can expect at most 3 pairs of 

TGL vortices in it. 

The size of the computational grid used in most of the present calculations is 

Tir = n~ = 50 and ng = 30. 

5.3 Computational Issues 

The CUTEFLOWS procedure discussed in Sudarsan (1999) was used to perform 

the 3-D calculations. CUTEFLOWS uses an explicit algorithm that requires the 

use of very small time steps to ensiure numerical stability of the flow calculations. 

Each of the 3-D flow cases had to be simulated over long intervals of time in order 

for the flow to reach a quasi periodic state. This requires very large computational 

times to simulate the flow. All the cases detailed in this dissertation were done on 

the 400 MHz SGI origin 2000 computer available at the University of Arizona. The 

post processing of the results was done using the Tecplot visualization software 

from Amtec Engineering and the volume visuahzation of vorticity contours was 
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done using the Slicer Dicer software available from Visual logic. The details of the 

techniques employed for the data visualization are explained later in this chapter. 

5.4 Strategy and Quantities Measinred 

The 3-D flows calculated in this investigation are expected to be unsteady, quite 

complex, and to show TGL vortices in z — 9 cross sections for the range of values 

of 6 and Re chosen for this study. It is of our interest to understand how these 

TGL vortices interact with each other and with the base primary recirculating flow 

which is driven by the moving top wall of the enclosure. In order to imderstand 

such a complex flow, a strategy utihzing visualization tools is needed to understaiid 

the dynamics of the flow. 

To do this, the output of the computed velocities and pressure at all nodes in the 

computational domain are saved at close intervals of time throughout the course 

of the calculation. From these flow variables we derive the vorticity components 

and use different techniques, such as volumetric visuaUzation to extract the un

derstanding of the dynamics of the 3-D flow. The visuahzation process produces 

a time animation of the different variables in the flow volume that are used to 

understand the dynamics of the flow. The details of the visualization techniques 

used in this investigation, its advantages and limitations are explained in detail in 

later sections. 
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The time animations require extremely large data storage, which makes their 

use limited, in-addition these animations provide only a qualitative picture of the 

d\Tiamics of the flow, and this makes it necessarv' to supplement them with other 

observation tools to gain a complete understanding of the 3-D flow. 

To understand the time evolution of the flow, in addition to monitoring flow 

quantities like velocities and vorticities we define integrated quantities and monitor 

them at different cross-sectional planes of the computational domain. The definition 

of the different integral quantities monitored is explained next. 

5.4.1 Integral Quantities 

The integral quantities monitored are the area averaged square of the r- and 

z- vorticities at different planes with r'= constant and 2*=constant, and the area 

averaged square of the 0 vorticity at different planes with 6' = constant. The area 

averaged square of these vorticities are non-dimensionaJized dividing them by the 

square of a reference vorticity defined by ujref = 

The non-dimensionalized area averaged square of r- and z-vorticity denoted by 

f2! and respectively are defined by: 

Q;(r-) = (5.1) 
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^—-—^ (5.2) 
'^ref ^-0 

where u/V and 0;^ are the r and z components of the vorticity defined in Eq. 5.3 

and Eq. 5.4 and A-g is the aa-ea of z-6 plane at r'. 

I d u .  d u g  

_ l r u g  I d U r  

r dr 2 de ^ 

In addition to monitoring the integral of the square of the r and z components of 

vorticity in the r'= constant planes we also monitor them at different c*=constant 

planes,in which case the integral quantities are defined by: 

SRI! /o""" '^(r. 9, z-vae dr 
n;(j-) = — (5.5) 

^ref ^0 

lo"""' = c)rd6 dr 

where Arg is the area of z-9 plane. 

In Eq.5.1 and Eq.5.2, the integral is evaluated over the full plane, it can also 

be evaluated over only a portion of the cross-section, in particular over the upper 
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and lower halves of the cross-section. Likewise, in Eq. 5.5 and Eq.5.6 the integrals 

may be taken over the two halves of the plane, we refer to them as the downstream 

half section if 0.5 < r* < 1.0 and the upstream half section for 0 < r* < 0.5 in 

reference to the direction of the circulation of the primary re-circulating flow in the 

cross-section. 

On planes with 6' = constant the non-dimensionalized area averaged square of 

9 vorticity denoted by Qg and defined by: 

n;{9') = ^ • (5.7) 

is monitored, where uje is the G component of the vorticity given in Eq. 5.8 and 

is the cross-section area of enclosure in the z-6 plane. 

du dw 
^0 = ^ ^ (5.8) 

oz or 

The integrals over the different planes were computed during the course of the 

calculation and are available throughout the length of the calculation and at time 

intervals of 0.004 seconds,i.e., every 4 time steps. The integrals over the different 

half sectional planes were computed from flow data dumped out every 0.2 seconds 

for the purpose of making volume visuahzation animations. Checks were done to 

ensure that the 0.2 second time intervals between successive data points in the half 

cross-section integral values was sufficient enough to capture all the key frequencies. 
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The locations of the planes where the integrals have been computed are shown in 

Fig.5.3. 

5.5 Volumetric Vorticity Visualization 

An axi-symmetric flow or two dimensional flow can be visualized effectively by 

making vector plots and plots of stream Unes. However, these techniques prove 

ineffective in visualizing a recirculating, three dimensional flow Uke the one which 

is the subject of this investigation. Here, we use the technique of volume visual

ization, where the three dimensional flow is depicted by plotting in 3-D space the 

iso-contours of the different non-dimensionalized vorticity components. From the 

volume visualization frames of the vorticity contours a time animation, or movie, 

is created. These movies provide a good qualitative understanding of the dynamics 

exhibited by the flow. The time span over which these movies are made for each 

case is chosen by looking at the plots of the integral quantities, as they provide us 

a good estimate of the time scales involved in the flow. 

Sheer Dicer, a volume visuahzation program developed by Visual Logic Inc, is 

used to perform interactive visual exploration of the non-dimensionalized 6 and r 

vorticity iso-contours. The output from the CUTEFLOWS code is converted into 

HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) before being read into the SUcer Dicer program. 

The contours of vorticity are rendered viewable by making portions of the contour 

values transparent and leaving the rest opaque. By sUcing the data volume with 
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r* = 0.75 

Figure 5.3: Schematic showing the different cross-section of constant r*,0* and r' 

over which the integral quantities are calculated. The arrows (A) indicates the 

direction of the base or primary recirculating flow, which is the direction in which 

the TGL vortices are convected. 
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different planes and by making a time animation of these contours the dj-namics 

of the TGL vortices and their interactions with the base re-circulating flow can be 

observed clearly. 

The visualization of the non-dimensionalized r and 6 vorticity contours is car

ried out in non-dimensionalized (r, 6, z) space instead of the cartesian coordinate 

space(x,y,z). This choice reduces the computational domain to a rectangular box. 

and gives us a simple way to compare results from diflferent calculations at similar 

cross-sections. 

Fig.5.4 shows the visualization of r-vorticity contours in a sub-volume of the 

computational domain (0.5 < r' < 1,0 < < 1,0 < z* < 0.5) with all the 

contour values set to be opaque. The TGL vortices in the r* = 0.50 section plane 

can be seen, but not in the rest of the volume as contours corresponding to other 

values hide them. In Fig. 5.5 the same data as in Fig. 5.4 is shown but with some 

contour values made transparent. Now the TGL vortices in the whole volume can 

be clearly seen. The capability to make some of the contour values transparent and 

leaving the rest opaque is used to visuaUze the vorticity data in this investigation. 

In addition, the computational domain is sliced at different constant values of 

r'^O^andz* to eflFectively visualize the data in the volume. 

To effectively visualize, analyze and understand the structure and dynamics 

of the 3-D flows computed in this investigation the results are examined in three 

stages: 
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Figure 5.4: Plot of aon-dimensional r-vorticity contours for Re=3200, (5=0.005 and 

periodic boundary conditions, in the view volume 0.50 < r* < 1.0, 0.0 <6' < 1.00, 

0.0 < 2* < 0.50. All contour values are opaque. 



Figure 5.5: Plot of non-dimensional r-vorticity contours for the same case as in 

Fig.5.4 with some contour values of r-vorticity made transparent. 
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1. First the integral quantities are used to gain an understanding of the structure 

of the flow and its dynamics in terms of the characteristic time scales involved 

in the flow. After identifying the characteristic time scales for each flow case, 

a time interval of 40 to 100 seconds is selected depending on the frequency 

revealed by the integral plots. 

2. Volume visuahzation movies of r and 6 vorticity contours were made from 

the data output over the selected time interval for diflterent view volumes 

encompassing different sections of the computational domain. From these 

movies an excellent qualitative understanding of the dynamics of the TGL 

vortices, their growth and modes of interaction with each other can be gained. 

From the movies selected frames are shown in this dissertation to explain the 

structure and dynamics of the flow. In-addition contour plots of the different 

components of vorticity and velocity £ire presented at diflFerent cross-sectional 

planes to get a complete quantitative understanding of the flow. 

3. With the aide of the above observations a complete picture of the structure 

and dynamics of the 3-D flow is constructed and explained. Reference is 

also made of the connection with relevant work found in the Gortler vortices 

Uterature. 
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5.6 Results for S =0.005 and Re= 3200 (Case I) 

5.6.1 The r and z vorticity integrals over full cross-sections 

Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 show the plots of and fi! as a function of time, monitored 

at the three locations, r* = 0.25,0.5 and 0.75. Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9 shows the plots 

of Q* as a function of time monitored at = 0.25.0.5 and 0.75. Fig. 5.10 shows 

the Qg versus time monitored at 6' = 0.25,0.5 and 0.75. These are shown for 400 

seconds of simulation. 

The observations and conclusions made from the plots are: 

1. Fig.5.11 shows a detail from Fig. 5.6 at the start of the calculation, before 

applying the perturbation the value of Q' at all locations remains zero. Also in 

Fig.5.10, it can be observed that Qg remains constant at a value corresponding 

to the value for the axi-symmetric flow,i.e, flow remains axi-symmetric before 

the perturbation is introduced. Early rvms showed that 3-D flow did not 

develop TGL vortices even after a period of time as long as 240 seconds. This 

is in agreement with observations made by Kim & Moin (1985) and Freitas 

et al. (1985), and it is expected since unUke in the case of the wall driven 

flow in parallelepipedal enclosures, there is no end walls in this geometry to 

propagate the centrifugal instability into the flow leading to the formation of 

TGL vortices. 
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Figure 5.6: Plot of Q' vs time at different r* = constant full sectional planes for 

Case I. 
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Figure 5.7: Plot of fit vs time at different r' constant sectional planes for Case I. 
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Figure 5.9: Plot of vs time at different 2* = constant sectional planes for Case 

1. 
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Figure 5.10: Plot of Qg vs time at different 6' sections(0'' = 0.75,0.50,0.25) for 

Case I. The dotted Une indicates the value of V.g at time = 0 corresponding to the 

axi-symmetric flow results appUed at each 6* section at the start of the 3-D flow 

calculation. 
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Figure 5.11: Plot of f2* vs time at different r* = constant sectional planes for Case 

I at the start of the 3-D flow caiculation. 
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Figure 5.12: Plot of time at different r* constant sectional planes for Case I 

for the first 80 seconds of 3-D flow calculation. 
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Figure 5.13: Plot of Q' and vs time at different r* = constant sectional planes 

for Case I for the time interval between 320 to 340 seconds. 
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2. Upon perturbing the flow, the values of show a rapid nonlinear growth 

associated with the development of TGL vortices in the flow. From the section 

of Fig. 5.6 shown in Fig.5.12 it can be observed that after about 1000 seconds 

the fluctuations exhibited by Q' values become bounded,indicating that the 

re-circulating flow with TGL vortices has reached a quasi periodic state. The 

flow for case I was computed for a total time of 450 seconds long enough when 

compared to the time scales reflected in the plots of the integral quantities 

to ensure that the complete dynamics of the flow can be studied with this 

data. 

3. The characteristic time scales for the variations exhibited by fi* and ax-e 

small in comparison to the range along the time axis in Figures. 5.6, 5.7. A 

more detailed look at the same integral quantities plotted over a smaller 20 

seconds time span is shown in Fig. 5.13 from 320 to 340 seconds. In Fig.5.13 

shows that the value of f2* at r* = 0.75 is always greater than the value at 

r* = 0.50 which in turn is greater than the one at r*=0.25, in contrast no 

such decrease in the magnitude of QZ at the different r* locations. The time 

variation of Qt and have similar peaks and valleys,i.e., they are almost in 

phase with each other. Fig. 5.13 shows the time records of f2* at r* = 0.75 

and r' = 0.50 reflect similar shapes but with a phase lag, denoted by Stphaae, 

in the direction of the base flow which is radially inwards in the bottom half of 
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r — z cross section. At r*=0.25, the plot of Q* does not show the pronounced 

peaks and valleys seen at r*=0.75 and 0.50. 

There are some drawbacks to considering the integral quantities over fuU planes, 

they are: 

1. In the r* = constant and c* = constant planes, the base primary re-circulating 

flow which convects the TGL vortices along with it as shown in Fig. 5.3, flows 

in the opposite directions in the upper and lower half of the cross-section. 

That is, in the bottom half of the r* = constant plane the base flow goes 

radially inwards, while it is radially outwards in the upper half section. This 

makes it diflScult to correlate the plots of the integral quantities with the 

dynamics of the TGL vortices responsible for the vorticity production. In 

any r'= constant plane in order to be able to correlate the integral quantities 

the contributions to Q,' and made by the TGL vortices convected radially 

outwards near the top half of the enclosure cross-section, and that of TGL 

vortices convected radially inwards in the bottom half of the enclosure must 

be separated. 

2. The vortex strength of a TGL vortex affects both the r and z components of 

vorticity due to the curvature of the primary re-circulating flow. This makes 

it essential to look at the variations of and at the same time to be 

able to properly correlate it to the dynamics of TGL vortices, so an integral 
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quantity related to the resultant vorticity in the z — 6 plane is needed, which 

is the vector sum of the Ur and u- components of the vorticity. 

The limitations are overcome by evaluating the area average of the square of 

the resultant vorticity in the r — z section over the upper.bottom, downstream and 

upstream halves of the different planes independently. The results of which are 

shown next. 

5.6.2 The r and z vorticity integrals over each half of the cross-sections 

Fig.5.14 and Fig.5.15 show the plots of Q* and fit as a function of time evaluated 

over the bottom and top halves of the z-0 cross section at r* = 0.25,0.5 and 0.75, 

for 300 < f < 360. 

Fig.5.16 and Fig.5.17 show the time series plots of and evaluated over 

the downstream half and upstream half of the v-9 cross-section at different z* = 

0.25,0.5 and 0.75, for the same time interval. 

Figures 5.18, 5.19,5.20 and 5.21 show the plots of f2* and as a function of 

time monitored at the top and bottom halves of z-6 planes. Fig. 5.22 shows fi'gg 

as a function of time, where is the area average of the square of the resultant 

vorticity oJrz = plane. 

The following observations can be made from the results: 
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Figure 5.14: Time series plots of integrated over (a) top half (0.5 < 2* < 1.0) 

(b) bottom half (0.0 < 2* < 0.5) of the enclosure, for the time interval between 300 

to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.15: Time series plots of integrated over (a) top half (0.5 < 2* < 1.0) 

(b) bottom half (0.0 < 2* < 0.5) of the enclosure, for time interval between 300 to 

360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.16: Time series plots of integrated over (a) upstream half (0.5 < r' < 

1.0) (b) downstream half (0.0 < r* < 0.5) portions of the t - 6 cross-section, for 

the time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.17: Time series plots of flZ integrated over (a) upstream half (0.5 < r* < 

1.0) (b) downstream half (0.0 < r' < 0.5) portions of the r - 9 cross-section, for 

the time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.18: Time series plots of n*, f2! integrated over the bottom half (0.0 < 

2* < 0.5) of the enclosure r — z cross-section at (A) r* = 0.75 (B) r* = 0.50 (C) r* 

= 0.25, for time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.19: Time series plots of Q', integrated over the top half (0.5 < 2* < 1.0) 

of the enclosures r-z cross-section at (A) r* = 0.75 (B) r* = 0.50 (C) r* = 0.25, for 

time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.20: Time series plots of fi*, fit integrated over the upstream half (0.5 < 

r* < 1.0) portion of the r - 0 cross-section at (A) r* = 0.75 (B) r* = 0.50 (C) r* = 

0.25, for time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.21: Time series plots of Q*, integrated over downstream half (0.0 < 

r* < 0.5) portion of the v - 6 cross-section at (A) 2* = 0.25 (B) = 0.50 (C) 2* = 

0.75, for time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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Figure 5.22: Time series plots of monitored at different half cross-sectional 

planes (a) 0 < z" < 0.5 (b) 0.5 < r* < 1.0 (c) 0 < r* < 0.5 (d) 0.5 < 2* < 1.0; for 

time interval between 300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 



5.6.2.1 Relative contribution from each half section: 

In Fig.5.14, Q* has a much larger value over the bottom half of the z-9 cross-

section than one over the top half of the z-0 cross-section. This is due to two factors 

(1) The strength of the TGL vortices is higher in the bottom half of the enclosure 

than in the top half. This is because as the primary flow curves radially inwards 

from the outer radial wall into the bottom half of the enclosure, their growth is 

enhanced by the Gortler instability mechanism which produced these TGL vortices 

in the first place.(2) The TGL vortices convected by the primary re-circulating flow 

moving upwards along the upstream wall are weakened by the constant shearing 

action of the top wall. 

In addition, it can be noticed that the values over the bottom half at each r* 

cross-section are larger than the values obtained over the full z-d cross-section as 

shown in Fig.5.6. This is because the bulk of the contribution to comes 

from the TGL vortices in the bottom half of the enclosure. The contribution from 

the TGL vortices in the top half is too small to be significant when averaged over 

the full cross-sectional area, while the contribution from the bottom half is now 

divided by twice the area. In contrast, the values of the and integrated over 

the upstream and downstream halves of v-d cross-section at a 2:* = constant plane 

have comparable magnitudes, meaning that they make similar contributions to the 

magnitude of the integral over the full cross-section. 
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5.6.2.2 Relative strength and phase difference at each half section: 

In the bottom half of an r-z cross-section, where the primary re-circulating flow 

curves radially inwards from the downstream wall, the magnitude of Q' is much 

larger than the magnitude of QZ as seen in Fig.5.18 at r* = 0.75 and 0.50. where 

the plots of QZ and f2* show the same peaks and valleys. At r* = 0.75, QZ and Q* 

are in phase with each other, whereas at r* = 0.50, QZ lags behind as shown 

in Fig. 5.23. The reason for this becomes evident when looking at the movies 

of vorticity contours and is explained in later in this chapter. At r* = 0.25, QZ 

and Q* integrated over the bottom half of an r-z cross-section have comparable 

magnitudes. QZ shows more frequencies than at the two locations r* = 0.50 and 

0.75 and also more frequencies than fi*. 

5.6.2.3 Resultant Vorticity: Magnitude 

Along the top half of the r-z cross-section where the base flow is driven radially 

outwards, as seen we in Fig.5.22(a), the magnitude of Q'^s decreases by an average 

of 35 % from r* = 0.25 to r* = 0.50, while from r*=0.50 to r* = 0.75 it remains 

more or less the same. Along the downstream wall, where the flow goes parallel to 

the wall, we notice that the value of decreases from 2* = 0.75 to =0.50 as 

seen in Fig.5.22(b), but it increases back to almost the same value it had at 2* = 

0.75 when it goes from 2* =0.50 to 2"' = 0.25. As the flow curves radially inwards 

over the concave surface separating the primary re-circulating flow from the down 
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stream eddy, the value of increases considerably, this can be seen clearly by 

comparing the values in Figures 5.22(b)) and 5.22(c). Further more as the flow 

turns radially inwards along the bottom half of an r-z cross-section, the value of 

decreases considerably from r' = 0.75 to r' = 0.50. This decrease in value of 

continues when the flow curves upwards along the upstream wall, which can 

be seen comparing the values in Figures 5.22(c) and 5.22(d). 

5.6.2.4 Resultant Vorticity: Phase Difference 

The primary re-circulating flow convects the TGL vortices and so their growth 

and oscillations and their modes of interaction dynamics are felt at different time at 

different radial or vertical locations, with a time lag in the direction of the primary 

re-circulating flow. If at the radial location r' = 0.75. a TGL vortex grows at a 

time t in the bottom half of an r — 2 plane, it will cause the value at r*=0.75 

to increase at the same time instant t, whereas the at r" = 0.50 begins to 

increase only at the time t -I- Stphase- This is clearly seen in Fig.5.24. The phase 

lag in the direction of the primary-re-circulating flow is also seen in the plots of 

integral quantities at different 2* = constant planes. 

5.6.2.5 Resultant Vorticity: Frequency Spectrum 

The frequency spectrum of the time history at the two half planes was 

obtained using the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform method explained in Wilham, 
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Brian, Saul &c William (1986). The data is sampled at a sampling frequency of 5 

Hz, that is AtsampUng = 0.2 seconds, which gives a corresponding Nyquist critical 

frequency fc = oa> ^ of 2.5 Hz. For each of these spectrums the length of 
" ^^^aampltng 

the data sampled at 0.2 seconds is set to 2® data points, corresponding to a time 

interval of 101.4 seconds of flow simulation. The plots of seen in Fig.5.22 

indicate clearly that a frequency range between 0 and 2.5 will be sufficient to 

capture all the important frequencies exhibited by the integral quantities. 

If hk, defined in Eq.5.9, denotes one of N consecutively sampled values of an 

integral quantity, 

hk  =  h{ tk ) ,  t k  =  k  A  tsampi ing ,  k  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  N  -  I (5.9) 

Then the Discrete Fourier Transform Hn{hn) is given by 

N- l  
s ̂  (5.10) 

fc=0 

where the discrete values of frequency /„ are given by: 

- iV A 

The units of Hn{hn) are the same as those of hk which in our case is non-

dimensional. 
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Fig. 5.25 shows the plot of H(hn) vs frequency for VLres evaluated at various 

half cross-sections in the computational volume. The following observations can be 

made about the frequency spectrum: 

1. The spectrum of calculated on the upstream half of = constant and on 

the bottom half of r* = constant show identical frequencies. The frequency 

spectrum consist of two fundamental frequencies namely fi — 0.043 Hz and 

/2 = 0.15 Hz and their higher harmonics. 

2. The frequency spectrum of calculated in the downstream half of 2:* = 

constant and the top half of r* = constant sections show a host of other 

frequencies and their harmonics in addition to fi and /a previously observed. 

3. The above observations raise two questions. What are the dynamics of the 

TGL vortices that contribute to these two frequencies /i and /2, and how do 

we explain the diversity of the spectrum seen in the downstream and the top 

half of the cross-section. 

5.6.3 Structure of the flow from the integral quantities 

The relative strength and the phase difference of Q* and flZ are different over 

each of the half cross-sections due to the curvature and the structure of the primary 

re-circulating flow. 
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Figiire 5.23: Plot of 17* and ill versus time at r' = 0.50 constant for time interval 

between 320 to 350 seconds for Case I. The labels (1) and (2) indicate the time by 

which the peaks seen in Q! lag behind the peaks seen in Q*. 
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Figure 5.24: Plot of versus time at r" = 0.50 and r* = 0.75 for time interval 

between 320 to 350 seconds for Case I. The labels a,c and b,d mark the time 

instants two different but corresponding peaks are seen at the r* = 0.75 and r* = 

0.50 locations respectively. 
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The observations made from the plots of the integral quantities can be summa

rized with the aide of the schematic in Fig.5.26 to explain the structure of the flow 

as follows: 

1. It can be observed from Figures 5.19 and 5.22, that as the base flow moves 

radially outwards from location (8) to (1) the TGL vortices loose strength 

and cause to decrease as seen in Fig.5.22 (a). As the base flow moves 

from location (1) to (2), it starts to curve towards the downstream wall r* 

= 1.0, now the instability mechanism enhances their growth countering the 

shearing action of the top wall, this results in comparable values of at 

r' = 0.50 and r* = 0.75 as caji be seen in Fig.5.22(a). 

2. When the base flow moves along the downstream wall fr-om location (2) to 

(3), the flow straightens out near location (3) after curving from location (1) 

to (2) and becomes parallel to the wall. The instability mechanism is now 

absent and so the strength of the TGL vortices is reduced causing to 

decrease between r* = 0.75 and r'"=0.50 as can be seen in Fig.5.22 (b). 

3. From location (3) to (4) the flow goes over the concave surface separating 

the primary vortex and the downstream eddy, now the Gortler instability 

mechanism becomes active again and that causes the Gortler vortices to grow 

rapidly, which explains why the value of at r* = 0.75 in Fig.5.22(c)is much 

greater than at 2* = 0.5 in Fig.5.22 (b). 
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4. From location (4) to (5). the TGL vortices grow in size and loose strength 

due to a second instability mechanism that comes into play which will be 

discussed later. This is responsible for n*gg decreasing while going from r' 

0.75 to r" = 0.50 as in Fig.5.22(c). 

5. From location (5) to (8) we notice that the value of decreases further 

under the effect of the second instability mechanism. In addition as the 

flow curves along from (5) to (6) and goes upward from (6) to (8) we notice 

that the TGL vortices experience some interesting interactions which are 

reflected in the diversity noticed in the frequency spectrum spectrum shown 

in Fig.5.25 . The details of these interactions are clearly observed in the 

volume visualization movies discussed later. 

5.6.3.1 Results for 6 vorticity Integrals 

We first discuss the interaction between TGL vortices and base flow. The value 

of shown in Fig. 5.10 at diflFerent 9* locations is orders of magnitude bigger 

than the values of fi*. This is because the strength of the secondary flow in the 

TGL vortices in the z-6 plane is much weaker than the primary re-circulating flow 

driven by top wall of the toroidal enclosure. 

Fig.5.27 shows Q.g versus time monitored at 6* = 0.5,0.65,0.75 and 0.9 during 

the time interval from 300 to 360 seconds, exhibit oscillations similar to the 
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Figure 5.26: Schematic showing the structure of the primary re-circulating flow in 

the J— 2 cross-section along with the relative magnitudes of and f2t monitored 

at different hedf planes. In the schematic locations marked 1 to 8 correspond to the 

following half sectional planes: 
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Figure 5.27: Plot of versus time at different 6' locations for time interval between 

300 to 360 seconds for Case I. 
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ones seen in the plots of integral quantities in the other planes. The top wall of the 

toroidal enclosure moves at a constant velocity, suggesting that the only reasonable 

mechanism to explain the oscillations in the values of V.q is the interaction between 

the TGL vortices and the primary re-circulating flow. One such mechanism is 

suggested and verified for this interaction in Chapter 7. 

5.6.3.2 Conclusions 

The integral quantities provide a useful way to understand the structure of the 

3-D flow. However, because the integral quantities are averaged over the cross-

sections, they caxinot provide detailed information about the interaction experi

enced by the TGL vortices among themselves and with the primary re-circulating 

flow. In the next subsection, observations made from volume visualization of the 

r-vorticity and 0-vorticity contours are presented and they are used to understemd 

the dynamics exhibited by the TGL vortices and the internal flow interactions. 

5.6.4 Volume Visualization : u;* contours 

The volume visualization technique explained in section 5.5 was used to visualize 

non-dimensionalized r-vorticity in different sections of the computational domain. 

Visualization movies were made for time interval of 80 seconds between 300 to 

380 seconds to understand the dynamics of TGL vortices present in the flow. A 
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complete list of all the volume visualization movies made as a part of this investi

gation for all the cases computed in this study is given in the last chapter. In this 

section, selected frames from volume visualization movies of r-vorticity contours 

made in different sections of the computational domain also referred to as a view 

volume are shown to explain the dynamics exhibited by TGL vortices. 

A view volume, in our present context of volume visualization, is defined as a 

part of the computational domain throughout which we observe contours of different 

variables. The different view volumes (Fig. 5.28) over which the contours of r-

vorticity were visualized in this investigation are: 

1. View volume I: Encompasses the bottom outer half section of the computa

tional domain bounded by: 0.5 <r'< 1.0: 0 < < 1: 0 < 2* < 0.5. 

2. View volume II : Encompasses the bottom inner half section of the computa

tional domain bounded by : 0.0 < r' < 0.5; 0 < 0* < 1; 0 < 2* < 0.5. 

3. View volume III : Encompasses the top half section of the enclosure bounded 

by: 0.0 < r* < 1.0; 0 < < 1; 0.6 < 2* < 1. In this view volume, instead 

of viewing the opaque contours over the whole view volume, we view the 

contoiirs over a few select combination of 2* =constant and 9' = constant 

sections. By slicing the volume by these sections and visualizing the contours, 

we can understand the the dynamics of the TGL vortices as they are convected 

by the top wall of the enclosure. 
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The above choice of the view volumes is motivated by the following observations. 

1. The plots of the integral quantities in different r* = constant half sections 

(Fig. 5.14) showed that the major contributions to their value came from the 

dynamics of TGL vortices present in the bottom half of the enclosures z.-0 

cross-section. In addition, the frequency spectrum of Q^es the upstream 

half sections i:*=0.75,0.50,0.25 and the bottom half sections r*= 0.75 and 0.5 

showed similar frequencies, while the ones in the downstream halves and top 

half at diflFerent and r* sections showed a much diverse frequency spectrum. 

In order to understand the dynamics of the TGL vortices that contribute to 

each of these spectrums we spUt the bottom half of the enclosure into two 

view volumes one corresponding to outer half section with 0.5 <r'< 1.0 and 

the other corresponding to inner half section with 0.0 < r' < 0.5. 

The volumetric visualization movies of r-vorticity contours provide a good qual

itative understanding of the structure and the dynamics of the 3-D flow. In spite 

of their usefulness, due to their discrete nature (0.2 seconds between frames) they 

do not provide much quantitative information. In view of this limitation we sup

plement the frames from the movies with contour plots of different quantities like 

vorticities and velocities made over different sectional planes to bring out the dy

namics of the flow. 
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Figure 5.28: Schematic showing the view volume I and view volume II. The vector 

(AA) and vector (BB) show the direction of the base flow in the view volumes. 
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5.6.4.1 View volume I 

Fig.5.29 shows selected frames from the volume visualization movie of non-

dimensionahzed r-vorticity contours in view volume I with some of the contour 

values made traxisparent and the rest left opaque. For each of these frames the 

contour legend mapping the color seen in the picture to the vorticity contour value 

is not shown, as in a gray scale image hke the one shown, we do not see much 

contrast and so having such a legend table would not be of much use. To overcome 

this handicap and be able to identify the sense of rotation associated with each 

TGL vortex from the images we note that the TGL vortices with opposite sense 

of rotation show different contrast along their outer boimdary. For example in 

Fig.5.29, at 300.00 seconds the TGL vortex next to 0* = 0 location which has a 

Ught boundary enclosing it has a positive sense of rotation (anti-clockwise), while 

the adjacent TGL vortex which has a darker boundary enclosing it has a negative 

sense of rotation. 

The following observations can made from movies of r vorticity contours in view 

volume I : 

1. Number of Vortices: Two to Two and a half pairs of TGL vortices appear 

along the 6 span of the computational domain at the r* = 0.5 as can be 

seen clearly at time = 300.0 seconds in Fig. 5.29. The TGL vortices do not 
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Figvire 5.29: Volume visualization frames 

tours in View volume I for Case I. 

of non-dimensionalized r vorticity con-
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Figure 5.30: Plot of Qres vs time in the bottom half of enclosures r-z cross sections 

with r* = 0.75 and 0.5 for time interval between 300 to 320 seconds for Case I. 
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have the same size along the span and vertical dimension and they appear 

elongated in the vertical direction. 

2. Second pair of vortices: In all frames seen in Fig. 5.29 looking near the 

bottom wall of the enclosure at the r* = 0.50 section we observe a small 

vortex squashed below each TGL vortex rotating in the opposite sense than 

the TGL vortex above it. Fig.5.31 shows an enlarged contour plot of non-

dimensionahzed r vorticity near the bottom wall of the toroidal enclosure at 

r* = 0.5. In Fig.5.31, dotted lines have been used to mark contours associated 

with negative value of vorticity and solid line to mark contours with positive 

value of vorticity. The labels (a) and (b) indicate the locations of the small 

vortices which are squashed beneath the TGL vortices. These small vortices 

are seen to have a sense of rotation opposite to the TGL vortex above it and 

appear to be expanded in the 6 direction. These small vortices found beneath 

the TGL vortices grow in size as they are convected radially inwards. The 

growth of these vortices causes the TGL vortices above them to be lifted up, 

and this explains the phase lag of = 0.5) with respect = 0-5) seen 

in Fig.5.18. 

3. Growth and collapse observed at r* = 0.5 : Looking along r* =0.5 in Fig. 5.29 

it can be observed that the TGL vortex pairs grow and collapse in size with 

time. During their growth, the size of the TGL vortex pairs seen along the 
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Figure 5.31: Plot of non-dimensionalized r vorticity(a;*) contours near the bottom 

wall of the enclosure at r* = 0.5 sectional plane for Case I. The labels (a) and (b) 

indicate the location of small vortices each squashed below the TGL vortices each 

having a sense of rotation opposite to the TGL vortex above it. The appearance of 

the vorticity lines intersecting z' = 0 boundary is due the way the contours have 

been plotted and does not occur in simulation. 
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0-span become uneven, for example at time = 302.20 seconds in Fig. 5.29 one 

TGL vortex pair is seen to be bigger in size compared to the other one. The 

maximum size to which the TGL vortices grow in the vertical direction is of 

the order of approximately 0.25 d to 0.30d, where d is the size of the enclosure 

cross-section. Correlating the time series plots of Q*gg(r' = 0.5) seen in Fig. 

5.30 with the volume visualization movies, we can clearly identify that the 

sharp peaks seen in the plots correspond to instants when a pair or both pairs 

of TGL vortices reach their maximum size. 

4. Growth and collapse observed at 2* = 0.5 : At s* =0.5 section along the 

0""-span from time to time a new pair of TGL vortex grows and its growth is 

accompanied by the collapse of its adjacent TGL vortex pair. For example, 

at time 301.80 seconds in Fig.5.29 along the 0' span of the view volume at 

2* = 0.5 section their are two pairs of TGL vortices, while at time = 302.80 

seconds we notice that in addition to the 2 pairs seen earUer, near 0* = 0 a 

small pair of TGL vortices is growing . The growth of this new pair of TGL 

vortices is accompanied by the collapse of the next TGL vortex pair as can 

be seen at time 304.0 seconds. This growth and collapse results in an new 

arrangement of TGL vortices seen at time 308.0 seconds which is shifted from 

the one at time 301.8 by one TGL vortex. 
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5. Switching between TGL and small vortex: The TGL vortex which collapses 

becomes a small vortex and appear beneath the adjacent growing TGL vortex 

with opposite sense of rotation. Fig. 5.32 shows some select closely placed 

frames from volume visuahzation in view volume 1 where only contours as

sociated with negative values of cj* are visuahzed. In Fig.5.32, a TGL vortex 

collapsing in size to become a small vortex beneath the adjacent TGL vor

tex with opposite sense of rotation can be clearly seen. This can also be 

shown using contour plots of uj^ in the bottom half of r' =0.7-5 section seen 

in Fig.5.33, where the TGL vortex pair A seen at time 303.8 seconds near 9' 

=0.0 collapse in size and becomes a small vortex beneath a newly growing 

pair of TGL vortex between 306.00 and 308.00 seconds. 

6. Span-wise oscillation near the outer wall : Figures 5.34 and 5.35 show the 

time series plots of non-dimensionalized r vorticity and r velocity u* at 

different 6' locations at 2* = 0.50 and r' = 0.80. Figures 5.36 and 5.37 show 

the time series plots of non-dimensionalized r-vorticity and r-velocity at 2* = 

0.50 and r* = 0.90. The values at r* =0.90 are greater than the values at r* 

= 0.80 because the TGL vortices are small and are confined between r* =0.90 

and the outer radial wall at r*=1.0. The plots at r* = 0.90 show the same 

frequencies but with a phase shift resulting from the span-wise oscillation of 

the TGL vortices. 
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Figure 5.32: Volume visualization frames of u;* in view volume 1 showing only select 

contours associated with negative values of a;* for case 1. 
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Figure 5.33: Contour plot of oj' over the bottom half of r* =0.75 section. 
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Figiire 5.34: Plot of u;* with time at 2* = 0.50 and r* = 0.80. 
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Figure 5.35: Plot of with time at different 6' = constant location with 2' = 0.50 

at r' = 0.80. 
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Figure 5.36: Plot of 0;^ with time at different Q* = constant location with 2* = 0.50 

at r* = 0.90. 
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Figure 5.37: Plot of u* with time at different 9' = constant location with 2' = 0.50 

at r* = 0.90. 
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7. Span-wise oscillation at r* =0.5 : In addition to growing and collapsing in 

size, the TGL vortices exhibit a span-wise oscillation. The net result of 

this span-wise oscillation of the TGL vortices coupled with the re-circulating 

nature of the flow results in the arrangement of vortices alternate between 

two configurations that are shifted along the span by half a wavelength of a 

TGL vortex. 

Fig.5.38 shows the vector plot at r* = 0.5 section for different time instants. 

At time 300.20 and 322.20 seconds we notice the two configurations of TGL 

vortices along the span which are each shifted with respect to each other 

by one vortex. Vector plots at intermediate time instants show that this 

switching is accompUshed by a span-wise oscillation of the vortices along 

with their growth and collapse. 

Fig.5.39 shows the plot of non-dimensionalized vertical velocity at z* = 0.20 

axid r* = 0.50. The sign of uZ changes periodically indicating that a given 

span-wise location is occupied by vortices with different sense of rotation from 

time to time. The plots at 9* = 0.30,0.40 and 0.50 and at 9* = 0.50,0.60,0.70 

are slightly phase shifted with respect to each other which results from the 

span-wise oscillation exhibited by the TGL vortices. The frequency associated 

with span-wise oscillation, found by performing a discrete Fast Fourier trans

form of the u* time series data at 9" = 0.50, identifies a principal frequency 
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of 0.15. This frequency corresponds C o  one of the fundamental frequencies 

observed in the spectrum of the integral quantities seen in Fig.5.25. 

8. Oscillation about the base of the up-wash plane : In addition to the span-

wise oscillations observed as a TGL vortex pair grows in size, the up-wash 

plane between two pairs of TGL vortices exhibits an oscillation about the 

fixed position at the base of the up>-wash plane between vortices. This is 

clearly seen in Fig.5.40, which shows the contour plots of non-dimensionahzed 

r vorticity at different time instants. 

9. Interaction between adjacent pairs : As the TGL vortex pairs grow and col

lapse in size, the vortices in adjacent pairs with the same sense of rotation 

interact with each other resulting in the formation of a connection between 

two vortices in adjacent vortex pairs with the same sense of rotation. This in

teraction between vortex pairs is shown in a sequence of closely placed frames 

in Fig.5.41. Fig. 5.42 shows the contour plots of a;* at r*=0.5 at the same 

time instants for which frames are shown in Fig.5.41. In the contour plots 

dotted lines are used to mark contours corresponding to negative values of 

(jj^. In the sequence of contour plots, the connection between the vortices in 

two pairs is marked by label AA at time = 303.80 seconds. 

In Fig.5.41 at time 301.80 seconds we see that the TGL vortex pair at r* = 

0.5 location is growing in size, a little later at time= 302.20 seconds,when 
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Figure 5.38: Vector plots at r* = 0.50 sectional plane at different time instants. 

The arrangements of TGL vortices seen along the 6* span of the sectional plane at 

time = 300.20 seconds and time=322.20 seconds are shifted by a 1/2 a wavelength. 

The intermediate time instants show the growth of TGL vortices accompanied by 

the change in span wise location of TGL vortices. 
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Figure 5.40: Contour plots of uj' at the bottom half of r* = 0.5 sectional plane at 

various instants of time. The contours show that the up-wash plane between two 

TGL vortices oscillates about its base. 
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Figure 5.41: Sequence of frames from the volume visualization of non-

dimensionalized r vorticity contours in view volume I for Case I. The interaction 

between TGL vortices in adjacent TGL vortex pairs is shown. 
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the size of the vortex pair has reached is maximum we see an interaction 

between adjacent vortex pairs, this interaction is strengthened till time 304.60 

seconds and ceases when the vortex pairs begin to collapse in size. The 

following observation regarding the formation of this interaction can be made: 

(a) The interaction between TGL vortex pairs is seen to be initiated as the 

vortices grow in size while they are convected by the base flow over the curved 

separation surface attached to the bottom of the downstream wall at r* = 

1.0. This interaction once Initiated is seen to be propagated radially inwards 

by the base flow, (b) The strength of the connection between adjacent TGL 

vortex pairs and therefore the time for which this interaction persists at a 

given radial location varies and is seen to be dependent on the relative sizes 

of the vortex pairs before the initiation of the interaction, (c) This kind 

of interaction is not restricted to TGL vortex pairs inside the 6 span of the 

computational domain alone and is seen to occur between TGL vortices across 

the ends of the computational domain where periodic boundary condition is 

being applied during the course of the calculation.(d) The interaction does 

not occur every time a pair or both pairs of TGL vortices in the 0-span 

at bottom of the enclosure grows in size. For example,in Fig.5.30 which 

shows a time series plot of f2res in the bottom half of the enclosure cross-

section, only peaks seen around 302 seconds correspond to formation of this 

interaction whereas the other two peaks seen at around 308.00 and 316.00 
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seconds do not correspond to such an Interaction. A discussion of the origin 

of the interactions between adjacent TGL vortex pairs is provided in the later 

section. The exact frequency for the formation of these interactions cannot 

be clearly ascertained at this point due to their discrete nature. 

5.6.4.2 View volume II 

Fig.5.43 shows non-dimensionalized r-vorticity contours visuaUzed in view vol

ume II at time = 300.0 seconds. At 2* = 0.5 section there are more than two pairs 

of TGL vortices along the theta'-spajo. of the enclosure. The loci of all the vortices 

as the base flow curves upward from the bottom of the enclosure is not clearly seen 

in Fig.5.43. To clearly see the vortices and understand their dynamics, we split the 

vorticity contours seen in the Fig.5.43 into two sets, one associated with positive 

values of vorticity and another with negative vEilues and view them separately in 

the same view volume as seen in Fig.5.44. This provides an clear unobstructed 

view in the volume to follow the dynamics of the vortices in its completeness. 

Fig. 5.45 shows the volume visualization frames of r vorticity contours visu

alized in view volume II at different instants of time, where two frames at each 

time correspond to ones showing contours associated with positive(left frame) and 

negative(right frame) values of uj* respectively. 

The following observations can from the volume visualization of r vorticity con

tours made in view volume 11. They are: 
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1. Curvature : Comparing the volume visualization frames from view volume 

I and view volume II. we notice that the curvature of the base flow as it 

moves up towards the up-stream weiU at r* = 0.0 seen in view volume II is 

smaller than one seen in view volume I where it curves downward from the 

downstream wall located at r* = 0.0. 

2. Origin of the vortices at 2" =0.5: The second pair of vortices henceforth 

referred to has secondary pair noticed in view volume I beneath the TGL 

vortices, along with the TGL vortices, get convected by the base flow as it 

curves upwards from the bottom of the enclosure towards the upstream wall at 

r* =1. Labels A1 and Cl in the Fig.5.44 mark the locations of the secondary 

pair of vortices along the r* =0.5 and s* = 0.5 sections respectively. Fig.5.46 

shows the contour plots of at 9* = 0.50 and 9' = 0.65 at a given instant 

of time. The contour plots clearly show the loci of the second pair and TGL 

vortices as the base flow curves upwards towards the upstream wall. 

3. Growth and dynamics: The secondary pair vortices found in view volume I 

below the TGL vortices grow as the flow curves upwards towards the upstream 

wall. Label Al in Fig.5.44 shows such a secondary vortex having grown while 

being convected upwards by the base flow. The growth and the dynamics 

of the secondary pair of vortices below the TGL vortices is responsible for 

the plots of integral quantities in the downstream half sections showing a 



different and diverse frequency spectrum. The span-wise oscillation of TGL 

vortices observed in view volume 1 continues as they are convected upwards 

towards the upstream wall at r*= 0.0. This is reflected in Figures 5.47 and 

5.48 which show the time series plots of u* and at r' = 0.20 and 2* = 0.50. 

The plots of u* in Fig.5.47 at 9' = 0.30 and 0.40 and similarly at 0' = 0.50 

and 0.60 show the same frequencies but with a phase shift which results from 

the span-wise oscillation of the vortices. This span-wise oscillation of vortices 

causes vortices of diflFerent sense of rotation to occupy a given 9' location at 

different times, thereby causing a periodic change in the sign of u;* as seen in 

Fig.5.48. 

4. Span-wise Oscillation of second pair : The secondary' pair of vortices also 

exhibit span-wise oscillation along as the TGL vortices though not in phase 

with them, this is evident in the volume visualization frames where we notice 

different arrangement of the vortices in the two pairs at different times. Fig

ures 5.49 and 5.50 show the time series plot of u* and at r* = 0.10 and c* 

= 0.50. Fig. 5.51 shows the time series plots of uj^ for r*= 0.10 and r*=0.20 

at 9* = 0.30,0.50 and 0.70 respectively. The magnitude of at r* =0.10, a 

location occupied mostly by the secondary pair of vortices is comparable to 

that at r* =0.20, a location occupied by TGL vortices. This is is a result of 

the second pair growing in size and strength while being convected upwards 

by the base flow. The values of uj* show oscillations with almost the same 
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frequency but with a noticeable phase shift between the two radial locations. 

In Fig. 5.51 a;* at (r* = 0.10.0' = 0.50) and at (r* = 0.20.0' = 0.70) have 

the same sign at some times and opposite signs at other times, each corre

sponding to the radial locations being occupied by vortices with same sense 

and opposite sense of rotation respectively. The growth of the secondary pair 

and their span-wise oscillation along with the TGL vortices is responsible for 

the diversity in frequency spectrum of ^res Fig.5.25. 

5. Horse shoe interaction ceases: The connection between the TGL vortices in 

adjacent pairs with different sense of rotation formed in view volume I ceases 

as the base flow curves upward towards the upstream wall at r* =0.0. The 

connection between the two TGL vortices in different pairs gets sheared to 

form a separate vortex, for example, vortex marked by label Dl in Fig.5.44. 

5.6.4.3 View volume III : 

Fig. 5.52 shows frames from the volume visualization of non-dimensional r 

vorticity contours in view volume III. Two frames shown at each time instant each 

have vorticity contours visible on 6' = 0.50 and 0.65 along with 2* = 0.5. 

The following observations can made about the vorticity contours in view volume 

III ; 
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1. Shearing action by top wall: The top waU moving with a constant radial 

velocity shears the vortices as it accelerates the base flow coming up from 

the upstream wall. Figures 5.53 and 5.54 show the contour plots of u.'* for 

r'=0.25,0.5,0.75 at 300.0 and 323.0 seconds. From Fig.5.52. we notice that 

the vortices from time to time get sheared of as they are convected radially 

outwards. 

2. Span-wise Oscillation : The span-wise oscillation of the TGL vortices and 

the secondary pair of vortices persist even as they get sheared while being 

convected radially outwards by the top moving lid. This is clearly seen, in 

Figures 5.55 and 5.56 which show u;* at different 6' locations in the radial 

mid plane(r' = 0.5) with 2* = 0.80 and =0.90 respectively. The at 

2* =0.9 a location occupied mostly by the second pair of vortices and at 2* 

=0.8 a location occupied mostly by the TGL vortices show similar frequencies 

but the magnitude at 2* = 0.9 is larger than at 2* = 0.8 as can be seen in the 

comparison presented in Fig.5.57. This results from the fact that the vortices 

closer to the top moving wall get sheared more than the vortices away from 

the wall. 
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Figure 5.42: Plots of contours of nou-dimensionalized r vorticity at r*= 0.5 sectional 

planes at different times for case I to illustrate the interaction between TGL vortices 

in adjacent vortex pairs with same sense of rotation. 



time = 300.0 seconds 

Figure 5.43: Volume visualization of non-dimensionalized r vorticity contours in 

View volume II for Case I at time = 300.0 seconds. 
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Figure 5.44: Volume visualization of non-dimensionalized r vorticity contours in 

View volume II for Case I at time = 300.0 seconds with (a) and (b) each showing 

the contour values corresponding to positive and negative values of r vorticity in 

the view volume respectively. 
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Figure 5.45: Volume visualization frames of non-dimensionalized r vorticity con

tours in View volume II at two different time instants for Case I. Two frames shown 

for each time instant correspond to visualization of positive and negative contour 

values in the view volume. 
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Figure 5.46: Plot of a;* at different 6* locations along a line located at r* = 0.10 

and z* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.47: Plot of li* at different 0* locations along a line located at r' = 0.20 

and 2* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.48; Plot of a;* at different 6" locations along a line located at r" = 0.20 

and 2* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.49: Plot of it* at different Q* locations along a line located at r* = 0.10 

and z* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.50: Plot of u* at different 9* locations along a line located at r* = 0.10 

and z* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.51: Plots of u;* at different 6* locations along a line located at r' = 0.10 

and 0.20 with. 2* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.52: Vorticity contours in view volume III at different time instants for 

Case I. Two frames shown for each time instant have vorticity contours visible on 

0' = 0.50 and 6* = 0.65 sections respectively. 
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Figure 5.54: Plot of a;* at r* = 0.25,0.50 and 0.75 in the region below the moving 

top wall at 323 seconds. 
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Figure 5.55: Plot of at 2* = 0.80 and r* =0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.56: Plot of at z* = 0.90 and r* =0.50 for Case I. 
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3. Dynamics of vortices : The net effect of the span-wise oscillation and shearing 

actions results in the secondary and TGL pairs of vortices appearing next to 

each other from time to time when viewed along the downstream wall at r* 

=1. 

5.6.5 Sectional Contour Plots 

5.6.5.1 Limitations of Volume visualization 

Volume visualization of non-dimensionalized contours and the ability to make 

time movies provides an extremely valuable tool for understanding the dynamics 

and the structure of the 3-D flow. However, in-spite of its usefulness, the volume 

visualization technique does not help provide a complete picture because (a) The 

complete loci of vortices which are weakening or growing from a weak state cannot 

be viewed fully, (b) The discrete nature of the movies prevent us from making any 

quantitative measurements from them. 

In this section, the characteristics of the flow are made clearer by making contour 

plots of different quantities over different r'.z' and d' = constant sections. The 

contour plots made at different sections were also used to make time animations to 

capture the dynamics of the vortices. A complete list of the animations of contour 

plots made at different sections for each case is given in the last chapter. 
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Figure 5.57: Plot of at c' = 0.8 and 0.9 with 9' = 0.30 and 0.50 and r* = 0.5 

for Case I. 
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5.6.5.2 Contour Plots at r' = 0.10 

The = 0.10 plane captures the trace of the TGL vortices as they are convected 

radially inwards by the base flow as can be seen In the schematic shown in Fig.5.58. 

The plots made over this section provide a way to understand the dynamics of the 

vortices noticed in view volume I. 

The contour plots of non-dimensional r-vorticity made over this section at dif

ferent time instants between 300 to 310 seconds are shown in Fig.5.59. The = 

0.10 section is viewed in cartesian coordinates (x,y) instead of in cyUndrical coor

dinates. In addition, to bring out clearly the dynamics of the TGL vortices and to 

provide an easy way to compare with plots made for Case II, the results from the 

computational domain are patched together three times along the span to create a 

larger section on which the contour plots are shown. This patcliing is permissible 

because of the periodic boimdary conditions along the 0-direction. 

The base flow in the 2* = 0.10 section shown in Fig.5.59 is moving radially 

inwards, i.e., in the negative x direction. Flooded contours are used instead of 

line contours in order to help identify the traces of the TGL vortices with different 

sense of rotation. Flooded contours with darker contrast correspond to vortices 

with negative u;* and the ones with lighter contrast correspond to positive values. 
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Contours of r votticity in sectional plane at z* = O.IO 
(Without Horse Shoe type interaction) 

Figure 5.58: Schematic to illustrate the contour plots of uj' on the 2* = 0.10 plane. 

The contour plots on the sectional plane show clearly the trace of the TGL vortices 

as they are convected radially inwards near the bottom of the r-z cross-section of 

the enclosure. 
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Figure 5.59: Contour plots of UJ' at z' = 0.10 for Case 1. 
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Figures 5.60 and 5.61 show the contour plots of a,'! and u* at = 0.10 at 

two different time instants. Dotted contour lines are used to represent contours 

associated with negative values of the variable. 

The following observations can be made from these contour plots: 

1. Trace Visible: The contour plots show the trace of the TGL vortices over 

a considerable radial extent except near the inner radial wall of the toroidal 

enclosure. This is due to the fact that near the inner wall the base flow begins 

to curve upwards and the bulk of the vorticity of the vortex gets shifted to 

the z-component of vorticity. At 300.00 seconds we can clearly count 6 pairs 

of TGL vortices along the ^-span of the enclosure. 

2. Growth and Shift of the Trace of the 0-direction: At 302.20 seconds the 

TGL vortex pairs seen along the span have uneven sizes resulting from the 

growth in size of one of the vortex pairs. Further along between 302.20 and 

303.40 seconds, the trace of the TGL vortices has shifted along the span-wise 

direction. This shift which accompanies the growth in the size of the vortex 

pairs is a result of the span-wise oscillation experienced by the TGL vortices. 

3. Switching TGL vortex arrangement: Vector plots in Fig.5.38 at 300 and 323 

seconds showed two different arrangements of TGL vortices in span of the 

enclosure, each shifted by the sense of rotation of one TGL vortex. The 

periodic switching between these two arrangements is accomplished by the 
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growth and collapse of the vortices accompanied by their span-wise oscillation. 

In the contour plots made at 311.20 seconds at r* =0.10, the intermediate 

stage of this switching is observed, where the arrangement of TGL vortices 

along the inner radial half-section is sliifted with respect to one seen in the 

outer radial half-section section. In Fig.5.62 from 311.0 to 311.4 seconds, the 

vortex pair marked with label A near the outer radial wall begins to grows in 

size accompanied by the collapse of the adjacent TGL vortex pair. 

4. z - vorticity contours: The plots of integral quantities in Fig.5.18 show that 

values of QZ becomes comparable to values of Q' when moving radially in

wards from r* =0.75 to 0.25. This is reflected in the contour plots of uil shown 

in Fig.5.60. The z-vorticity contours with negative values near the outer wall 

correspond to the TGL vortices convected by the base flow curving radially 

inwards from the down-stream wall, while the contours with negative and 

positive values near the inner wall correspond to vortices convected by the 

base flow curving upwards towards the upstream wall. 

5. contours: The contour plots of u* at 2* = 0.10 have a near sinusoidal 

profile in both halves of the r-6 cross-section. The crest and trough of a 

sinusoidal contour at 300 seconds in Fig.5.61 is marked by labels (c) and 

(t). The crest and trough each correspond to regions of low and high r-

velocity respectively. Thus, along the 0-spaii there are alternating regions 
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where the flow is decelerated and adjacent regions where it is accelerated. 

This results from the interaction between the TGL vortices and the base 

flow. The interaction can be explained with he help of schematic shown 

in Fig.5.63,the vortices move low momentum fluid near the bottom of the 

enclosinre upwards in their up-wash planes and viceversa in the down wash 

plane causing the base flow to develop these alternating regions of accelerated 

and decelerated flow. 

5.6.5.3 Contour plots at r' = 0.25,0.75,0.50 

Figures 5.64 and 5.65 show the contour plots of and u! for r' =0.75 section 

at two different time instants each corresponding to the two different arrangement 

of vortices along the span of the enclosure. Dotted Unes in both the contour plots 

correspond to negative values of the variable. In addition to capturing the TGL 

vortices that appear along the bottom wall of the enclosure the contour plots at r* 

= 0.75 also capture the trace of the vortices as they are convected by the base flow 

curving over the concave separation surface attached to the downstream wall. In 

the top part of the section, the contour plots show the presence of weak vortices 

below the top moving wall. 

Fig.5.66 shows the contour plot of u* at r* = 0.50 at different time instants. The 

plots show the presence of two pairs of TGL vortices along the 6' span, in-addition 

the plots at 304.20 and 304.80 seconds show the interaction between the vortex 
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pairs as well as their oscillation about the base of the up-wash plane between two 

TGL vortices. 

5.6.5.4 Contour plots at = 0.25 with 0.0 < r ' <  0.5 

The curvature of the base flow in view volume II causes the vorticitv associated 

with TGL and separated vortices to get resolved into r as well as s components. In 

view of this, the dynamics of the vortices in a 2* = constant plane can be studied 

by looking at either the contours of r- or z-vorticity. In this subsection, contour 

plots of r-vorticity made over the inner radial half section at 2* =0.25 section are 

used to illustrate the dynamics of vortices observed in the view volume II. 

Figvires 5.67 show the contour plots of a;* at 2* =0.25 at different times in the 

time interval between 300 and 325 seconds. Fig.5.67 shows the presence of TGL 

vortices along with a grown secondary pair of vortices. The secondary pair of 

vortices is seen to grow and experience oscillation along with the TGL vortices. 

5.6.5.5 Contour plots at 2* =0.75 

Fig.5.68 shows the contour plot of u/ — r* at 2* =0.75 at different time instants. 

The contour at 2" =0.75 captures the traces of the vortices as they are getting 

sheared by the top moving wall of the enclosure. The traces of the vortices also show 

that they undergo span-wise oscillation as they are convected radially outwards by 

the base flow. From 301.6 seconds to 302.8 seconds we see a new vortex pair growing 
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along the location marked by a dotted circle. This pair corresponds to the vortices 

from the secondary pair showing up alongside the TGL vortices after being sheared 

by the top moving wall. 

5.6.5.6 Contour plots at z* = 0.50 with (0.5 < r ' <  1.0) 

Fig.5.69 shows the contour plots of a;* over the outer radial half section at = 

0.5. In Fig.5.69 from 301.0 to 310.6 seconds we see a development of new pair of 

vortices along the span near the outer radial wall of cross-section. The growth of 

this new pair is accompanied by the collapse of the adjacent vortex pair. 

5.7 Results:(<J,Re) = (0.005,3200),Case II 

Case II was computed for a Omax = 0.0045 radians with (ur x ng yi n~) = 

(50,45,50), which maintains the same grid density in the 6 direction as the one 

employed for Case I and Case III. The flow was perturbed by the same mode and 

for the same time interval as was done for Case I. 

5.7.1 Monitored Integral Quantities 

5.7.1.1 The r and z vorticity integrals over full cross-sections: 

The trends followed by Q* and Q! monitored at different sections are the same 

as the one observed for Case I. The values of the integral quantities computed for 

Case II were lower than the one computed for Case I, even though the Case II 
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incorporates more vortices than Case I. This is because the contribution from the 

extra vortices is outweighed by averaging it over a larger area of cross-section. 

Qg at different 9' = constant cross-section shows oscillations Uke in Ceise I, 

suggesting a strong interaction between the base flow driven by the top wall and 

the 3-D vortical structures present in the flow. 

5.7.1.2 The r and z vorticity integrals over half of sections: 

As La case I, the value of Q' in the bottom half of the enclosure decreases as 

the base flow is convected radially inwards and the plots at different r' locations 

show the same frequency content with a phase shift in the direction of the base 

flow. The value of f2! in contrast to n* increases as we go radially inwards with 

the section at r* =0.25 having a more diverse frequency content than at r* =0.50 

and 0.75 respectively. 

The time series plot of and in the bottom half section at r* =0.5 clearly 

shows that there is a phase difference between the two plots, i.e when QZ increases 

the Q' decreases, as explained earlier, this is a result of the growth of the secondary 

pair of vortices and that causing a lift up of the TGL vortices. 
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5.7.1.3 Comparison with Case I 

Integral quantities evaluated for Case II incorporate contributions to it from a 

larger number of TGL vortices due to the larger circumferential size of the compu

tational domain. In order to compare the integral quantities evaluated at different 

sections, sections of the computational domain used in Case II with the same span 

wise size as Case I were chosen and ^res evaluated over those sections. The three 

sets of sections over which they were evaluated defined in terms of the bounds on 

9' were: (a)Setl: 0.0 < 6' < 1.00 (b) Set2: 0.5 < 6' < 1.50 (c)Set3 : 0.25 < 9' < 

1.25. 

Figures 5.70-5.73 show the plots of evaluated for the different sets over 

different mid-plane half sections. The plot of over the same corresponding 

r* or 2* section for Case I is included in these figiures for comparison. The plots 

show that the magnitude and the frequency content of Q'es evaluated at different 

mid-plane sections show good agreement with Case I. 

Figures 5.74 and 5.75 show the frequency spectrum of evaluated at different 

bottom and downstream half sections for Case II along with the ones for Case I. 

The structure of the frequency spectrum for both cases are similar. The frequency 

spectrum in both cases consists to two principal frequencies and there harmonics. 

The larger frequency ( smaller time scale) is attributed to spaxi-wise oscillation of 

the vortices while the smaller frequency is attributed to the growth and collapse 
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of vortices which accompaxiy the periodic switching in the arrangement of TGL 

vortices, when seen along the circumferential span of the enclosure. The compari

son of the frequency spectrum for Case I and Case II indicates that the principal 

frequency attributed to span-wise oscillation agree with each other while the one 

associated with growth and collapse is off by 25 percent. 

5.7.2 Volumetric Visualization 

Volume visualization frames made in view volume I for Case II shown in Fig.5.76, 

show that the number and size of TGL vortex pairs seen in the circumferential span 

of the enclosure is in agrement with that of Case I. The interaction between vortices 

in adjacent pairs with same sense of rotation is also observed in Case II. 

The vortices exhibit span wise oscillation accompanied by their growth and col

lapse and this results in a switching in arrangement of the TGL vortices when 

viewed along the circumferential span of the enclosure. As in Case I, as the TGL 

vortex coUapses, it switches to become a secondary pair of vortices beneath a grow

ing TGL vortex with the opposite sense of rotation. 

The time series plot of and w* at different points along the span of the 

enclosure at 2* = 0.1 and r' = 0.5 show that the sign of uj* and ul change peri

odically as result of growth and collapse of the vortices accompanying the switch 

in arrangement of TGL vortices when seen along the circumferential span of the 

enclosure. All this is in agreement with the results for Case 1. 
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5.7.2.1 View volume II 

In view volume II. the TGL vortices and secondary pair of vortices exhibit span-

wise oscillations, this continues in view volume III (below the moving top wall). 

This can be seen when plotting time series of ujZ and u\ at r* = 0.1 along the 

vertical mid plane 2:* =0.5. The time series plots of uZ at r* =0.1 and 0.2, show 

that the value of a;! at the two radial locations are of comparable magnitude and 

are seen to exhibit oscillations with the same frequencies but not in the same phase. 

The time series plot of a;* at =0.8 and 0.9 on the radial midplane show the 

span wise oscillation exhibited by the vortices in view volume II continues even 

while the vortices are convected radially outwards by the base flow while being 

sheared by the top waU. 

As before in Case I, the variation of u\ and tt* are a result of the interaction of 

the TGL vortices with the base flow. The influence of the span-wise vortices on 

the development of the stream-wise velocity profile or in the primary re-circulating 

base flow in the r — z plane was explained earUer with the help of Fig.5.63. 

The time series plots of u;* at 2* = 0.8 and 0.9 on the radial midplane show that 

u;* at 2* = 0.9 (location occupied by the secondary pair of vortices) is greater than 

u* at 2*= 0.8 (location occupied by TGL vortices) due to the shearing action of 

the moving top wall stretching the vortices and increasing the vorticity by virtue of 

Kelvin's circulation theorem. This, as expected, is in contrast to what was observed 
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along the bottom (z' =0) and upstream walls (r* = 0) where we the strength of the 

secondary pair of vortices was small compared to the TGL vortices. These results 

are in complete agreement with the observations discussed for Case I. 

5.8 Results:((J,Re) = (0.005,3200).Case III 

Case III computed for ()=0.005 uses syrnmetry boimdary conditions along the 

9 direction but in all other respects it is identical to Case I. Analysis of the re

sults show that the basic djoiamics exhibited by the vortices (growth and collapse, 

span-wise oscillation and interaction between adjacent vortex pairs) is essentially 

same as in Case I. The only significant difference that was observed was that the 

interactions between adjacent pairs are restricted to vortex pairs present inside the 

computational domain. In view of this further discussion of the results pertaining 

to Case III are not provided here. 

5.9 Summary 

The following observations can be made of the djmamics observed in the 3-D 

flow in an almost straight enclosure; 

1. In addition to the TGL vortices a secondary pair of vortices which appear 

below the TGL vortices can be observed when viewed along the bottom of 

the z — 0 cross-section. 
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2. The TGL vortices exhibit span-wise oscillation and this is accompanied by 

their growth and collapse as they are convected radially inwards by the base 

flow in the bottom half of the toroidal enclosure cross-section. 

3. The secondary pair of vortices grow in strength as the base flow curves up to

wards the upstream wall at r* = 0. They also experience span-wise oscillation 

though not in phase with the TGL vortices. 

4. The TGL vortices as well as the secondary pair, get sheared as the base flow 

accelerates near the moving top wall. The span-wise oscillation of the TGL 

and secondary pair of vortices continues even while they are being sheared 

by the moving top wall. 

5. The dynamics of the secondary and TGL vortices as they are convected ra

dially outwards by the base flow, which is accelerated by moving top wall, 

results in the secondary pair of appearing side by side with the TGL vortices 

when viewed along the outer radial wall. This is followed by the TGL and 

secondary pair of vortices switching their locations. 

6. The TGL vortices in addition to span-wise oscillation experience interaction 

with adjacent TGL vortex pairs. This interaction takes the form of a con

nection over the top between vortices in adjacent pairs with same sense of 

rotation. 
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Figure 5.61: Contour plots of u* at z*" = 0.10 for Case I. 
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Figure 5.62: Contour plots of ui* at z* = 0.10 for Case I. 
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upwash plane 

Figiire 5.63: Schematic to illustrate the development of the span-wise variations to 

the base flow velocity profile due to the momentum exchange initiated by presence 

of TGL vortices in the base flow. 
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Figiire 5.64: Contour plots of uj* in r* = 0.75 sectional plane at different time 

instants for Case I. 
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instants for Case I. 
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Figure 5.66: Contour plots of w* in r* = 0.50 sectional plane at different time 

instants for Case I. 
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Figure 5.68: Contour plots of uj^ at 2* = 0.75 for case I. 
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Figure 5.69: Contour plots of uj"^ over the outer half radial section (0.5 < r* < 1) 

at 2* = 0.50 for case I. 
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Figure 5.70: vs time at the r* =0.5 bottom half section for Case 11. The plot 

of for Case I at the corresponding section is included for comparison. 
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Figure 5.71: Q^es =0.5 downstream half section for Case II. The 

plot of Q'gg for Case I at the corresponding section is included for comparison. 
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Figure 5.72: vs time at the r' =0.5 top half section for Case II. The plot of 
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Figure 5.76: Volume visualization of a;* in view volume I for Case II. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS: S =0.25 

6.1 Results for (<J,Re) = (0.25,2400) (Case IV) 

6.1.1 Monitored Integral quantities 

6.1.1.1 The r- and z- vorticity integrals over fuU cross-sections 

Fig. 6.1 shows the time series plot of n* and monitored in sections with r* 

= constant, Fig.6.2 shows them in planes with 2* = constant. Fig.6.3 shows the 

time series plot of monitored at planes 6' = constant. 

In contrast to the almost straight case, f2* does not decrease as we go radially 

inwards from r* = 0.75 to r* =0.25. The value of Q' at r* = 0.75 remains the 

same magnitude as f2* ar r' = 0.5. It is understood that because of the curvature, 

as the base flow comes in radially inwards from the outer radius it encounters less 

cross-sectional area causing the base flow to gets accelerated and stretching the 

vortices convected by it. The stretching causes the strength of the TGL vortex to 

increase. 

The Q-l at different 9' = constant cross-section shows oscillations like in Case I 

and Case II, suggesting a strong interaction between the base flow driven by the 

top wall and the 3-D vortical structures present in the flow. 
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6.1.1.2 The r- and z- vorticity integrals over each half of a cross-section: 

The time series plot of Q' and Q! at the bottom half sections at r' = 0.5 and 

0.25 show that, as in the previous cases, there is a phase difference between the 

two,when QZ increases the il* decreases, this was explained as a result of the growth 

of the secondary pair of vortices and which pushes the TGL vortices upwards. 

sections. 

Fig.6.4 shows the time series plots of at different half sections in the en

closure, Fig.6.5 shows the frequency spectrum of evaluated at different half 

sections. In Fig.6.5 the frequency spectrum for the bottom half section identifies 

two principal frequencies fi = 0.06 Hz and /2 = 0.3 Hz and its harmonics. In 

contrast to the almost straight enclosure, the second principal frequency does not 

show any harmonics in the frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum of 

at the upstream and top half sections is different to what was in the cases with S 

=0.005. 

6.1.2 Volumetric Visualization : u;* contours 

6.1.2.1 View volume I 

Fig. 6.6 shows frames from the volume visualization of in view volume I for 

Case rV. 

The following observations can made from the ui* contours in view volume I: 
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Figure 6.6: Volume Visualization of u;' in view volume I for Case IV. 
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1. Number of Vortices : Two to three pairs of TGL vortices appear along the 

span of the enclosure as can be seen clearly at time = 345.2 seconds in Fig. 

6.6. 

2. Secondary pair of vortices : A secondary pair of vortices is seen beneath the 

TGL vortices along the bottom of the enclosures z — 6 section. These vortices 

are arranged beneath the TGL vortices in such a manner that they have a 

TGL vortex with opposite sense of rotation to them above them. The loci of 

these second pair of vortices as they are convected by the base flow is clearly 

visible in Fig. 6.7, which shows only select contours associated with negative 

values of u;*. 

3. Growth and collapse : The TGL vortices grow and coUapse is size, and when 

they collapse they switch to become a secondary pair beneath a growing TGL 

vortex pair. 

4. Even size, No interaction: In contrast to what was observed in the almost 

straight enclosure, the TGL vortices seen in view volume I are even in size 

even while they grow and collapse. The adjacent pairs of TGL vortices seem 

to have almost the same size. The interaction between adjacent TGL vortex 

pairs which was observed in previous cases is absent. The oscillation about 

the root of the up>-wash plane observed earlier in Case I and Case II is absent 

here. 
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Figure 6.7: Volume visualization frames showing contours associated with negative 

values of uj' in view volume I for Case IV. 
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5. Span-wise oscillation : The TGL vortices experience span wise oscillation as 

they grow and collapse in view volume I. This oscillation is experienced all 

the way as they are convected by the base flow from c* = 0.5 over the curved 

separation surface attached to the bottom down stream wall. This is evident 

from the time series plots of different quantities which show same behavior 

as in Case I-III. 

6.1.3 Contour plots at sectional planes 

6.1.3.1 Contour plots at r* = 0.1 section 

The contour plots of non-dimensional r-vorticity at r* = 0.10 between 348 to 

353 seconds are shown in Fig.6.8. As was the case an almost straight enclosure, 

the section on which the contour plots are viewed is represented in cartesian co

ordinates. The z' = 0.10 section on which the contours are shown is made up by 

patching together 3 computational domain along the span {6 sector in Fig.6.8 = 

3 X 12 degrees). 

The following observations can be made from these contour plots, they are: 

1. TVace Visible : Along the 2* =0.1 section the base flow is moving radially 

inwards and the trace of the TGL vortices as they convected is clearly visible. 

2. Switch in Arrangement : From 346.2 to 349.2 seconds a switching in the 

arrangement of the TGL vortices along the span is occurring. This is visible 
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by the fact that as moving radially inwards the arrangement of the vortices in 

the outer radial half of the section is shifted along the 0-direction with respect 

to the arrangement of the vortices in the inner radial half at for example.347.4 

seconds. 

3. u* contours :Fig.6.9 shows a contour plot of w* for 2* =0.10 at 346.2 seconds 

for Case IV. The contours in the inner and outer radial half of the section 

show a characteristic sinuous profile which result from the interaction between 

the base flow and TGL vortices present in the them. 

6.1.3.2 Contoin- plots at planes = 0.25,0.50,0.75 

Fig.6.10 shows the contour plot of a;* at different time instants at z* = 0.25. 

Along the inner radial wall the plots shown capture the different arrangement of 

TGL vortices and the secondary pair of vortices as they experience span-wise os

cillation. 

Fig.6.11 shows the contour plots of a;* at 2' = 0.5, where the growth of a new 

pair of vortices along the outer radial wall can be seen. Fig.6.12 shows the contour 

plot of u;* at z' = 0.75 . In the plots the trace of the vortices as they are getting 

sheared by the top moving wall of the enclosure can be observed. In addition along 

the outer radial wall of the cross-section the arrangement of vortices is evident. 
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Figiire 6.8: Contours of a;* at 2' =0.1 section for Case IV. The span of the cross-

section on which contours are shown is made up by taking three computational 

domains each of size 12 degrees stacked along the span-wise direction. 



Figure 6.9: Contours of u' at z* =0.1 section for Case IV. The contours in the inner 

and outer radial half of the section show a characteristic sinuous profile which result 

from the interaction between the base flow and TGL vortices. 
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Figure 6.10: Contours of u;* at 2* =0.25 section for Case IV. The span of the cross-

section on which contours are shown is made up by taking three computational 

domains each of size 12 degrees stacked along the circumferential direction. 
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Figure 6.11: Contour plot of uj* at 2*= 0.5 section at different for Case IV. 
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Figure 6.12: Contour plot of w* at z'=- 0.75 for Case IV. 
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6.2 Results:(J.Re) = (0.25,2400),Case V 

6.2.1 Monitored Integral quantities 

Integral quantities evaluated for Case IV incorporate contributions to it from a 

larger number of TGL due to the larger circumferential size of the computational 

domain . In order to compare with the integral quantities evaluated at different 

sections in Case V we choose sections of the computational domain used in Case 

rV with the same size as in Case V and evaluate ^'es those different sections. 

Figures .6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show evaluated over different mid-plane 

half sections. The plot of over the same corresponding r* or 2* section for Case 

rV is included for comparison. From the plots, we see that the magnitude and the 

frequency content of show good agieement between Case IV and V. 

Figures 6.17,6.18 and 6.19 show the frequency spectrum of evaluated over 

different halves of sections for Case IV and Case V, where they show excellent 

agreement. In case V, the frequency spectrum of ^res 0-5 identifies two 

principal frequencies fi = 0.06 hz and /2 =0.3 Hz, where fi corresponds to the 

growth and coUapse of the vortices that accompanies the switching and /2 the 

span-wise oscillation experienced by the vortices. 
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6.2.2 Contour plots at sectional planes 

Figures 6.20 shows the contour plots of at different time instants over c* 

= 0.10. The section over which the contours are shown is made up by patching 

together 4 computational domains (36 degrees)along the circumferential direction. 

This figure shows the sw^itching in arrangement of TGL vortices along the span 

of the enclosure. 

6.3 Summary 

The following observations can be made of the dynamics observed in the 3-D 

flow in Case I and Case II: 

1. The TGL vortices exhibit span-wise oscillation and this is accompanied by 

their growth and collapse as they are convected radially inwards by the base 

flow in the bottom half of the toroidal enclosure cross-section. 

2. The TGL vortices seen along the bottom of the enclosures z = 9 cross-section 

are even in size and unUke in Case I and Case II do not exhibit the interaction 

between vortices in adjacentTGL vortex pairs. 
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Figure 6.20: Contours of uj* at 2* =0.1 section at different times for Case IV. 

The span of the cross-section on which contours eire shown is made up by taking 4 

computational domains each of size 9 degrees stacked along the span wise direction. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

7.1 D3aiainics of Switching 

For all the cases computed in this investigation, a periodic switching in the 

arrangement of the TGL vortices is observed when viewed along bottom half of the 

z — d cross-section as shown in Fig.T.l.The observed dynamics of the TGL vortices 

in the flow can be explained with the aid of the schematic shown in the Fig.7.2 as 

below. 

Fig. 7.2(A) shows the arrangement of vortices when viewed along the bottom 

half of the enclosures z-d cross-section at a particular instant of time. In this 

arrangement their is a pair of TGL vortices and a secondary pair that sits below 

such that it each vortex in the secondary pair is below a TGL vortex with opposite 

sense of rotation. As the base flow convects the vortices radially inwards from r* 

=0.5 plane to the upstream wall at r*= 0, the secondary pair of vortices grows in 

size and strength along with the TGL vortices above them, but the TGL vortices 

remain stronger than the second pair. The TGL and secondary pair of vortices 

exhibit span-wise oscillation that are not in phase with each other, which results 

in the arrangements seen in Fig. 7.2(B) and (C) when viewed along a v-6 section 

from the top. 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic that shows the two arrangements (A) and (B) of span wise 

vortices along the span in the bottom of the toroidal enclosures z — 9 cross-section. 

The two arrangements are offset with respect to each other along the span by one 

TGL vortex. 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic to describe the dynamics of the TGL vortices in the 3-D wall 

driven flow in a toroidal enclosure of square cross-section 
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As the vortices are convected up and radially outwards by the top wall, the 

secondary pair and the TGL vortex pair get sheared by the top wall. Because the 

secondary pair of vortices is closer to the moving wall it is stretched more than 

the TGL vortices. This causes the vortex strength of the second pair of vortices to 

overtake that of the TGL vortices. This causes the TGL and the secondary vortices 

in second to pair up with each other resulting in an arrangement where they show 

up along side each other when viewed along the outer radial wall as seen in Figmes 

7.2(C) and 7.2(D). The secondary pair of vortices causes the TGL vortex pair to 

coUapse while it grows in size. The net result of the growth of secondary pair and 

the collapse of the TGL vortices produces a the switching between them as seen in 

Fig.7.2(E). This dynamics of the switching in the arrangement of the TGL vortices 

is reflected and supported in the plots presented earUer. 

A complete explanation for this switching, would require the study of the com

plex dynamics of these vortices modelled as tubes or filaments in a 3-D re-circulating 

flow where they are strained by a velocity field which is varying spatially in time 

and space. The study is compUcated and beyond the scope of this work. In-spite 

of this limitation, the reason for the observed dynamics of the vortices as they get 

sheared by the top wall can be inferred from the difference in nature of the shear 

layer attached to the the top moving wall and to the other three stationary walls 

as can be seen in Fig.7.3. 
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The sign of the straining experienced by the vortices dues to the velocity field 

of the re-circulating flow changes as the flow gets convected radially outwards from 

the inner wall to the outer wall. That is, the direction of the high speed flow along 

the bottom and inner radial wall is such that the TGL vortices are in the high 

speed side and are getting sheared more than the secondary vortices while below 

the top wall this is reversed. 

7.2 Origin of the Second Pair of Vortices 

The TGL vortices are known (Ramanan &c Homsy (1994),Ding Sc Kawahara 

(1998)) to arise due to the centrifugal instability of the base flow when it curves 

over the concave separation surface attached to the downstream wall. 

To understand the origin of the second pair of vortices we refer to the work of 

Ersoy & Walker (1985) and the references available in the Gortler hterature. 

Ersoy &: Walker (1985) predicted the formation of small counter rotating vortices 

under each TGL vortex having the sense of rotation opposite to the T.G.L vortex. 

They investigated the viscous boundary layer flow induced near the wall, caused by 

a pair of counter rotating vortices of equal strength. The vortices were modelled as 

a pair of rectilinear vortices (with a small concentrated vortex core) and the flow 

near the wall being far from the vortex core was assumed not to be affected by 

details of the vortex core flow. The inviscid flow caused by a pair of symmetric 

counter rotating rectihnear vortices was taken and the using this the boundary 
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layer flow near the wall was formulated. They solved numerically for the unsteady 

flow near the wail for a variety of cases. Their calculated results showed that for all 

cases boundary layer separation due to adverse pressure gradient occurs on the wall 

causing the formation of a pair of counter rotating eddies, which have a sense of 

rotation opposite to that of the parent vortices that created them. Their numerical 

solutions also strongly suggested that as these vortices grow the boimdary layer flow 

will be eruptive and would interact strongly with the outer flow. As speculated in 

their work, we notice that these counter rotating vortices are ejected upwards when 

the adjacent TGL vortices connect to form horse shoe type vortices. 

7.3 Span-wise Oscillation and Secondary Instabilities 

The vortices in all the cases computed in this investigation exhibit span wise 

oscillation and the ones for Case I and II corresponding to d = 0.005 exhibit inter

actions between vortices in adjacent vortex pairs with the same sense of rotation. 

The span-wise oscillation and the interaction between adjacent vortex pairs are 

a result of the two different modes of secondary instabihty of vortices discussed 

earlier in Chapter 2. 

It was also observed in the literature that the sinuous mode or the odd mode of 

secondary instability correlated more with the inflection points in span-wise velocity 

gradient of the stream-wise velocity component while the even mode correlated 

more with the normal velocity gradient. 
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Figure 7.4 shows the radial velocity plotted along the vertical center line(r''=0.5) 

of the enclosure cross section at the 0*=O.5 at different instances of time for Case 

I. Figure 7.5 shows the plot of radial velocity at all points along the 6' span of the 

enclosure at r* = 0.75. = 0.5 at different instance of time for Case I. In these 

figures we notice that the base flow velocity profile shows inflectional points along 

the span-wise and normal directions due to the interaction of the base flow with 

the TGL vortices present in them, thereby suggesting the feasibiUty of both modes 

of instability present in the flow for Case I and II. 
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0.4 

0.3 _ I = 300.00 seconds 
_ I = 302.80 secoads 
_ I = 304.40 seconds 

I = 305.60 secoads 
_ t = 306.80 secoads 

0.2 

0.1 

0.5 
u 

Figure 7.4: Plots of u* at different times along the vertical centerline at r* = 0.5 

and ^*=0.50 for Case I. 
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Figure 7.5: Plot of u* at all points along the 6' span of the enclosure with 

(r*, 2*)=(0.75,0.5) at different instances of time (a) 300.00 seconds (b) 302.80 sec

onds (c) 305.60 seconds (d) 306.80 seconds (e) 308.80 seconds for Case I. 
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The vortices present in tiie flow computed for Cases TV and V corresponding 

to a strongly curved enclosure show only span-wise oscillation of vortices and no 

horseshoe type interactions between vortices in adjacent pairs with same sense of 

rotation. This can be attributed the eflFect the curvature and can be explained 

as follows. In a curved enclosure the base flow curving radially inward over the 

concave separation surface attached to the downstream waU encounters a favorable 

pressure gradient arising due to the decrease in the area of curvature encountered 

by the flow due to the curved geometry. This causes the base flow to accelerate 

and this negates the effect of the low speed fluid that is brought upwards at the up-

wash planes between vortices. The counter role played by the curvature prevents 

the normal velocity proflle of the base flow from being inflectional, thereby ensuring 

that the even mode does not dominate. 

However, the base flow that gets accelerated by the effect of curvatiu-e when 

moving radially inwards pushes itself sideways along the span-wise direction at the 

up-wash planes where it encoimters low momentum fluid being transferred upwards. 

This causes the span-wise velocity profile of the base flow to become inflectional as 

ensuring that the odd mode or the sinuous mode to dominate. 

7.4 Interaction between the base flow and TGL vortices 

The plots of Qq shown in the earlier chapters for all the cases computed shows 

oscillations similar to the ones seen in the plots of and evaluated in the 
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other planes. The top wall of the toroidal enclosure moves at a constant velocity, 

suggesting that the only reasonable mechanism to explain the oscillations in the 

values of Clg is the interaction between vortices and the primary re-circulating flow. 

To explain the interaction between r and 6 vorticity. consider an almost straight 

enclosure shown in the schematic in Figure 7.6. In the Figure x.y.z correspond to the 

9,v and z coordinate directions in our almost straight toroidal enclosure respectively 

and the velocities u.v.w correspond to O.v and z components of velocities. Based 

on this ujy and uix correspond to r and 6 component of vorticity respectively each 

defined by the equations: 

_ d u  d w  
dz dx ^ 

dv 

The rate of change of y-component of vorticity of a fluid element re-circulating 

in the toroidal enclosure is given by 

=Q.S7Uy-^U^~Uy (7.3) 

where represents the material or substantial derivative. 

The physical meaning of the terms in the above equation is as follows, the first 

term on the right in Eq.7.3 corresponds to generation of vorticity from tilting of 
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wall 

u, z (z,w) 

0, Uft (x,u) 
r ,  u^ (y ,v )  

m (-) 

(AA) 

Figure 7.6: Schematic illustrating coordinate system (x.y.z) and its correspondence 

to (r, 9, z) coordinate system used to explain the vortex tilting mechanism. The 

insert AA illustrates the sign of vorticity in a z-y cross section of our enclosure. 
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X and z component of vorticity and stretching of y component of vorticity by the 

velocity field and the second term corresponds to diffusion of vorticity. 

In view of the fact that the the bottom half of the enclosure where the TGL 

vortices grow and coUapse in size is far of from the shearing actions of the wall, we 

simplify our analysis by neglecting the viscous diffusion of vorticity. 

Expanding u. v Uy ^^nd putting it back into vorticity equation without vorticity 

diffusion term we get: 

. dxLy,  . \ / \ / " T i \  (7.4) 

In Eq. 7.4, the first and third terms on the right hand side contribute to the 

balance of uiy through tilting of x and z vorticity components and the second term 

through stretching of y vorticity components along the y coordinate direction. 

The growth of TGL vortices and their accompanying effect of pumping up low 

momentiun fluid in the up wash region and pumping down high momentum fluid in 

down wash region causes the base flow velocity profile to develop a strong span wise 

velocity gradient ^ as well as inflection points in the normal velocity gradient 

and this span wise velocity gradient in the base flow is fed back on to the outer 

wall. Due to this fact it is reasonable for us to neglect the contributions from the 

vortex stretching term in the bottom half of the enclosure far from the top 
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shearing wall in comparison to the other two vortex tilting terms. This assumption 

reduces the vorticity equations to 

DuJ: ,du,. ,du.. 

Fig.6.9 and Fig.5.61 (shown earUer in Chapter 6 and Chapter 5) show the con

tours of u)* at 2* =0.1 section for Case IV and Case I at a given instant of time. 

The contour plots of u* have a near sinusoidal profile in both halves of the r-6 

cross-section. In view of this, the span-wise variation of radial velocity Uy at any 

fixed location (y.z) can approximately modelled by the following function: 

U y ( x ,  y ,  z ,  t )  =  U o  +  (7.7) 

In Eq. 7.7 Uo is the average value of y velocity at that point. F(t) is a function 

that captiures the time variation and A is wavelength of the Gortler vortices, the 

phase function is made a function of time to capture the span-wise oscillation 

of the Gortler vortices. Thus substituting Eq. 7.7 in Eq. 7.5 and using the fact 

that ujy is negative (for our asstuned sign convention) in most of the enclosure cross 

section,except near the wall where it has a positive sign (see Figure 7.6) we find 

that the sign of the vortex tilting term alternates with time. 
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The elements of the vorticity titUng mechanism can be understood with the 

help of schematic in Figure 7.7. This vortex tilting mechanism explains the strong 

correlations between plots of evaluated at different 6' locations and f2* and f2! 

evaluated at other half sections. 

7.5 Future work 

Computer simulation for Re=1600,J = 0.25 are being further analyzed to under

stand the structure of the 3-D flow at low Reynolds number. It would be interesting 

to know if a steady state solution exist at a low Reynolds number and if so what 

is the structure of such a 3-D flow. 

Volume visuahzation techniques must be used to visuaUze flow in a straight 

enclosure with end walls with the aim of understanding the span-wise oscillations 

present in the flow along with the interactions between the TGL vortices along the 

span and the ones at the corner wall. 

A study is based on modelling the vortex dynamics identified in this study using 

vortex filament methods, will also have to be done to completely understand this 

flow. 
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Figure 7.7: Schematic illustrating the production of cjy component of vorticity 

generated by v-velocity tilting of vorticity. 
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SUMMARY OF VISUALIZATION MOVIES 

In this Chapter a complete tabulated Ust is provided of all the visualization 

movies made for all the cases computed in this investigation. The movie files are in 

Windows Media format (AVI) viewable using Microsoft ©Windows Media player 

freely available in the internet or using numerous other multimedia programs. A 

copy of these movies can be obtained by communicating through email at su-

darsan@erode.mee.ucsb.edu. The list provided below gives the name of the file, the 

starting time and ending time of the interval of the simulation which is covered 

in the and a brief description of the movie. For all the movies listed, the frame 

speed is 5 frames per second which corresponds to a time difference of 0.2 seconds 

between adjacent frames. 

8.1 Visualization Movies for CASE I 

rvortviewlA.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in view volume I for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 

rvortviewlB.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume I for time interval 

between 320 to 340 seconds. 

rvortview2A.avi : Volume visualization of uj^ in view volume II for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 

mailto:darsan@erode.mee.ucsb.edu
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rvortview2B.avi : Volume visualization of in view volume II for time interval 

between 320 to 340 seconds. 

rvortview2redA.avi : Volume visualization of ui^ in view volume II for time in

terval between 300 to 320 seconds showing contours associated with positive 

values only. 

rvortview2redB.avi : Volume visuahzation of u;* in view volume I for time in

terval between 320 to 340 seconds showing contours associated with positive 

values only. 

rvortview2blueA.avi : Volume visualization of oj' in view volume II for time 

interval between 300 to 320 seconds showing contours associated with negative 

values only. 

rvortview2blueB.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume I for time in

terval between 320 to 340 seconds showing contours associated with negative 

values only. 

rvorttopsliceA.avi : Volume visualization of u* in view volume III with with 

contours shown only on 9" =0.5 and 2* = 0.5 cutting plane for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 
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rvorttopsliceB.avi : Volume visualization of in view volume III with with 

contours shown only on 6' =0.75 and r* = 0.5 cutting plane for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 

rvorttopsliceC.avi : Volume visualization of a?; in view volume III with with 

contours shown only on 9* =0.25 and 2' = 0.5 cutting plane for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 

polari8b.avi : Contour plots of u!^ in 2* =0.1 section for a time interval of 30 

seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 

rvortpolaril6b.avi : Contour plots of cj* in inner radial half (0.0 < r* < 0.5) of 

c* = 0.25 section for a time interval of 30 seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 

rvortpolaril6c.avi : Contour plots of a;* in outer radial half (0.5 < r* < 1.0) of 

2* = 0.25 section for a time inter\'al of 30 seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 

rvortpolari28c.avi : Contour plots of a;* in inner radial half (0.0 < r* < 0.5) of 

2* = 0.5 section for a time interval of 30 seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 

rvortpolari28.avi : Contour plots of uj* in outer radial half (0.5 < r* < 1.0) of 

= 0.5 section for a time interval of 30 seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 

rvortpolari41d.avi : Contour plots of cj* in 2* = 0.75 section for a time interval 

of 30 seconds from 300 to 330 seconds. 
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rvortkl8fullA.avi : Contour plots of u;* in 9' =0.5 section for time interval be

tween 300 to 330 seconds. 

8.2 Visualization Movies for CASE II 

rvortviewlA.avi : Volume visualization of a.'* in view volume I for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds. 

rvortviewlB.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in view volume I for time interval 

between 402 to 422 seconds. 

rvortviewlC.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume I for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds showing only contours associated with negative 

values of u;*. 

rvortviewlD.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in view volume II for time interval 

between 402 to 422 seconds showing only contours associated with negative 

values of a;*. 

rvortview2A.avi : Volume visuaUzation of uj^ in view volume II for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds. 

rvortview2red.avi : Volume visualization of cj* in view volume II for time in

terval between 382 to 402 seconds showing contours associated with positive 

values only. 
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rvortview2blue.avi : Volume visualization of in view volume I for time in

terval between 402 to 422 seconds showing contours associated with negative 

values only. 

rvortview3A.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume III for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds with contours shown only on B' =0.3 and =0.5 

cutting sections. 

rvortview3B.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume III for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds with contours shown only on 0' =0.7 and 2* =0.5 

cutting sections. 

polari8rvortb.avi : Contour plots ofu;* in ::* = 0.1 section for a time interval of 

60 seconds from 382 to 442 seconds. 

rvortil6innera.avi : Contour plots of uj* in inner radial half (0.0 < r* < 0.5) of 

2* = 0.25 section for a time interval of 60 seconds from 382 to 442 seconds. 

rvorti28innera.avi : Contour plots of in inner radial half (0.0 < r* < 0.5) of 

z' = 0.5 section for a time interval of 60 seconds from 382 to 442 seconds. 

rvorti28outerb.avi : Contour plots of a;* in outer radial half (0.5 < r" < 1.0) of 

z* = 0.5 section for a time interval of 60 seconds from 382 to 442 seconds. 

rvorti41.avi : Contour plots of u)* in 2* = 0.75 section for a time interval of 60 

seconds from 382 to 442 seconds. 
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8.3 Visualization Movies for CASE IV 

rvortviewlA.avi : Volume visualization of u;^ in view volume I for time interval 

between 345 to 370 seconds. 

rvortviewlred.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in \'iew volume I for time interval 

between 345 to 370 seconds showing only contours associated with positive 

values of u;*. 

rvortviewlblue.avi : Volume visualization of a;' in view volume I for time in

terval between 345 to 370 seconds showing only contours associated with 

negative values of cj*. 

rvortview2A.avi : Volume visuaHzation of u;* in view volume II for time interval 

between 345 to 370 seconds. 

rvortview2red.avi : Volume visuaUzation of tu' in view volume II for time inter

val between 345 to 370 seconds showing only contours associated with positive 

values of <• 

rvortview2blue.avi : Volume visualization of in view volume II for time in

terval between 345 to 370 seconds showing only contours associated with 

negative values of u;^. 
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rvortview3A.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in view volume III for time interval 

between 345 to 370 seconds with contours shown only on 0' =0.25 and c* =0.5 

cutting sections. 

rvortview3B.avi : Volume visualization of u;* in view volume III for time interval 

between 382 to 402 seconds with contours shown only on 6' =0.5 and =0.5 

cutting sections. 

polari8rvort.avi : Contour plots of a-'* in c* = 0.1 section for a time interval of 

45 seconds from 345 to 390 seconds. 

polaril6rvort.avi : Contour plots of a;* in = 0.25 section for a time interval 

of 45 seconds from 345 to 390 seconds. 

polari28rvort.avi : Contour plots of a;* in 2* = 0.5 section for a time interval of 

45 seconds from 345 to 390 seconds. 

polari41rvort.avi : Contour plots of u;* in 2* = 0.75 section for a time interval 

of 45 seconds from 345 to 390 seconds. 

polari48rvort.avi : Contour plots of in z' = 0.9 section for a time interval of 

45 seconds from 345 to 390 seconds. 
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8.4 Visualization Movies for CASE V 

rvortviewlA.avi : Volume visualization of a;* in view volume I for time interval 

between 300 to 320 seconds. 

rvortviewlB.avi : Volume visualization of cj* in view volume I for time interval 

between 320 to 340 seconds. 

rvortview2redA.avi : Volume visualization of u?* in view volume II for time in

terval between 300 to 345 seconds showing only contours associated with 

positive values of UJ' . 

rvortview2redB.avi : Volume visualization of in view volume II for time in

terval between 300 to 345 seconds showing only contours associated with 

positive values of u)^. 

rvortview2blueA.avi : Volume visualization of uj* in view volume II for time 

interval between 300 to 345 seconds showing only contours associated with 

negative values of u;*. 

rvortview2blueB.avi : Volume visualization of uj* in view volume II for time 

interval between 300 to 345 seconds sho-wnng only contours associated with 

negative values of u;*. 

polari8rvort.avi : Contour plots of a;* in 2* = 0.1 section for a time interval of 

45 seconds from 300 to 345 seconds. 
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polaril6rvort.avi : Contour plots of a;* in 

of 45 seconds from 300 to 345 seconds. 

pol5iri28rvort.avi : Contour plots of u;* in 

45 seconds from 300 to 345 seconds. 

poleiri41rvort.avi : Contour plots of u;* in 2* 

of 45 seconds from 300 to 345 seconds. 

polari48rvort.avi : Contour plots of u;* in 2* 

45 seconds from 300 to 345 seconds. 

0.25 section for a time interval 

0.5 section for a time inter\^al of 

0.75 section for a time interval 

0.9 section for a time interval of 
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